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Student Demonstrators Take Over Hamilton Hall; Administration Refuses to Talk ‘Under Coercion’

1 Arrested in Park In Violent Protest

BY MICHAEL STERN

More than three hundred Columbia students marched to the site of the University's new gymnasium in Morningside Park yesterday afternoon in the most violent anti-gym demonstration since construction began.

Protestors, led by members of Columbia's Students for a Democratic Society and the Students Afro-American Society, tore down sections of the metal fence surrounding the site and fought with police for several minutes. Three policemen were treated at Columbia Presbyterian Hospital for minor injuries and one student, Fred Wilson '70, was arrested.

The gym protest began at 12:30 after anti-SDS pickets had blocked the steps to Low Library and prevented the group from entering the building, which was originally intended. After attempting to enter Low through the southeast security entrance, the demonstrators defied briefly and then decided to march to the gym site.

Chanting slogans, the crowd streamed out the gate behind St. Paul's Chapel into Amsterdam Ave. and down 116th St. The demonstrators entered the site at 116th St. and Morningside Drive, where a gate in the fence surrounding it was already open. Students began kicking and pulling the northern part of the site, a high metal barrier, uprooting a forty-foot section. The few policemen who arrived at the site shortly after the picketers, tried to close the gate, but it was pushed open by demonstrators, grabbing three policemen against the fence.

Several fastfights broke out between policemen and protesters along the fence. A sergeant from the 24th precinct; was the first to arrest Wilson, who was standing near Hamilton Hall, the group's leader near

(Continued on Page 2)

Challenge to Administration Strongest in School's History

BY KENNETH BARRY

Never before have a group of students so forcefully challenged the administration of Columbia University.

Vice President David D. Truman called the events of yesterday a matter of life or death for the University. It is a challenge to the security of the University.

Many things happened yesterday, but the most significant is that students have taken control of the gymnasium.

The University will be conducted in an orderly manner, and whatever it is, the vice president said last night.

Students forced administrators to lock Low Library, tore down the fence and fought with New York City policemen; and finally, they overpowered the acting dean of Columbia College—perhaps the man most responsible for the administration for the policies they are protesting—a hostage in his office overnight.

This time, the police for the possibility of violence, administrators acted to prevent a recurrence of last year's incident. Vice President Truman telephoned members of the faculty Monday night and asked them to do what they could to head off violence.

Low Library, the original target of the demonstration, was closed, thereby eliminating the opportunity for students of opposing sides to be crowded together into narrow hallways.

Fortunately, the SDS-led demonstrators and the pickets organized by Students for a Democratic Society were not permitted to leave, the dean wisely never tested the issue. An attempt by him to leave Hamilton was

(Continued on Page 2)

Protestors Say They Will Not Negotiate Until CU Grants Disciplinary Amnesty

BY ROBERT STULBERG

Militant black community leaders, who apparently have gained considerable control of a demonstration inside Hamilton Hall, decided at a special caucus at 8:30 a.m. this morning to blockade the building and close it down today.

The white students inside the building decided at a similar caucus early this morning to go along with plans for barricading the building.

The demonstration, which was initially sponsored by Students for a Democratic Society and the Students Afro-American Society, has apparently come under the control of black militant community leaders who were invited yesterday afternoon to participate in the siege of Hamilton Hall.

Members of the Harlem chapters of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, the Congress of Racial Equality and the militant Manhattan Society have joined the demonstration.

Charles J. Kenyatta, leader of the militant Manhattan Society, addressed the demonstrators inside Hamilton at 1 a.m. this morning and representatives of the New York City chapter of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, as well as the Congress of Racial Equality were in the building.

At 2 a.m. this morning, a spokesman for the Columbia Security Office said that "the New York City police have been notified and they can be called to the campus at a moment's notice." Later reports from the security office indicated the police were surrounding the perimeter of the campus.

The demonstrators occupying Hamilton stated yesterday afternoon that they will not leave until all of their demands are met and they will not send a group to

(Continued on Page 2)

Faculty Meeting

An emergency faculty meeting will be held tonight at 7:30 in the Faculty Room of Low Library.

BEGINNING: A massive noon rally at the sundial began a series of demonstrations yesterday which ended in a sleep-in at Hamilton Hall. Over 700 students from several Columbia and city groups participated in the day's events.
One Arrested at Gym Site; Section of Fence Torn Down

(Continued from Page 1)

the barrier. Wilson attempted to pull away and a crowd gathered around him.

Demonstrators began shoving, shouting "Let him go," and the policeman slipped in the loose dirt, dragging Wilson down. Students began hitting and kicking the officer, trying to free Wilson. Several other policemen began pushing through the surrounding crowd. One of them handcuffed Wilson and pulled him to his feet. The protesters began shoving, and several policemen and demonstrators were knocked down or pushed against a large dirt pile.

About ten policemen then spread out, swinging their clubs and scattering the demonstrators. A few protesters were hit on the head, others on the back and legs. The crowd formed at a distance from the dirt pile.

Wilson was charged with felony assault, criminal mischief, and resisting arrest, a spokesman for the 26th precinct said, but the charges were later reduced to simple assault, a misdemeanor he added.

Wilson stated last night, however, after being released on $50 bail, that none of the charges were dropped, and that he was booked for harassing an officer in addition.

After being arrested, he had claimed that he wasn't doing anything, just standing there where he was arrested. A friend later stated that both he and Wilson had attempted to tear down a section of the fence before the policemen approached them. The arresting officer refused to comment on the incident.

Ed Plenneman '69, a member of the SDS steering committee, met with Sgt. Edward Sullivan of the 26th precinct, and demanded Wilson's release. Plenneman said he couldn't guarantee that the charges would be dropped, and asked the demonstra-

strators to picket peacefully outside the site. "Get your people out of the park and we'll talk," he said.

Approximately thirty policemen from six precincts had gathered at the site by this time as the crowd quelled. Mark Rudd '69, chairman of SDS, climbed to the top of the dirt pile and called for the charges against Wilson to be dropped.

The demonstrators, milling around inside the remnants of the fence, discussed whether to remain on the site or return to Columbia. Rudd said, "There are three hundred people at the sidewalk—we can't do anything here."

After reassuring charges that Columbia was discriminating against the community by building the gym on park land and refusing the community full use of the building's facilities, Rudd proposed that the crowd return to Columbia. After some discussion, the protesters began to leave.

Protesters Crowd Into Hamilton Hall For All-Night Vigil

(Continued from Page 1)

turned toward the main entrance where "The Man"—Dean Henry S. Coleman—stood, flanked by the Provost and Vice Dean of the College.

Like the waters of the Red Sea, the crowd moved back and cleared a path-way to the wooden door marked "Dean of Columbia College." The sea of people then closed quickly behind Dean Coleman as he walked into Hamilton, and as of midnight last night he had not left his office.

During the course of the afternoon, the atmosphere inside the lobby changed from the tense moments when Dean Coleman confronted the angry student leaders crowded around him. After he had told the crowd that he had "no intention of meeting any demands under circumstances such as these" and gone into his office, things began to loosen up.

Determined not to move until their list of demands had been granted, the students started to settle in and make themselves comfortable. Their leaders began laying plans for an all-night vigil.

Although a small and staunchly silent group of students, who were opposed to the SDS-sponsored demonstration, stood in a protestive formation around the Dean, no violence between students took place.

The first signs that tension had eased in the Hamilton lobby came when red balloons and crepe paper were strung across the lobby's white plaster pillars and along its walls. For the first time Hamilton lobby saw blow-up pictures of Lenin, Che Guevara, and several anti-war posters hung on its walls and columns.

Life-size photographs of Belushi Carmichael and Malcolm X flanked the Dean's office—indicative of the prominent role played by black students in yesterday's events. Also, a Che Guevara placard with the words "In Revolution One Wins or Dies" hung overhead.

As an anti-demonstration student who stood guard outside Dean Coleman's office remarked, "It makes me sick to my stomach to see a fllity communist's picture hanging over the Dean's office."

The first provisions brought to the demonstrators, who were spread over the entire floor of the lobby and lined the first flight of steps on both sides, were boxes of bananas, oranges, and apples.
Demonstrators Crowd Hamilton Hall Lobby
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negotiate their demands until the University granted yesterday's demonstrators amnesty and drop all disciplinary measures taken Monday against six leaders of the Columbia left-wing.

Vice President David B. Truman stated last night at an unscheduled talk on the steps of Hamilton Hall that amnesty is "out of the question" as a condition for talks or as an outcome of talks. The university will never act "under coercion," he said.

Dr. Truman added that the University did not initiate the disciplinary action against the students involved in the demonstration.

A group of University officials asserted yesterday that the action in Hamilton constituted a violation of President Grayson Kirk's memorandum banning demonstrations inside the University buildings.

University officials would not disclose the procedures used to terminate the demonstration, Alexander R. Platt, associate dean for student affairs, would not discuss their plans.

He added, however, that "there is to be no limit" on how much the students are to be able to continue their siege of Hamilton.

Dean Coleman, contacted by telephone at 10 p.m. last night, stated that "as far as I can see, no action will be taken on the demonstrators' demands" prior to a faculty meeting scheduled for 7:30 tonight.

The meeting was scheduled after several faculty members petitioned for an emergency meeting of the voting faculty to consider the Hamilton demonstration.

According to Dean Coleman, the faculty will discuss the demonstrators' demands at their meeting tonight. Among the list of demands are requests that the University stop construction of the new gym in Morningside Park and close its gates to the Institute for Defense

Protest Strongest in CU History
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almost certainly have provoked fighting.

Yesterday's events showed also that construction of the new gym in Morningside Park is by no means a dead issue despite repeated assertions from the administration that construction is a fait accompli. Black student leaders remained in the forefront of the demonstration, along with leaders of SDS, and as word spread of the activities at Columbia throughout the city, more students joined in the University protest.

The arrival of these students raised a similar problem for the University; whether to call in city police to empty Hamilton Hall. Since the SDS are taking part in an illegal demonstration inside a University building, the black leaders are saying they will not fight the police. The University could attempt to have them removed by police on its own.

Any violence which might erupt from such a confrontation with police could have repercussions far beyond the University's covered walls. The Student Afro-American Society, which has preferred to remain neutral, tried to put pressure on the administration to stop the building project. But a demonstration outside the administration building had to be ended when a black student was hit with a rock.

Analyzes and allow open hearings for all future disciplinary cases on campus. A number of campus organizations held a meeting last night that they would support the Hamilton demonstration, which is led by a coalition of students from Students for a Democratic Society, the Student Afro-American Society and the Columbia College Citizenship Council. The construction of Hamilton Hall followed a day of demonstrations at the sundial, Low Library and the gym in Morningside Park. The action in Hamilton, which was planned, lasted until 1:30 a.m., when approximately 150 students decided not to attend the sundial to move to Hamilton and occupy the building.

The students moved into the main floor of Hamilton Hall and in front of Dean Coleman's office and began chanting "Harlem must go on!" and "We want Coleman."

Dean Coleman, however, was not in his office. At 1:15 p.m., however, the student dean did appear in the doorway of Hamilton with William H. Kahn, provost of the University, and the student demonstrators cleared a passage for the men to walk toward Dean Coleman's office. When Dean Coleman walked up to his office, the demonstrators surrounded him, preventing him from leaving the building.

Dean Coleman addressed the crowd, saying "I have no intention of meeting any demands under any situation." He stated that he had no intention of calling the President or the Vice President of the University to discuss the demonstrators' demands.

Dean Coleman and Procter Kahn entered the dean's office and the demonstrators set up a steering committee to make decisions and speak for the group.

The demonstrators began to make arrangements for food, bedding and entertainment for the crowd, while Dean Coleman and Procter Kahn conferred with University officials by phone about their next move. At 2:30 p.m., Dean Coleman came out of his office and addressed the students.

The demonstrators remained on the steps of Hamilton Hall and demonstrated to the censorship of the demonstrators' demands.

One hour later, Dean Coleman came out of his office for a third and final time. He stated that he had been on the phone with Vice President Truman to ask him about the students' demands and that Dean Coleman was "willing to talk with you in Wollman Auditorium."

The demonstrators rejected Dean's offer and then set out their final conditions.

The occupation of Hamilton followed an afternoon of confused demonstrations and counter-demonstrations.

More than one thousand people rallied around Low Plaza, waiting for the demonstration to come to an end. Forty-five counter-demonstrators picked in front of Low Library and an hundred other students who opposed the planned SDS action walked around on the plaza.

The counter-demonstrators, mostly members of a conservative organization at Columbia, tried to placate the campus unrest by offering a Free Campus, carried many anti-SDS posters.

"Order in peace," one sign read. Another said, "Send Back to Cuba.

Rudd recently returned from a three-week trip to Cuba. At the south end of Low Plaza, more than five hundred demonstrators gathered in front of the sundial to hear a number of speeches by members of SDS and SIO.

According to SDS plans, the organization planned to march into Low Library and present President Grayson Kirk with a demand for open hearings for the six disciplined students. In addition, the students planned to request that the University sever its ties with IBD and cancel its "racist policies.

"The University, however, acting upon its greatest title of the university's history of the school.

PHILOSOPHICAL DISCUSSION: Columbia philosophy professors confer outside Dean Coleman's office with student demonstrators on the implications of yesterday's actions and speeches in Hamilton Hall.

At the conclusion of the sundial, David Platt delivered a letter from Vice President David B. Truman to Mark Rudd, chairman of SDS, in which Mr. Rudd explained the University's action and offered to meet the demonstrators inside McMillin Theatre.

"Since it is the announced intention of the SDS to conduct a demonstration inside Low Library today," Dean Coleman said, "and since there would be hazardous both to people and to property if a large number of students were to be in the building for purposes other than regularly scheduled meetings, Low Library has been closed except to individuals who have scheduled business there.

In his letter, Dr. Truman offered to meet with the students in McMillin Theatre immediately if they wished to do so.

At first, SDS and SAS leaders were divided over how they should respond to Dr. Truman's offer. However, after an extended debate behind the sundial, Rudd informed Platt that he would agree to move the demonstration into the McMillin only if Dr. Truman would delay the ground rules for the meeting.

Rudd asked that Dr. Truman permit a sit-in protest on the campus and to allow the student audience to decide the case of the six disciplined students as a 'popular tribunal.'

Dean Paul stated that he could not consent Dr. Truman to any ground rules prior to the meeting, but the dean suggested to Rudd that he ask Dr. Truman to allow the students to set down certain conditions once the demonstrators are seated.

"Dr. Truman gives in this alternative because he is a liberal man," Rudd told the crowd. "After we've gone up on the 60's of a speech a million times before we demand, he has refused to discuss them, and now he decided to meet with us," Rudd added.

Rudd said that since Law was locked, it would be worthwhile for him to try to enter the administration building. Instead, he said, the crowd should consider a number of alternative moves. At this point, however, an SDS student came to the sundial and directed the crowd to try to storm the security entrance of Low.

Rudd agreed to the suggestion, joined by several other demonstrators and began to march toward Low, followed by a crowd of almost five hundred people.
A Day of Warning

Yesterday several hundred demonstrators attempted to confront the University administration in Low Library, demonstrated at the site of the gymnasium construction in Morningside Park and blocked the lobby of Hamilton Hall, refuting President Kirk's memorandum on demonstrations within buildings be judged at an open hearing before a panel of faculty and students. We urge the faculty to adopt all subsequent disciplinary matters.

Beyond this request that the faculty demand that Columbia completely withdraw the trespassing charges against the demonstrators arrested at the gymnasium site. But we cannot support the demand of the demonstrators, that the University declare a general amnesty against all the protesters since we have already stated that the proper way to deal with such actions is through open hearings.

We urge the faculty to support a discontinuation of the ban on indoor demonstrations. President Kirk should withdraw his capricious and inconsistent memorandum and instead revert to the former University policy that permits indoor demonstrations so long as they do not disrupt the functioning of the University.

In addition we ask that the faculty recommend that Columbia hall work on the new gymnasium until new discussions with all interested community groups can be undertaken.

Finally we request that the University instruct the Crimmins Construction Company, the contractors who are building the gymnasium to withdraw the trespassing charges against the demonstrators arrested at the gymnasium site.

We cannot support the demand of the demonstrators, that the University declare a general amnesty against all the protesters since we have already stated that the proper way to deal with such actions is through open hearings.

If the faculty accepts the role for which it seems destined and if both the administration and the demonstrators agree to accept these proposals adopted by the faculty, Columbia can become a much more open and responsive place. If either the demonstrators of the administration refuses to abandon their current positions in favor of such a faculty decision, the alternative is ever-increasing acrimony and violence.

Letters to the Editor

A Father's View

To the Editor

I hope that not all our students will be as stupid as the one who, in a recent letter to the Columbia Spectator, said that the faculty is trying to destroy someone's family because he is a bad father. It is true that the university is a place where students can learn about themselves and the world, but it is also a place where they can make mistakes and be held accountable for them.

The university is not attempting to destroy anyone's family. It is simply trying to help its students grow and improve. The university's role is to provide a safe and supportive environment for its students to learn and develop. If a student makes a mistake, the university will help them learn from it and move on.

If a student is unhappy with the university's policies or procedures, they can discuss them with their instructors or other university representatives. The university is committed to working with its students to ensure that they have the best possible experience at the university.

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to reach out to the university's administration. We are here to help you succeed.

Sincerely,

[Student Name]

(Continued on Page 5)
By GEORGE WATT

Miles Davis seems to constantly try to increase his range of sensibility and variety. In "Nefertiti" (Columbia 3994), his newest album, he gets into some forms of unusual and experimental group interplay.

Several of the compositions, "Nefertiti," the title tune, is very strange. Throughout it, the horns play a tried, heavy melody which comes along with a heavy tone. In the waves, there is some brilliant, bluesy interplay among Hancock and Williams. "Fifth" is odd. It begins with some subtle, beautiful interplay among the mutes in an almost New Orleans"style. Tenor man Wayne Shorter plays a shimmering, lyrical solo which is all too short. The first solo ends with a rhythm tune called "Tandy Joe" by Tony Williams, which shows his drumming. He plays polyrhythm on top of polyrhythm to the background of some of the suns and the bass. The tenor player, the song solo is interesting and shows how well he works with, and is mentioned to the other players.

Miles's feel is an unpredictable, up-tempo, insane kind of time. It seems to me that his feeling is a masterpiece of music and that he has a natural feel for the music.

COLUMBIA DAILY SPECTATOR

The Levels of Miles

By MARLI WEISS

A five-member singing group whose English name is "The Voices of Harlem," have made their New York City debut. The group is a novelty, but the Hebrew-singing group known as the Arbaah Kolote is an interesting contribution to their art. The group, however, is not widely known but has been playing small clubs with good success. The group is good, and the songs are good. The group has a good future and is well worth hearing.

The Arbaah Kolote is a unique and interesting group, whose members are part of the Columbia community. In recent concert performances, the group has shown great promise in its musical compositions. Most of the group's songs are in Hebrew, and all reflect the rhythm, harmonic style that has carried the Arbaah Kolote into the hearts of its listeners.

The group has accomplished much in a relatively short time. Ronnie Isaacs and Marvin Bloom, both juniors, have sung at the School of General Studies and the Jewish Theological Seminary, first talked with Davis and decided to have the Arbaah Kolote's performance at the Seminary's Graduate School of Sacred Music. The group was formed in 1968 and has performed under the direction of Mr. Davis.

The group has had one engagement after another, although they took a break from performing to study for misellanes exams and to celebrate Passover. With several engagements in the near future, the Arbaah Kolote are not sitting idle, but have begun working on a new album, which they have not yet decided which of the four recording contracts offered them to accept. They are also seriously considering an offer to tour Europe this summer.

As for the contention about their name, Davis explained, "The Arbaah Kolote" means "four voices." The group includes four vocalists, but all the voices are not heard on the album, although they have not yet decided which of the four recording contracts offered them to accept. They are also seriously considering an offer to tour Europe this summer.

The group has had one engagement after another, although they took a break from performing to study for misellanes exams and to celebrate Passover. With several engagements in the near future, the Arbaah Kolote are not sitting idle, but have begun working on a new album, which they have not yet decided which of the four recording contracts offered them to accept. They are also seriously considering an offer to tour Europe this summer.

Arbaah Kolote: Upward Bound

By MARLI WEISS

A five-member singing group whose English name is "The Voices of Harlem," have made their New York City debut. The group is a novelty, but the Hebrew-singing group known as the Arbaah Kolote is an interesting contribution to their art. The group has a good future and is well worth hearing.

By EDWARD WORO BY EDWARD WORO 24, 1968

Miles Davis says that he has "Nefertiti," which is a combination of the title tune and "Nefertiti." He has been working on the album for some time.

The Miles Davis is a combination of the title tune and "Nefertiti." He has been working on the album for some time.

E.Y. Hurd was not able to pass as facts in his articles "The Ciba Save," Mr. Hurd thinks he knows and understands all of Ciba's problems because of his short stay there.

The picture we get from Mr. Hurd's articles is that the Ciba government is being blacked by public reports. We must be reading the same newspaper as we did last week.

It is clear from Mr. Hurd's articles that he has not been at Ciba very long. According to the fact that Ciba has never had an election since Castro took over. His horn style is a mixture of "bebop," "bird jazz," and "cool," and was greatly influenced by Parker.

In the mid-fifties he made an album which followed the Cubana Steela with a group (which included John Coltrane and Cannonball Adderley). "Blues" was not only a milestone in Davis' career, but has been considered one of the best albums of his career. Davis is still ready for the forlorn era of today's jazz style.

When I first listened to his new album, I couldn't help thinking that you have been working on it for some time.

Music is certainly not background in Davis' music. It is the main feature of his music. He is not only a master of the trumpet, but also a master of the piano.

To give you an example of Mr. Davis' powers, let me quote from his music: "Dad had a gun and that's all she wanted. I'm a Gato of the government too, but I'm not really going to move the door."

First of all the word "gun" is not really being mentioned in an English slang word; second, that word has no equivalent in the Spanish language. But, you have in mind a new term in this way to get some color of American on his side.

It is impossible for me to refute and uncover all of Mr. Hurd's lies in this letter. But, his statement in this letter might help some Americans realize the true plight of Negroes. It seems to me that the Negroes are only being stilled at the edges.

Obviously, under today's standards of living, a man is entitled to choose his form of social conduct and, if his parents agree, to live his own life. It is not that he is a饭菜, as a result, an entirely new kind of hollablah about "Americanization of all girls are allowed to away with it and others no, etc. But I'll get back to how Mr. Hurd is a man who knows how to realize the true plight of Negroes. It seems to me that the Negroes are only being stilled at the edges.

Columbia University is, I believe, in any case "high enough" in every way to get away with it and others no, etc. But I'll get back to how Mr. Hurd is a man who knows how to realize the true plight of Negroes. It seems to me that the Negroes are only being stilled at the edges.

Columbia University is, I believe, in any case "high enough" in every way to get away with it and others no, etc. But I'll get back to how Mr. Hurd is a man who knows how to realize the true plight of Negroes. It seems to me that the Negroes are only being stilled at the edges.
The Governing Board of the Columbia College Citizenship Council does not take a position on the demonstration occurring in Hamilton Hall.

The Governing Board takes the following position on the demands made at the student demonstration against IDA, the Columbia gym, and the prosecution of students:

We ask that:
1. Columbia University immediately halt construction of its segregated gym in Morningside Park so that negotiations can take place to turn the gym over to the community.
2. the University use its good offices to see that all charges against those arrested at antigym demonstrations be withdrawn since they have been forced to risk arrest because the University has failed to maintain a meaningful dialogue with the Community.
3. the University immediately disaffiliate, in fact and not merely on paper, from the Institute for Defense Analyses; and that President Grayson Kirk and Trustee William Burden resign their positions on IDA’s executive committee. We take this position because of IDA’s program to research and develop anti-riot weapon systems instead of seeking peaceful means of meeting the needs of the communities where such rebellions occur.
4. no disciplinary action be taken against those involved in Tuesday’s demonstration.

NOTE: All the above was decided by majority vote at the Governing Board Meeting held Tuesday evening April 23, 8-11 PM.

The beauty embraced in a rose
Is oft rhapsodized in quaint prose.
But the beauty in beer
Is only made clear
In Schlitz, as everyone knows.
Lions Rout Kings Point, 18-0
As Bosson Hits Two Homers

(Continued from Page 8)

Bosson's hit was perhaps the most significant result of the day. Up to now, Bas- quiat has started Bosson, Weather and Early in all of the Lions games. But if yesterday's game is any indication, he may well use Brooklyn in some of the upcoming Eastern League contests.

Columbia also succeeded in avoiding errors in the field. Bosson, who had difficulty in the early innings, at shortstop, looked good at first base, and Capin in right played well at short.

This weekend the Lions travel to Brown and Harvard for two Eastern Intercolligate Baseball League contests. Columbia is 0-1 in League play, the defeat being a 2-1 loss at the hands of Army last Wednesday.

Penthouse Restaurant

ATOP
BUTLER HALL

400 West 19th Street (88 Morningside Drive)
For reservations, phone MCG 6-9400

JESTER STAFF MEETING
8:30 TONIGHT
304 FERRIS BOOTH

WRITERS, AND ARTISTS NEEDED... DESPERATELY!

If you are planning to attend the VICTORY BANQUET in honor of the 1967-68 VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM at the New York Hilton on Thursday May 2nd, please purchase your ticket this week at 400 John Jay, between 9 am and 5 pm, so we will have time to make the necessary seating arrangements.

$4 STUDENT RATE TICKETS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AFTER 5 PM MONDAY APRIL 27TH!

"THE LAST CHAPTER"

* Thursday 8 p.m.
* 304 Barnard Hall
* Candlelight ceremony commemorating 25th anniversary of Warsaw Ghetto Donations

SDS PRESENTS THE 1933 FILM VERSION OF THE SPERRY OPERA

VOTE • CHOICE ’68! • TODAY

The Board of 'Managers of F.B.H. presents

DAVID ROSAND speaking on
"RUBENS AND THE BAROQUE"

SCHIFF ROOM WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24
4:10 P.M.

The Columbia University Orchestra in Concert

Wednesday - April 24, 1968
8:30 p.m.
Lounge - John Jay Hall - FREE

Music by: Vivaldi, Phillips, Dvorak

JANOF'S Typewriter Service

Sewers and Repair Typewriters
Sales - Rentals - Repairs
Art and Drafting Supplies
Stationery-Greeting Cards
Many Scholarly and Special Interest Magazines
Special Student Rates

2882 Broadway
Between 112th and 113th St.
UN 4-8980-1

There will be a meeting for present and potential mathematics majors and concentrators on Wednesday, April 24th at 4 p.m. in Room 416 Math. Other interested students are invited to attend.

The Graduate Residents Council and the Graduate Faculty Student Council presents

The Columbia University Orchestra in Concert

Wednesday - April 24, 1968
8:30 p.m.
Lounge - John Jay Hall - FREE

Music by: Vivaldi, Phillips, Dvorak

"THE LAST CHAPTER"

- Thursday 8 p.m.
- 304 Barnard Hall
- Candlelight ceremony commemorating 25th anniversary of Warsaw Ghetto

DONATION... 75¢
Lion Nine Routs Kings Point, 18-0

BY ALEX SACHAR

Bob Bosson’s grand slam home run over the center field fence in the first inning set the scoring pace as Columbia’s baseball team toppled an 18-0 win over the Kings Point Marines at Baker Field yesterday.

Bosson later added another home run to the identical spot, and Chuck Stimley also connected as the Lions scored all their runs in the first six innings. The win raised Columbia’s season record to 6-7, while Kings Point is now 6-7.

Bob Brookshire drew his first starting assignment on the mound, and responded by hurling no-hit ball for the first five innings he was asked to work. The final four innings were divided among four Lion pitchers, as coach John Halquist substituted freely.

The outcome of the game was never in doubt. The Mariners’ starting pitcher, Ron Adams, loaded the bases in the first inning, issuing walks to Chuck Assicurato and Rich Brown, and an infield single to Biodi. After Stimley struck out, Bosson unloaded the bases with his grand slam. The Lions added three runs in the third, sending Adams to the bench and bringing Gerry Strom in to pitch. Bosson greated Strom with a two run homer in the fourth, and Stimley added his three run blast in the fifth.

Columbia then sent nine men to bat in the sixth, adding five more runs off Strom and a second reliever, Ed Peterson, to close out the scoring. The big blow of this rally was a two-run double by Assicurato to right field.

Brookshire pitched the first five innings for the Lions and did not allow a hit. He struck out five to raise his season total to twelve in thirteen innings pitched. Brookshire, who is also a starting tackle on the varsity football team, went on to the Coastal Carolina University campus.

PARNASSUS AT HOME
GOOD BOOKS BOUGHT AND SOLD
216 West St.
Tel: 799 - 1144
Catalogues Available

SUBLIT WANTED
Law Professor and family seek confident, intelligent, energetic, interested student for three bedroom air conditioned (at least partially) apartment for June for use while doing legal research. Will arrange for roommate. Contact: Ray Parish, 116 Virginia, Fayetteville, Ark. 72701, with details.

VOTING TODAY
for ’69
OFICERS ’70
CUSIC ’71
HAM 9-12
FBH 12-3
and evening hours to be announced on bulletin boards

THE COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY GLEE CLUB!!
Annual Spring Concert Extravaganza on Friday, May 3
8:30 p.m. Tickets on sale at FBH Plaza
P.S. Pristine, Palatial, Post-Pageant Party for the Privilege of our Pampered Patrons.

TODAY!
Dave Braun, veteran of many helicopter attacks in Vietnam, shows slides in support of his criticisms of U.S. tactics there. 8 p.m., Earl Hall

Questions Answered
FRIDAY!
Rally on Dial at noon in support of International Student Faculty Strike

SATURDAY!
NYC March to end the war. Feeders start at Columbia 10 a.m. Party in Lions Den 9 p.m. IEC

SENIORS — DON’T MISS
THE SENIOR SHOW & DANCE
Featuring the SOUL SYNDICATE
This Friday Nite 8:30 - 1:00 Wollman
Tix Available Mon. - Wed. 206 F.B.H. (12-3)

Spend the SUMMER WITH JAM ES BALDWIN
and Kafka, Dostoevsky, Malcolm X, and Camus
SEER, the Student Educational Exchange Roundtable, talks about these and other relevant authors at weekly discussion groups with bright high school students across the country. By spending 2 or 3 hours a week with your SEER group, you can use your education creatively and learn from others of different educational and social backgrounds.

If you are looking for intellectual stimulation and meaningful personal relationships this summer, call 380-3603 or stop by 311 FBH for a SEER application.

COME TO THE CONCERT COMBINING CALCULATED, CONSOMMATE CONTROL, CELEBRATED, CEREMONIAL CLARITY, A COLLOSAL CONTINGENT OF CAN TANKERS CAMPUS CELEBRITIES CANCELLING CALAMITOUS CACOPHONY WITH CLARITY AND CARE THROUGH CRAFTY CAPABILITY;

MARCH TO THE MUCH-MENTIONED MYSTICAL MUSICAL MEETING OF THE MADCAP, MELLIFLOUS, MAJESTIC, MANLY, MINDBENDING, MASTERFUL, MEPHISTOPHELIAN, MERCURIAL, MODEST MESTERSINGERS, MINSTRELS, AND MINNISINGERS who MAKE MODULATED, MIRTHFUL, MULTIDUINOUS MEASURES!

From Peking and Hanoi to Saigon and Phnom Penh, from the three bedroom air conditioned (at least partially) apartment for June for use while doing legal research. Will arrange for roommate. Contact: Ray Parish, 116 Virginia, Fayetteville, Ark. 72701, with details.

COME TO THE CONCERT COMBINING CALCULATED, CONSOMMATE CONTROL, CELEBRATED, CEREMONIAL CLARITY, A COLLOSAL CONTINGENT OF CANTANKERS CAMPUS CELEBRITIES CANCELLING CALAMITOUS CACOPHONY WITH CLARITY AND CARE THROUGH CRAFTY CAPABILITY;

MARCH TO THE MUCH-MENTIONED MYSTICAL MUSICAL MEETING OF THE MADCAP, MELLIFLOUS, MAJESTIC, MANLY, MINDBENDING, MASTERFUL, MEPHISTOPHELIAN, MERCURIAL, MODEST MESTERSINGERS, MINSTRELS, AND MINNISINGERS who MAKE MODULATED, MIRTHFUL, MULTIDUINOUS MEASURES!
Faculty Recommends Hall to Gym Construction; Campus Closed Down, SDS Holds Kirk's Office

Protesters Occupy 2 New Buildings

By ROBERT STULBERG

The University administration yesterday called New York City police onto the campus and later sealed it off during a confused day of protests, in which defiant demonstrators occupied several administrative offices and three university buildings.

During the course of the day, which was marked by several break-in violent outbursts, members of Students for a Democratic Society barricaded themselves inside the offices of President Grayson Kirk, while militant black students and community protesters remained in control of Hamilton Hall.

Late yesterday afternoon, School of Architecture students in Avery Hall refused to leave the building when the administration ordered all buildings closed. As of 2 a.m. today, students still had completely free access to Avery.

Early this morning, more than fifty students also moved into Fay-erweather Hall and a number of them prepared to sleep in the building.

A high University official told Mark Rudd 66, chairman of SDS and a central figure in the protests of the past two days, that "too much what you do now, you will be expelled."

Rudd yesterday resigned his position as SDS chairman in an organizational dispute over tactics, though he continued to play a significant role in the demonstrations.

Last night, the administration declared to seal off the campus, after receiving reports that militant black organizations in Central Harlem were planning to stage a

Protesters Roam Offices in Low

By MARK JAFFE

At 6 a.m. this morning the white students participating in the Hamilton Hall demonstration left the building at the request of the black students and in the words of Mark Rudd, chairman of SDS, "standing for our own building."

The group of approximately 100 students immediately headed for Low Library, the target of the previous day's march. The protesters, led by Rudd, knocked down the door to the southeast entrance and flowed past the University security office and into the rotunda.

Once on the rotunda level, Rudd explained that the black students had asked the whites to leave because they had not been "sick" in their stand.

Rudd said that, "for some of us, our academic careers are ruined," and that the only thing they could do was to "take a stand, and try to win our right."

The forcing of the door and the sound of breaking glass at first shocked some of the students and drew signs of disapproval, but the occupants sang or listened to various speakers, mostly SDS leaders.

A new poll, relatively well-organized and professional compared to Students for a Democratic Society improvisations, has evolved on campus. Out of the sixty to seventy black people now occupying Hamilton Hall, no more than half are Columbia students, many of whom are the outskirts of the last two days of protests has passed out of SDS's and their supporters' control.

Community protests against the demonstration have grown in intensity and vileness during the last few weeks, as organizations like Harlem CORE and Harlem SNCC began to agitate against construction. The Students-stro-American Society, with a newly-elected president, entered the campus political arena for the first time this week, sharing the leadership of the anti-gym protest Tuesday afternoon.

Tuesday night black militants from within and without Columbia followed their new leader.

During the long afternoon and night inside Hamilton Hall, signs indicating a shift in the focus and style of the demonstration slowly increased. After entering the building around 1:00, the demonstrators sang or listened to various speakers, mostly SDS leaders.

Periodic announcements were made that community groups were sending representatives. By 8:00 p.m., many were inside Hamilton. At 8:30 p.m., a SNCC organizer made a brief speech, saying contact had been made with black groups throughout the city and that the troops are on the move. He concluded by stating that unless the demonstrators' demands were met, "we're going to whatever is necessary to get them met. The black community is taking over."

The people in the audience laughed or booed, but the remark underscored the tension intrinsic in the working relationship of SDS, SAS, and the community groups.

The demonstrators' original demands, formulated by a steering committee with a majority of SDS members, were both political and procedural, calling for an end to SDS affiliations, gym construction, an amendment for demonstrators.

Officers by Administration Are Directed To Blacks Barriercading Hamilton Hall

The faculty of Columbia College yesterday recommended that the University arrange an "immediate suspension of on-site excavation of the gymnasium facility in Morningside Park.

The recommendation was one of several passed at an emergency faculty meeting held yesterday afternoon in response to a student takeover of Hamilton Hall which continued into its second day. Last night several offers and demands had been exchanged between University officials and black students occupying Hamilton Hall and it appeared that informal negotiations were actually in progress.

Black students in Hamilton have apparently focused on but two of their six demands: stopping gym construction and granting amnesty for all those participating in the current demonstrations.

The faculty voted overwhelmingly in favor of an immediate suspension of gymnasium construction and recommended that the University be prepared to review the location and character of the gymnasium with a group of community spokesmen designated by the mayor of New York.

In a University statement prepared late last night, President Grayson Kirk indicated that he would ask the Trustees to consider the faculty's recommendations.

It is understood that Dr. Kirk is attempting to arrange a special meeting of the Trustees for today.

The prepared statement also noted that yesterday evening the president had transmitted a proposal to the black students in Hamilton that "if they left the building during the evening they would not be suspended although they would be placed on disciplinary probation."

At approximately 8 p.m., a spokesman for the black students stated that they would not compromise their demand for amnesty. By 2 a.m., however, another spokesman had indicated that the gymnasium was now of primary importance.

Earlier in the afternoon, the faculty had voted not to grant amnesty to the protesters. The faculty also condemned "both obstructive behavior and physical violence on this campus" and stated that any "differences have to be settled peacefully."

The official University statement issued late last night stated: "The University administration is

Office Party: Douments forced their way into Low Library at 6:15 a.m. yesterday and occupied President Grayson Kirk's second-floor offices. Some files were reportedly scrutinized, and furniture was damaged by the students.
Campus Sealed Off in Fear of Harlem Protests

(Continued from Page 1)

A mass protest at Columbia... By 9 p.m., nearly all of the gates, including the lateral ones at either end of Columbia Walk, around the central campus were securely locked and more than fifty policemen were deployed around the perimeter of the campus. The only access to the campus was through the central gates on Columbia Walk.

The community demonstration, which was planned by the Harlem chapter of the Congress for Racial Equality, was cancelled last night because of heavy rainfall. However, according to Victor Solomon, chairman of Harlem CORE, the Harlem community will demonstrate at Columbia today and every future day that militant black students and community members continue to hold Hamilton.

Mr. Solomon stated yesterday that a sound truck will travel through Harlem this morning to attract local people to Columbia.

Yesterday's demonstrations represented the second consecutive day of mass protest at the campus. During the day, approximately forty New York City policemen moved freely around the Columbia campus. The officers never attempted to clear Law or Hamilton and they engaged only in simple tactical maneuvers during the day. There were reports, however, of a police rash on Hamilton through basement level tunnels to free Dean Coleman. Black students threw the police back through the use of fire hoses and clubs.

The University's decision to close the first time Columbia has taken such action since May 7, 1965, when police were called on campus to quell a demonstration against the Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps.

Although the University and the student leaders of yesterday attempted to solve their major differences yesterday, one of the University's greatest concerns—the safety of Acting Dean Henry S. Coleman—was eliminated.

When the white caucus was informed of the decision, it voted to support the barricade. Rodd then met with the black leaders. After the meeting, he announced to the white demonstrators that "the blacks have asked us to leave—il their swarm.'

At 6 a.m., the three hundred black students filled out of Hamilton and proceeded to Low Library, where they had been turned back by campus security guards during the first action of the two-day protest.

The students knocked out the glass center of the security doors at the southeast corner of the building, rammed out the door, and poured into the offices of President Kirk.

IDA Mathematician Dismissed

Princeton, N.J. Mathematician James Simons was fired by the Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA) on 29 March because of his refusal to engage in military-related research—a refusal which grew out of his opposition to the Vietnam War. In an interview with Science, Simons said that he had been advised of the decision by Richard Leibler, head of the Princeton division of IDA, who told him that his refusal to engage in military work made it impossible for IDA to justify his salary to IDA's sponsor. Simons said he had indicated his willingness to work on IDA's nonmilitary projects.

According to Simons, the decision on dismissal was made by Gordon J. F. MacDonald, IDA's vice president. Simons, a Berkeley Ph.D. who came to Princeton in 1964 after a year at Harvard as an assistant professor of mathematics, said MacDonald had told him at a meeting in Washington on 26 March that Simons' "unwillingness to work on defense material would have to be resolved very quickly."

Simons said that his refusal to work on military matters had been known to IDA officials for the last 6 months. In November of last year Simons had a letter published in the New York Times stating his desire for quick withdrawal from Vietnam and saying that, despite IDA president Maxwell Taylor's support for the war, "some of us at that institution have a different view."

Simons said he believed that the IDA leadership regarded him as a "ring-leader." And, he said, "there is probably some truth in that. There is no question that I was getting some people here to move away from the philosophy that IDA ought to remain restricted to defense research."

Simons' dismissal will draw further attention to IDA's delicate relationships with its university members. Last month a special Princeton faculty committee recommended that Princeton reconsider its relationship with IDA and renegotiate its terms, in conjunction with other university members, so that universities cannot be said to be responsible for IDA's activities. In February a University of Chicago faculty committee said that Chicago should sever its membership in IDA. — Thomas Plate

From Science Magazine, 5 April 1968

Reprinted as a public service by Serge Lang

5,000 raging, screaming, flaming, car-door-driving BEDOUINS SUPPORT THE COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY GLEE CLUB! Town Hall May 3rd 8:30 P.M.

BARNARD GREEK GAMES SATURDAY, APRIL 27 at 2 p.m. in BARNARD GYM TIX $1 or Two for $1.50 with CUID

All Columbia Students Invited

LEAP TO FREEDOM: Demonstration jump out of the windows in Dr. Kirk's office on the second floor of Low Memorial Library yesterday morning. The students entered the building and many of them went upstairs and broke into the offices of President Kirk.

English-Sociology Seminar conducted by Professors Daniels Bell and Steven Marcus Topic for 1968-1969: The Rational and the Irrational Admission only with the permission of the instructors. Please apply to Box 515 Hamilton Hall
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Princeton, N.J. Mathematician James Simons was fired by the Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA) on 29 March because of his refusal to engage in military-related research—a refusal which grew out of his opposition to the Vietnam War. In an interview with Science, Simons said that he had been advised of the decision by Richard Leibler, head of the Princeton division of IDA, who told him that his refusal to engage in military work made it impossible for IDA to justify his salary to IDA's sponsor. Simons said he had indicated his willingness to work on IDA's nonmilitary projects.

According to Simons, the decision on dismissal was made by Gordon J. F. MacDonald, IDA's vice president. Simons, a Berkeley Ph.D. who came to Princeton in 1964 after a year at Harvard as an assistant professor of mathematics, said MacDonald had told him at a meeting in Washington on 26 March that Simons' "unwillingness to work on defense material would have to be resolved very quickly."

Simons said that his refusal to work on military matters had been known to IDA officials for the last 6 months. In November of last year Simons had a letter published in the New York Times stating his desire for quick withdrawal from Vietnam and saying that, despite IDA president Maxwell Taylor's support for the war, "some of us at that institution have a different view."

Simons said he believed that the IDA leadership regarded him as a "ring-leader." And, he said, "there is probably some truth in that. There is no question that I was getting some people here to move away from the philosophy that IDA ought to remain restricted to defense research."
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Reprinted as a public service by Serge Lang
Faculty Urges Construction Halt

(Continued from Page 1)

making every effort to reach a solution to the problem without resorting to police action.*

It appeared by early this morning that the University was devoting its primary effort to arriving at a solution to the demonstration by black students in Hamilton Hall. Sources close to the protesters have suggested that if the Trustees agree tomorrow to accept the faculty's recommendations on suspending gymnasium construction, then the demonstrators might agree to leave the building and settle for mild disciplinary warnings. Others, however, have indicated that the students will not concede on any of their original demands.

According to spokesmen for the black demonstrators, however, the students will not leave the building as a result of the faculty's recommendations, but will insist on remaining until these recommendations are finalized by Dr. Kirk or the Trustees.

The white demonstrators who have occupied the offices of the president and vice-president of the University in Low Library have apparently refused to leave until their list of six demands is agreed upon.

At the emergency faculty meeting, which was presided over by President Kirk and Vice President David H. Truman, the faculty called upon the administration to set up a "tripartite body to discuss any disciplinary matters arising out of the incidents of yesterday and today, the issue of the gymnasium and any other matters which are subjects of legitimate concern to the University community."

Dr. Kirk had not specifically endorsed, as of 2 a.m., any of the recommendations approved by the faculty, although he had agreed to convey the matter of gymnasium construction to the Trustees. The Trustees alone can set on the recommendation to suspend gymnasium construction, while Dr. Kirk has the power to act on such matters as the recommended establishment of a tripartite committee to discuss discipline.

According to several professors contacted last night, the general spirit of the faculty was to open up a means of dialogue and to provide a certain amount of 'open-endedness.' One faculty member said the recommendations in support for the students' substantive demands but not for their personal demands.*
The Final Alternative

The second day of demonstrations has ended without a glimmer of intelligent action from the University. The bedraggled and apparently bewildered administrators seem to make a wrong decision every time an opportunity presents itself.

With one of its deans held hostage in his own office, the administration waited until early afternoon before gathering enough courage to come out and meet the students protesting in Hamilton Hall to find out what they could have almost certainly found out as early as 9 a.m.—that the Dean was free to walk out.

The University acted by calling in the city police only to prove the move totally useless by having the officers do little more than wander about the campus.

An undeterred chorus of community residents marching on Columbia to protest, the University all but sealed off the campus and locked many University buildings.

The situation deserved nothing but greater confusion, and, in addition, even more credence to the charge that the administration considers the University to be a fortress surrounded by a moat.

In short, the administration panicked.

The faculty, while acting in a calmer manner, still managed to miss several crucial opportunities to immediately intervene and to call for the immediate withdrawal of any members of the President’s memorandum forbidding demonstrations inside University buildings.

Because the faculty failed to make recommendations in these areas, the prospect of the Trustees even considering these issues at their next meeting have become very slim—and with them the chance that significant areas of student-administration conflict will be discussed.

Most importantly, by refusing to support the establishment of a permanent student-faculty committee to judge cases in the suspensions of individuals and to determine the right of voice for itself and students in policy making, the faculty has abdicated the role that it has an obligation to play in this University.

The rights of the students demonstrated in Low Library must also be dealt with, the vital concern of the University at this time must be toward agreement with the students who have taken Hamilton Hall. This is the time for action and a restraining order that would be felt far beyond the ivy-covered walls and ornamental gates of the University.

We submit that the actions we have outlined are the only ones on which there is any chance of agreement at this time. Such action is the final alternative the University has to outright violence intended to effect a solidifying of opposition that even months of negotiations would prove fruitless.

Letters to the Editor

Still Time Left

To the Editor:

I am surprised at the indigence and distress of administration and faculty over the “interrogation” and exodus at the memorial service for Dr. Martin Luther King. It appears to agree to participate in this tribute to one of the great men of our time because he was murdered, and him, because I feel that in some small way I share his hopes and dreams, and more than that, his pain.

I would expect that such an observance would be a dramatic sharing of grief, pain, and hope without regard for official title and status in the university. It would be only fitting to have the American Society to play a significant part in the proceedings, and that the American Society would be an ex- sident part in the civil rights movement would be represented.

The University cannot see to be recall the depth and breadth of this man’s courage and goodness of spirit. It is not our place to feel exhilarated, and freely.

2. Excluded representatives of the Student African American Society and representatives of other student organizations engaged in the struggle for human rights. This is a sad day for me.

3. It was there an intransigent “Christian” tone to a service which was billed as “interdenominational.” Several students have told me that they resonated with

Dustin Hoffman: The Graduate

Dustin Hoffman: The Graduate

By LOS SCHWARTZBERG

SPECTATOR: Were you anxious to do “The Graduate?”

Hoffman: I had mixed feelings about it when we’re reading. I always spend many years reading for things you go through experience after experience. And I wanted to do one that would go more quickly and be an experience where I felt I did very badly and would not get the part. I thought that was something for you.

Know a bad joke was being made out of. I was excited, naturally, and yet, at the same time depressed.

SPECTATOR: Were there any funny incidents or in-jokes that occurred in the filming?

Hoffman: My memory about the film is less than funny. Well, when you see the picture she says that goes into the hallway and says “I leave the purse on the dresser.” And then you see through the reflection in the mirror our image of the scene coming in. That’s doubles. They used a nude double nude day for the quick flagellation.

SPECTATOR: The pain on your face there was so good.

Hoffman: I’m in much pain when I remember doing it. What was funny about it was that this girl was naked, and she was a stripper. She was a strip- ping and she had a robe on. And she took the robe off and the cameraman on a G-string. It was interesting because the day before they had another scene where she put the pasties on. It was such an interesting thing because there she had to finish the scene, she take the pasties off!” and she said “No I won’t.” Here she was again, and was that.

Nichols had a finder, which is an eye-night that you look through and you can adjust different lens sizes. And he was going all over her body with it and trying to be embarrassed. Before he finished the operating room and Nichols was like a doctor, and he was going over her body with this finder and everybody was holding their breath not to laugh.

I used to jump rope before taking many times because I did a lot of running in the film. I was running around the studio I would jump rope to get the hyperventilated look. After the take a nervous homosexual costume man would go up to her and say “Would you like to play you were” and she’d say “No, that’s all right,” and sit on the stool naked and she fixed it. She was rather an exhibiting exhibitionist. One of the crew guys said to me “When you say good buy please don’t let her jump rope for the hell of it.” And she just took it and smiled and jumped rope. The whole crew gathered around and funny jumped rope for about five minutes still rate’s fixed. She finished and the whole crew applauded. And that was Hollywood.

SPECTATOR: From what part did you get the most fulfillment as an actor?

Hoffman: I guess the one was the first time I ever slept with a girl. I was sixteen years old, and I was a little scared. My folks were out of town and my brother was home on leave from the service. It was the first time that I expected the party. There was this very lovely girl—she was an old woman, she was twenty.

I took my date home and I came across all those guys were lined up outside the bedroom door and I realized that this girl was just turning ‘em over one after the other. They got me in line, I went in there and it was very dark. I used to mimic my brother when I was a kid. Whenever he mimicked his voice very well. And she said “Is that you Ronnie?” And I said “Oh, I thought you thought it was my brother.”

So she starts talking to me and I’m taking to her. I started taking off my clothes—I was very nervous, I was remembering I was a whistling a lot. I started making love to her in the middle of the night. I opened the door and a shaft of light came in. I remember she looked up at me and smiled and realized I wasn’t Ronni. I run out of the room, tearDown to death, and I just ran down the hall and found myself in the living room with all the party there.

And I was just stark raving and the next day I found out the work had passed around that I was having my virginity taken, and this thing that everybody and everyone started apologizing. Subliminally I guess it was nothing, but there I know I was going to be an actor. If I could get applause for doing that, there was no problem.

SPECTATOR: Do you feel there is an inconsistency in the movie or characters with the magazine.

Hoffman: Well, I can’t say about that is what my hope that this was. I couldn’t care less about Times magazine, I couldn’t care less about the New York Times. I just don’t even care about “The Graduate” this much. I think I just don’t care about the Job and the University management, that it make all the money it wants to and things. It’s not my work. I’ll talk about my part, or whatever. When I took the job I didn’t think about the whole thing. It’s my work. But I don’t like to talk about some- thing. If I have to.

SPECTATOR: Have you satisfied your draft requirement?

Hoffman: I have for myself. I’m 4-F.

SPECTATOR: Do you counton draft draft draft draft draft today?

Hoffman: I don’t judge anybody, I hope. Let’s say that if I had a two-year-old son, I wouldn’t have to be drafted eight years from now—It’s not too farfetched to think about being really drafted. You see, it’s a really peculiar war. I don’t think there’s anything particularly wrong with not wanting to go.
Letters to the Editor

(Continued from Page 4)

I must announce that the construction of the new gymnasium had been moved to another site. I continue to expect this university to alter its attitude toward those affected by its decisions and to seek ways of working with them for the benefit of both community and university while there is still time.

William F. Starr
Proponent Councilor
April 18, 1968

Responsible to Whom?

To the Editor:

It is disturbing to see Robert R. Seiberg use "University" as a synonym for "administration." (News, April 19) The question now at issue is whether the administration should be responsible only to itself and the trustees or to the faculty, students, employees, and community.

Mark Penfold
Graduate Councilor
April 20, 1968

Not Their Thing

To the Editor:

Saddly, morality and honesty in local activism have not been merely lost, but assassinated. Thus, a while ago, protest of an urgent and oppressive Selective Service system took the form of public humiliation (see McCarthy style, but created of an Individual). Be Real! Are we to believe that it was concern for Dr. King's spirit which motivated the interrupion of his memorial service? The group which condemns the "gym" (which will benefit mostly Negro neighborhood) has allied itself with Charles 37X Kenyatta's Ma Mau, a group profoundly dedicated to violence. One wonders how King would have interpreted this "parodies."

Be yesterday. Are we to believe that demonstrators are interested in "true process and "individual rights" when they bring about the de facto imprisonment of Dean Coleman totally outside of any legal or moral framework?" (The courageous of the is to stay, right?)

If a protest group condemns a policy as immoral, how does the group justify its own use of the worst aspects of the same policy? The protesters link us with a false, hidden immunity used for "moral" purposes. It is disorienting to see that the student group which is almost sullarily in its determination to do something about anything feels obliged to use tactics which it itself recognizes as immoral when used by others. Clearly, neither sincerity nor the golden rule is their "thing."

Terry Braverman '76
April 18, 1968

Letters to the Editor should be typi- quic, triple spaced, on a 5x7-inch. Letters should be addressed to: The Editor, 31 S. Ferris Booth. Letters must be signed, although signatures will be withheld on request.
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ISRAEL

20 Independence Day Celebration
Tue., April 30
8 P.M.
Earl Hall
Adm. Free

Israel Electric Academic Typing
Tom Held - 236 W. 55 St, Room 711
Guaranteed - Special Symbols
Days, Nights, Weekends

Let Us Introduce You
To the Exciting World of
MOTORCYCLING
or
MERRY
MOTORCYCLES
69-28 Queens Blvd,
Woodside N.Y. Tel. 651-1500
(5 min. from 35th St, Bridge)
Honda B.M.W. Bulltaco Models from $190
FREE LESSONS
Conscientious Service by Raul
Take Advantage of This Month's
PRE-Sale DISCOUNTS!

PEACE & FREEDOM PARTY

general meeting - steve kimm (reg. S.DS) on tramit fare
TONTIE 8:00 P.M. 317 HAMILTON

ANNUAL CITIZENSHIP COUNCIL DINNER

Guest Speaker:

WILLIE WRIGHT
President of the National
AFRICO-MERICAN SOCIETY

APRIL 30, 1968

RECEPTION 6:30
DINNER 7:15
PRICE $3.50
COME TO 311 FBH
BEFORE FRIDAY

SUS PRESENTS THE 1963 FILM VERSION OF THREEPENNY OPERA
WITH LOTTA LENYA - THURSDAY & FRIDAY - 8 & 10 P.M. - MCMILLAN - $1.00

COLUMBIA P&S MEDICAL STUDENT PLEDGE OF NON-PARTICIPATION

In the name of freedom, the United States is waging an unjustifiable war in Vietnam and is causing inculcable suffering. It is the function of the medical profession to prevent and relieve human suffering. My effort to pursue this goal is meaningless in the context of the war. Therefore, I refuse to serve in the Armed Forces in Vietnam. So that I may exercise my profession with conscience and dignity, I intend to seek means to serve my country and humanity which are compatible with the preservation and enrichment of life.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David MacLeod
Barry Massie
Edward Mouton
Romar Nowygrud
John Pollock
William Popich
Harold Armstrong
Robert Schwartz
Steve Staehl
Ethel Silverman
Peter Smith
Henry Southbeaver
Raymond Stark
Edward Warden
Jerry Walker
Martha Welch
Olin West
Curtis Wiley
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SUPPORTING STATEMENT P&S FACULTY

We, the undersigned members of the Faculty of Colum University College of Phys. & Surg. wish to express our support for a group of medical students who have stated their unwillingness to participate in the war in Vietnam.

We admire the initiative and courage of these students who have made a personal commitment to a cause in which they believe strongly. We intend to support them and their position in whatever becomes necessary and appropriate.

NAME

Affiliation

Professor
Biochemistry

Professor, Biochemistry

Asst. Prof., Neurology

Asst. Prof., Pediatrics

Asst. Prof., Psychiatry

Asst. Prof., Psychology

Asst. Prof., Public Health Admin.

Professor
Biochemistry

Professor, Biochemistry

Asst. Prof., Neurology

Asst. Prof., Psychology

Asst. Prof., Psychiatry

Asst. Prof., Public Health Admin.

Professor
Biochemistry
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Exotic Wines & Spirits
This You Will Find At: CHIPPS PUB
Near the Heart of Lincoln Center
150 Columbus Ave. (bet. 66th & 67th)
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REV. DR. LOUIS GERSTEIN
of Congregation Shearith Israel
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Outsiders Influence SDS Action
(Continued from Page 1)
and the establishment of open-hear-
ings for SDS leaders currently on
probation.

SAS and the community mil-
tants were concerned with one
issue—Columbia’s alleged institu-
tional racism and its immediate
adjunct—the gym.

Around 2:00 p.m., Mark Rudd*99,
chairman of SDS, came back down-
stairs and announced that the
steering committee was going to
deliberate on the next day’s tactics
in two sessions; a white caucus for
SDS’s constituency, and a black
caucus. Rudd indicated that the
decision to form separate meetings
was that of the three black mem-
ers of the committee.

In the white caucus, in 717 Ham-
lton, around 120 people debated
tactics in writing. 50 degree heat.
Rudd announced to the group that
the black students, and community
people wanted to block classes the
next morning, and physically con-
front the rest of the University by
barricading the entrances to Ham-
ilton Hall.

“This is dictated by the fact that
so many community people are in-
volved now, who aren’t students,”
Rudd said. Most of the protesters
in the room indicated they did not
want to barricade themselves, pre-
ferring instead to keep Dean Col-
man trapped in his office, the ad-
ministrative offices sealed off, and
allow students to enter and leave
the building at will.

The voted, however, to support
a black decision to barricade, when
word that the blacks had voted to
so came upstairs from the black
caucus.

Rudd said he would “try to work
out a compromise” at the steering
committee meeting scheduled for
4:00 p.m. “Some of these kids have
gone,” he said, voicing the opine-
ment four of most people inside the
building. Although no documenta-
tion for the charge could be estab-
lished, many reliable witnesses
stated they saw some firearms in
the building, which were removed
by morning.

Rudd was unable to make any
compromise at the steering com-
mittee meeting, which was closed
to the press, and a second white
caucus was held around 5:00 p.m.
Rudd, emotionally shaken, told the
group that they had been asked to
leave Hamilton by the black dem-
ocrats, and that he thought they
should.

Blacks began filling downstairs
around 5:30 as the news was passed
from floor to floor. Most were
sleeping, uncomprehending, some of
the SDS members on the steering
committee later admitted he was sur-
priised by the exclusion.

Black protesters began carrying
furniture out of the offices and bar-
riching the doors. Members of
SDS called for the group to take
over another building to demon-
strate “solidarity with their black
brothers.” About one hundred demons-
trators went to Low Library and
forced their way in at 6:15 a.m.,
occupying President Kirk’s office.

Rhetoric of solidarity soon cov-
ered up the disappointment of being
asked to leave; SDS’s retreat be-
came a tactical move to open a “sec-
ond front.” But fear—of violence,
of guns—and incompetence and ap-
proach to the need for superior or-
ganization and tactics was principal-
ly responsible for SDS’s move. In
the end, it proved to be reason-
ably successful—Dr. Kirk’s office
was occupied, by more people than
are now in Hamilton—but it was
perhaps a successful accident. Col-
umbia SDS has been seriously frag-
mented by the week’s events, and its
leadership is discredited. Orga-
nized efforts may be beyond it for
some time.

Columbia senior seeks nice girl
to share driving/expenses in Eu-
rope this summer. Paul, 666-7868
after 11 P.M.

(a) Who Ran Bomflicks and New Cinema? .......
(b) Who Had Supper With Paul Newman
and Jacques Lipschitz? .......
(c) Who Presented The Mark Van Doren Award? .......
(d) Who Groveled and Groped With The Byrds? .......

(Fill in the Blanks. Answers Below)

You, Too, Can Be Able To Run, Sup,
Present, Grovel, and Groppe!!
JOIN THE BOARD OF MANAGERS
(No Previous Experience Necessary)

Open To Barnard and Columbia. You Don’t Have To
Be A Freshman To Join.
Recruiting Meeting: Monday, April 29
107-109 FBH
7:30 P.M.

* Robin Blanks.
Protesters Roam Offices in Low

(Continued from Page 1)

The students acting as smashing one of the thin rectangular windows in the door of President Kirk's office to gain entrance to the suite did not evade a similar reaction. The students poured into the offices and began to use the telephones, experiment with the office equipment and help themselves to Kirk's cigars and fruit.

As quickly as they moved into the offices, they moved out. The group reassembled in the center of the rotunda to discuss their next move.

Some advocated leaving, others wanted to stage a sit-in in the middle of the rotunda, while still another group suggested they attempt to close off all entrances to the building.

The students finally accepted a proposal from Rudd to barricade themselves in Kirk's office, and one hundred fifty of the protesters returned to the suite and began to barricade the doors with office furniture.

ISRAEL—HER 20 YEARS EXPOSITION
FOREIGN STUDENT CENTER
MONDAY—FRIDAY
(APRIL 29—MAY 1)

LOTTA LENYA in 1933
film version of
THREEPENNY OPERA
Thursday & 10 PM
McMillan $1.00

Grand Opening-Cafe Jerusalem
185 W 10th St. off 7th Ave.
Tel. 215-9909
ISRAELI MUSIC AND SINGING
Live International Entertainment
Exciting Middle Eastern Food
Featuring—Shah Kebob
Fhnel
Baba Ganoj
Open Tues—Sun from 4 o'clock on
Special Entertainment Saturday
from 4 o'clock

SUBLET WANTED
Law Professor and family seek con-
fortable furnished two or preferably
three bedroom apartment in condi-
tion. (at least partially) apartment for June for
use with legal research. Will accept fair payment. Contact: Ray
Pomp, 116 Virginia, Fayetteville,
Ark. 72701 with details.

SERVING LUNCHEON - DINNER
Fordham's Favorite Meeting Place
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
After Theater Snacks
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK TILL 9:00 PM
Featuring Gill Murray at the piano on Thurs., Fri. & Sat. at 9 p.m.
Catering To Party Groups
2537 Grand Concourse, Bronx
WE 3-3662
(Near to Alexanders)

FORDHAM
JAZZ FESTIVAL
GARY McFARLAND
and the ALL STARS
DUKE
JIMMY RUSHING
GABOR
AMY DEE
Reserve Seats: 34, 35. Geo's Adm. $2.50
and Group | TRIO
INFORMATION
FORDHAM UNIVERSITY GYM
Rose Hill Campus / Fordham Rd, Bronx, N.Y.
933-2233
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING!

MARCH FOR PEACE!

SATURDAY, APRIL 27
104th ST. and CENTRAL PARK WEST — 11:30 A.M.

Members of Columbia University Kennedy Coalition!

In order to keep your contact lenses as comfortable and convenient as they were meant to be, you have to take care of them. But until now you needed two or more separate solutions to properly prepare and maintain your contacts. Not with Lenisene. Lenisene is the one lens solution for complete contact lens care.

Cleaning your contacts with Lenisene retards the buildup of foreign deposits on the lenses. And soaking your contacts in Lenisene overnight assures you of proper lens hygiene. You get a free soaking case on the bottom of every bottle of Lenisene.

It has been demonstrated that improper storage between wearings may result in the growth of bacteria on the lenses. This is a sure cause of eye irritation and in some cases can endanger your vision. Bacteria cannot grow in Lenisene which is sterile, self-sanitizing, and antiseptic.

Just a drop or two of Lenisene, before you insert your lens, coats and lubricates it allowing the lens to float more freely in the eye's fluids. That's because Lenisene is an "isotonic" solution, which means that it blends with the natural fluids of the eye.

Let your contacts be the convenience they were meant to be. Get some Lenisene, from the Murine Company, Inc.
Columbia Basketball

The Good Old Days

Photos by JOHN CHEE

Barnard Nymphs to Frolick In Greek Games Competition

By MARLI WEISS

With sprightly nymphs frolicking in honor of Pan, Barnard will hold its annual Greek Games competition this Saturday at 2 p.m. in the Barnard gymnasium.

Accompanied by cries of "victory" or "triumph" from their Athenian supporters, the freshman honey-bears will compete with the sophomores in the areas of dance, music, lyrics and athletics. All artistic endeavors will center around the story of Pan, the god to whom this year's games are dedicated.

The freshman may find the competition extremely rough. In the 65 years since Greek Games was first held at Barnard, the freshman honey-bears have succeeded in defeating their more experienced opponents only six times, the most recent was last year.

The class of '70 won the games at that time, and they are now returning as sophomores to attempt to repeat their success. Striding proudly as dancing, prancing horses, four girls from each class will lead the entrance, followed by the athletes from their respective teams and the "Athenians" (spectators), who will cheer them on.

Following a brief invocation to Pan by the priestesses, and a short dance, the sophomore charioteer will issue the challenge to the class of '71, in whose name the freshman charioteer will accept, and, ritually over, the competition will commence.

After the chariot competition, in which each group of horses executes originally choreographed dressage steps, competition will be held in music and in dance.

The athletes will later combine, after all athletes swear to an oath administered by the priestess, to "uphold the standards of honor and good sportsmanship."

The competition in the dance will be judged on the basis of both distance and form. Honey-bears will then display their graceful, traditional Greek form in the burdung, as they fleet through the air, their legs raised and bent, arms extended in opposition to their grace. Other Greek ladies will

"Alternatives For '68"

Pro and Con

On Robert Kennedy

Professor Roger Hilsman
Paul H. Rockwell

Friday, April 26th. 2:00 p.m.
Horace Mann Auditorium
(120thSt. and B'way)

"A couple of weeks ago the news media were drenched in gore comparisons of the surrounded Murmans at Komsash and the ultimately annihilated French of Dienbienphu in 1954. So it would be appropriate to declare a victory for the giant guys at Komsash — and to note that the papers that compared Dienbienphu to a point type — were a bit unfair.

"A couple of years ago the news media were drenched in gore comparisons of the surrounded Murmans at Komsash and the ultimately annihilated French of Dienbienphu in 1954. So it would be appropriate to declare a victory for the giant guys at Komsash — and to note that the papers that compared Dienbienphu to a point type — were a bit unfair.

MANSFIELD SMITH BLUES BAND

VICTORY DANCE

SATURDAY 9 P.M. - 1 A.M.
WOLLMAN AUD., FBH $1

MANSFIELD SMITH BLUES BAND

VICTORY DANCE

SATURDAY 9 P.M. - 1 A.M.
WOLLMAN AUD., FBH $1
Negotiations Are Begun on Discipline of Students After Use of Police Postponed by Administration; Gym Construction Is Halted: University Closed

Faculty Attempts to Mediate Dispute Between Administration and Students

With the prospect of widespread violence and virtual anarchy on campus resulting from clashes between the city police on the one hand and faculty members and demonstrators on the other, negotiations finally began early this morning on the demands of the protesters and the possibility of their relinquishing control of the University buildings now in their control.

Vice President David B. Truman announced shortly after 3 a.m. that the administration, which had decided to call the police onto the campus about two hours earlier, had asked them to leave the campus while negotiations proceed.

It is also understood that, although Dr. Truman said only that gymnasium construction in Morning- side Park would be suspended, the gymnasium will, in all likelihood, never be built by Columbia.

While the ad hoc faculty committee of more than two hundred takes the initiative in mediating an agreement between the demonstrators and the administration, all University functions will be canceled except in the exception of some staff office operations.

It is understood that the representatives from members of the demonstrators will be that a panel of students and faculty would be selected to make the final decision in that disciplinary cases of those involved in the protest and that no students would be either suspended or expelled.

The position of the faculty group to obtain an understanding that would set the stage for negotiations of the issues occurred after the vice president moved into the graduate students' lounge in

Three Day Rebellion on Campus: A Diary

By ROBERT B. STULBERG

College Walks at 7:00 p.m.

The events of the last three days have been quite confined and many speakers from SDS and the Student Afro-American Society addressed the assembled crowd of five hundred. More than fifty counter-demonstrators picked against SDS in front of Low Library.

12:00 p.m. — The SDS and SAP protesters, who had planned to

Estimates Differ On Gym Hall Cost

By DEARING CARPENTER

David B. Truman, vice president of the University stated yesterday that any halt or suspension in the construction of the gymnasium in Morningside Park would result in a loss for Columbia of $5 million but was contradicted by other officials who held that damage loss would be considerably less.

Henry W. Profitt, counsel to the University, stated yesterday that no estimate of a loss resulting from a halt in construction could be made. He emphasized that the amount involved would depend upon litigation in the courts and could not now be predicted.

Mr. Profitt also stated in a comparison statement that it would be a "bargaining difference" between a temporary and permanent building of construction. Agreement with Mr. Profitt was handled by Dr. Truman, president of the George A. Fuller Company.

(Continued on Page 7)

Damage Negligible in Low; Demonstrators Keep Order

By MICHAEL STERN

Grayson Kirk has at least one less worry today — campus security guards removed the half-million dollar Rembrandt from his office Wednesday afternoon. There was apparently little reason for concern about it or any of the other furnishings in the office complex "liberated" by demonstrators three days ago. Despite accounts by the mass media, the only damage visible to this reporter at 4 p.m. yesterday was two broken windows in the main doors to the suite, several broken door locks, dirt spots on the carpet, and telephone wires said to have been ripped out by University security guards.

Students continued to pick up debris and vacate the floors of the offices during the afternoon. "We're not cleaning up just to prove we're not hoarders," one demonstrator said, "but to maintain a good reason for working. We're living here now."

People were sleeping in corners; about 50 were scattered through Dr. Kirk's offices. Another 150 were participating in a continuous meeting in another room to decide tactics. A girl from Newsweek was asked to leave after a vote. All the group's actions were evidently based on participatory democracy.

All the files still within rooms controlled by the demonstrators were in order, although they had been thoroughly perused. Many important documents, such as the FTA files, were said to be in Vice President's office, which was not sealed off by security guards until early Wednesday. Protestors were unable to open a

(Continued on Page 3)

Plainclothes Police Club CU Faculty

by KENNETH BARRY

About twenty-five plainclothes policemen, concealing billy clubs under their trenchcoats, charged into a line of Columbia faculty gathered in front of the southeast entrance of Low Library early this morning and violently forced their way into the building.

Police clubbed faculty members during the brief confrontation, knocking many of them to the ground. One French instructor, Richard Greenman, was bleeding from a blow to the head.

The group of thirty faculty, which included full professors as well as non-tenure instructors, assembled in front of the doorway to prevent city police from removing protesting students barricaded in President Grayson Kirk's office.

The police, who did not display badges or identify themselves as police officers when asked, were called on 10 the campus by the University administration.

Once inside Low, however, the police made no attempt to remove the students in President Kirks office and were ordered to leave the building within two hours after the confrontation occurred.

Small groups of faculty had gathered at other occupied campus buildings to protect protesting students locked. However, there were no attempts by police to enter the other buildings.

A crowd of students outside Low, mostly sympathetic to the faculty, shouted "Fascist pigs" and "This is our university at the police, but remained apart from the faculty as they had been requested before the fighting began.

The violent outbreak this morning.

(Continued on Page 3)

Publication Notice

Because of the grave situation of the University at this time, Spectator will publish a special edition tomorrow.
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(Continued on Page 3)
Use of Police Postponed as Negotiations Continue

From Page 1)

Philosophy Hall to announce that the administration had made a decision that would be disappointing to the assembled group—that the police had been requested to enter the campus, allegedly to ensure that the anti-demonstrator faction did not attempt to forcibly eject the protesters from the buildings or offices that they controlled.

The faculty, a large majority of which had already agreed that it would not meet classes until the students left the occupied buildings—until the gym construction was halted and disciplinary and other matters resulting from the past three days of protests be handled by a tri-partite board, boarded Dr. Truman vociferously when he made his announcement.

Cries of "Liar!" and "Shame!" were heard in what one faculty member termed an informal vote of no-confidence for the administration.

Most of those faculty who had previously backed the administration in some or all of its tactics hastened to support the major which decided to place themselves in front of the occupied buildings and force the police to go over them if they tried to reach the students.

While approximately forty of the faculty, guided and placed in front of the occupied buildings, which at that time included Hamilton, Feynman, Avery, and Mathematics Hall as well as President Grayson Kirk's office in Low Library, the remainder of the faculty group and several hundred students of all descriptions milled in and around the area.

Severino Molina, professor of industrial engineering, and Samuel T. Cohen, an associate in philosophy, stopped Barry Gottlieb and Sid Davidoff, aides to Mayor John V. Lindsay, as they were threatening to be led out of the building with them not to allow the police to be used against the protesters. Mayor Lindsay indicated that such action would be an absolute disaster for the entire University community.

The mayor's aides entered the administration building, giving a vague ultimatum of 45 minutes for the demonstrators to leave before the police would move in. Professor Molina, who had gathered several other faculty members also joined the discussion on the police action with Dr. Kirk and Dr. Truman.

In the meantime talks had been arranged between Mr. Rudi 60, chairman of Students for a Democratic Society, Professor of Public Law Alan F. Westin, Associate Professor of History David J. Rodman, Assistant Professor of Sociology Allan A. Silver, and Alexander B. Platt, associate dean for student affairs, to take place in Mathematics Hall.

The faculty was barmained from a position that they would in good faith attempt to enter Low, said the rest of the faculty and more importantly the administration to accept the agreement hammered out.

On the campus a group of about thirty police and police carrying concealed ings charged the southeast door of Low, swinging their clubs at the faculty members standing in front of the door. Richard L. Greenman, an instructor of French who was one of those to be hit by the police, received a blow wound which did not necessitate immediate medical attention.

Vice President Truman immediately went to the scene and the clubbing ceased. However, it is understood that at different junctures throughout yesterday and early this morning that administration and police officers were in some disagreement about tactics.

After approximately 45 minutes of talk, Dean Platt and the three faculty members in Mathematics and Rodd reached an understanding that the police would be withdrawn and that Rodd would be able to present the possible disciplinary alternatives and to return to the demonstrators in the various buildings.

The basic agreement proved acceptable to both sides at least temporarily. There is no indication of whether the protesters will compromise on their demand for complete amnesty by all disciplines.

It was that demand that the administration refused almost en bloc.

Disputed: President Grayson Kirk at press conference yesterday afternoon in Low Memorial Library Faculty Room, as the students would not yield. At a press conference yesterday afternoon, Dr. Truman said that the administration would not accede to such an amnesty because the demand had become "a question of law and order for all universities."

During these conferences in Low, about 3 p.m., the administration reiterated community that it would not yield an amnesty, since "the students had no grossly violated University regulations.

President Kirk announced that he had appointed an ad hoc committee composed of Professor of Psychology Eugene Gaido, Associate Professor of English Carl P. Bovd, and Assistant Tr lebih George Woodbury Professor of Literature and "to recommend the structures, the personnel and the appropriate procedures for the tri-partite commission that was recommended." Wednesday by the College faculty.

Earlier yesterday the ad hoc committee met to consider the formation of the proposed tri-partite board and the possible membership of the board, which would act as the appellant group in the disciplinary cases resulting from the protests of the past three days and in consideration of the demands of the demonstrators.

The University administration met all day yesterday that suspension of construction of the gymnasium in Morningside Park could only be effected by the Trustees.

Reached at home early this morning, Harold D'Agostino, a Trustee, pointed out that the charter of the University specifies that emergency meetings of the Trustees can only be held after three days' notice is given.
Plainclothes Police

(Continued from Page 1) front the following the third consecutive
day of near-rebellion on campus. At 3 a.m. demonstrators
occupied six buildings, including Math-
ematics and Louisiana Halls.
In attempt to prevent further violence, the administration closed
down the entire University until
Monday. Approximately 400 State police
left the campus.
All entrances to the campus will be
guarded with a force of University
police, a sheriff's posse, and police
officers from outside communities.

A report of a bomb explosion
Friday night was investigated by police.

Several hundred students op-
poved to the blacks formed a solid
wall just inside the gates and
stopped the marchers.

Kirk's Office Outside

(Continued from Page 1) reamed in Kirk's private office.

Dissatisfied demonstrators said they had
found President Kirk's draft copy in
his desk. They decided late
this evening to return to it
hbirlday. This decision
some docu-
ments of special political interest
to the demonstrators were removed
on the president's desk which was
returned to their places.

Demonstrators urged through
the gates, "Let us in!," but no one
could be removed from the building. Rare
candles discovered in Dr. Kirk's
living room were broken on the
floor last night, but it could not be
determined if anything had been damaged.

A model of the University was
placed in front of one of the
buildings outside the occupied
department of Library and
Fayerweather.

Demonstrators were calm, and
demanded that the University postpone
until their demands are met "or
we are carried out by cops,"
demonstrator said.

COLUMBIA

G A U L S S O N G P A R T Y
S A NG I N ' S H O W
F R I M A L M S
1:00 A.M. SAT.
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Adm. $2.00 to $3.00, then $3
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M I L E S E N I O N S

FEELING TIED? RUN DOWN? HUNG UP?

TAKING THE FRESHMAN SAINS TO THE COLUMBIA CLUB CONCERT!
The Way Out

It was a strange scene in the back of the Mathematics Library at 3 a.m. this morning. Two hours before, Vice President David B. Truman had told an informal meeting of the faculty that the demonstrator had been made to call in the city police to solve the demonstration crisis that was in its third day.

The University was on the verge of destruction. Faculty members had decided to stand between police and students barricaded in various buildings that had been taken over, and many were threatening to resign. Only a supreme effort on the part of an ad hoc faculty committee finally reversed the earlier orders to call in policemen.

Back in the Mathematics Library negotiations were under way between Mark Rudd, chairman of Students for a Democratic Society, and several faculty members over the key issue of disciplinary action. The choice for the demonstrator at this point, now that the gymnasium issue had been decided, was whether to press for their demand on amnesty for all demonstrators not to accept what a majority of faculty members are attempting to convince the administration is the only logical alternative: the establishment of an admissions or tri-partite committee, which would, in effect, decide on disciplinary action for the demonstrators and on the other demands which have been made by the students.

It seems clear in light of the actions taken by a large number of faculty members yesterday to wrest control of the situation from the administration and to assert their strength to bring about radical changes in the decision-making processes of the University, the demonstrators should begin to prepare their alternatives.

The real threat behind what the demonstrators have been doing is not merely access to six demands, but to the possibility of fundamental changes so that students and faculty have at least a say and perhaps full control in the running of the University. We have in the past few days seen a vocal faction of the faculty, however, has not let this real issue be clouded. They have coalesced in the last twenty-four hours, have essentially demanded the same changes that the demonstrators have been asking for, and seem to be gaining their way.
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Black and white demonstrators should now take some action to support what the faculty has undertaken, rather than risk the possibility of losing faculty sympathy of allowing the conservative element of the faculty to gain control.

It is clear, if the administration does—and it must—concede real authority to the proposed tri-partite committee to decide on discipline and University policy and says that none of the protesters will be suspended, then the demonstrators might consider leaving the buildings as an act of faith in the faculty.

If this is done, the faculty must, in good faith, see that their demands for change are carried out. If the faculty does not accomplish the ends toward which it now seems to be moving, then SDS will have accomplished its ultimate goal of forcing the students and faculty virtually to run the University.

It must be made clear, however, that it is the failure of the administration to allow students and faculty their fundamental rights that has precipitated these student demonstrations and splits with the faculty. Not until the administration is prepared to recognize these rights can the future of the University be made both democratic and secure.

And, it must be made clear that if Dr. Kirk, Dr. Truman, and other administrators now in the seats of power, are not prepared to acceptable to their constituents and recognize the rights of students and faculty—then they must resign their positions.
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Three Day Rebellion on Campus: A Diary

(Continued from Page 4)

6:30 p.m.—Dean Coleman emerged from his office to announce that Vice President David B. Truman had informed him by phone that he would meet the demonstrators in Wollman to discuss their grievances. The offer was quickly rejected, Dean Coleman returned to his office, and the students began to make preparations for an all-night stay. 8:00 p.m.—A SNCC organizer, one of many militant black community supporters who joined the Hamilton protest through the night, took the microphone and announced that unless the demonstrators’ demands were met, “we’re going to do whatever is necessary to get them met. The black community is taking over.”

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24
5 a.m.—The comments of the SNCC leader turned out to be prophetic, as Rudd, clearly shaken, announced to the white students in Hamilton that the black demonstrators had asked him to leave. 6:15 a.m.—More than three hundred white demonstrators filed out of Hamilton, leaving the building entirely in control of the blacks. The demonstrators proceeded to “go where,” where more than one hundred students broke into the building, entered President Kirk’s offices and barricaded the doors.

1:45 p.m.—More than fifty New York City police converged on the campus and nearly thirty of them moved toward Low. The police had been called a few minutes previously by a University official. When the commander of the group of police announced that all students in the building should be considered “prisoners,” many students jumped out the back windows of Low to escape. At no point were any arrests made. 7:00 a.m.—Vice President Truman conferred with phone with President Kirk and discussed the problem of trying to remove Dean Coleman from Hamilton.

7:30 a.m.—The city police moved freely around the campus throughout the morning, but they never attempted to gain control of Hamilton or the Low offices. As students and faculty members began the evening classes and found that Hamilton and Low had been shut down, the situation on campus became very confused. 1 p.m.—Heavy rain began to fall making observation and communications very difficult. President Truman ordered the windows of Low and Hamilton to be opened.
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If these kids don't make it, neither do we.

These are big city school children. They are partners of all who try to build and keep our cities alive with hope and promise of personal dignity. If we fail these partners, they will fail, as finally will we all.

To the Bell System, they also are customers and, prospectively, many are fellow employees. Those we hire will bring with them attitudes and skills produced by city life and city schools. Their qualifications will help shape the quality of our service. And service is our product.

Bell System companies and people are increasingly engaged to help meet the problems of the cities, especially those concerning education and employability. In these areas our skills and other business resources may have extra value. We shall try to keep our deeds outrunning our words.
Six Lion Teams to See Action This Weekend

Six Lion teams will see action this weekend, in places ranging from Philadelphia, Pa. to Hanover, New Hampshire.

The baseball team, fresh from its 18-0 rout of Kings Point Tuesday day will be hoping to raise its record above the .500 mark with victories over Brown and Harvard Friday and Saturday. The team’s record now stands at 5-7.

According to Coach John Balquist, Brown and Harvard are both unknown quantities. "We don’t know anything about them," he said.

By schools in general however, are much stronger than the metropolis squad. Columbia plays early in the season, so the Lions will have to play well to win. The Lions have been improving consistently, according to Balquist, particularly on defense. It was poor defense that was in large measure responsible for several of the Lions’ early season losses.

"I’m glad we’re starting the Ivy League matches later in the season," Balquist said. "We had a chance to prepare ourselves and we’re beginning to sell like the team had hoped we’d be. We’re going well now and if we play like we can how we can do we can do very well.”

Balquist has not yet decided who his starting pitchers will be, but he indicated that senior Ed Weathers would almost certainly start one of the games and that Paul Hromas would very likely start the other. Balquist has been very pleased with the performance of his pitchers recently, especially that of junior Bob Brokaw.

Brokaw had been a short-relief man early in the season, but turned in a seven-inning shutout against Manhattan recently, and then pitched five innings of no-hit ball against Kings Point.

Coach crews Bill Stowe and Dick Hansen were not optimistic when asked to discuss the outlook for this week’s races. The lightweight crews are racing for the Harrick Cup against Penn Saturday.

Photo Credits
Due to extreme pressures on production facilities, photograph credits have been excluded from the last two issues of Spectator. The photography staff of Spectator, including David Finch ’70, Craig Ellenhorn ’71, Kirk Shaw ’70, Allen Wasserman ’71, and David Clapp ’71, have taken over 5,000 photographs in the past year and are responsible for all of the photographs in Spectator.

Estimates Conflict On Gym Hall Cost
(Continued from Page 1)
the contractor responsible for constructing the gymnasium, said last night that the low bid involved in a construction hall would be "impossible to estimate" at this time, but indicated that the cost would not be as great as Dr. Truman predicted.

He explained that several factors would be involved in determining the low. A delay of even a month would affect the work schedule which was planned to take advantage of weather conditions, he said. For example he cited the fact that if a halt prolongs the brick laying into winter conditions the cost of that phase would increase by 25 per cent.
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Coach Rohan Urges Restraint Before Athletes in Gymnasium

BY MARTIN FLUMENBAUM

Emphasizing the need for law and order on campus, varsity basketball coach Jack Rohan told a crowd of about 500 students in University Gymnasium, most of them athletes, "If you are willing to be a part of mob violence, I take great pity on you and this University."

Rohan stated these moderating words yesterday afternoon at 1:30 after a member of the wrestling team, Jim Quattrochi, urged the student athletes to form a line in front of Hamilton Hall and "not let anyone or anything get in our way."

Quattrochi stated that Mark Rudd, Chairman of SIS, and Cicero Wilson, President of SAS, the two major protest leaders, "should be thrown out of this school."

He stated that he was "tired" of SDS activities. "It is just as much our campus as theirs," Quattrochi asserted. "If this is a barbaric society, it is one of the fittest, and we are the fittest."

Rohan then addressed his remarks to the riled up athletes because "I am a little ashamed to see that you are acting like the 'heavies'!" He stated that the students must have faith in law and order. "I know you are impatient and so am I . . . but the major issue is whether you want to become part of a situation which would become anarchic."

Concerning the construction of the gymnasium, Rohan said that he does not care if they build that gym. "I have always had a lot of pride in Columbia," he stated, "and that is not the gymnasium we deserve."

Acting Dean Henry S. Coleman
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CALMING THE CROWD: Jack Rohan, head coach of the basketball team, addresses athletes and other students in University Gymnasium yesterday afternoon. Rohan covered the students not to take action against Hamilton protesters, also addressed the meeting and told Rohan also urged restraint.

He stated, however, that he has no intention of letting 2500 students down because of the actions of 250 of them," and he expects President Kirk to take definitive action . . . probably by this evening."

Concerning the question of amnesty for the protesting students, Dean Coleman stated to the cheering athletes that "the President refuses to grant this request."

SIXTEENTH ANNUAL SPRING FESTIVAL - MAY 1968

St. Paul's Chapel - Columbia University

CONCERT - Thursday, May 2, at 8:30 P.M., by THE TUDOR SINGERS, directed by Keith Shawgo. Byrd - MASS FOR FIVE VOICES and other music.

ORGAN RECITALS - Wednesdays at 12:05 P.M.

May 8 - Wallace M. Courser, Jr., Nancy Clarke, violin
May 15 - Robert S. Baker, May 22 - Keith Shawgo
May 29 - Searle Wright


ADMISSION BY CARD. Contributors to Festival Concerts Fund receive reserved area cards ($2.50 - 2 cards). General Admission Cards available to students; may be picked up at Earl Hall; Music Department, 703 Dodge; or in Room 104, Chapel (after 3:30 P.M. weekdays); or write: Chapel Music Secretary (enclose a stamped return envelope, if outside campus.)
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Negotiations Over Tri-Partite Body Tenuous; Brown and Carmichael Appear at Hamilton

Two Black Leaders Support Strikers

"By ARTHUR KOKOT
Black militant leaders H. Rap Brown and Stokely Carmichael forcibly entered the campus early yesterday afternoon, after which Mr. Brown addressed the assembled over five hundred students assembled outside Hamilton Hall, "at the University," and with our brothers in the fight they're going to do with the brothers out in the streets." Mr. Brown and Mr. Carmichael entered the campus at 11:00 a.m. after breaking a police line defending the Amsterdam Ave. entrance to College Walk. They were immediately surrounded and escorted to Hamilton, by a group of approximately forty black high school students and several black persons.

"The police did not exert any force against the two black leaders beyond an unsuccessful attempt to hold their line intact. Mr. Brown stated that if the four demands of the black students were not met, the students would force-occupy the campus. Dr. Brown then addressed the assembled with the help of the press media. His words were clear indications of his willingness to continue the struggle with the administration. Mr. Brown emphasized the fact that black students are prepared to remain in Hamilton Hall at least until evening. If their demands are not met, and the support of the Columbia students and of the community is not forthcoming, the students will force-occupy the campus."

City Newspapers Distort Protests

"By MICHAEL STEIN
Most Americans tend to doubt allegations that the press is actually distorting the news, if they do not deliberately distort the news, are at least not particularly accurate or objective. Columbia students have ample evidence to document these allegations this week.

The metropolitan press has sadly misrepresented what has happened on campus since Tuesday afternoon. Everyone from the Times to the News wrote of SDS vandalism, insignificant minor incursions of the University and high student sentiment against the protesters.

Two columns in the New York Post, Mort Lerner and Editorial Page Editor James West, wrote in Friday's edition that SDS demonstrators had "exasperated" or "hit in a stumbling block.""

Student Group Aims To Block Amnesty

"By PAUL STARK
A group calling itself the Majority Coalition and claiming to represent 2000 black students, yesterday "notified the university's" to prevent them from signing an amnesty and student occupancy agreement.

Several faculty members, including Professor of Government Warren N. Schilling and Professor of Economics Carl Lowell Harris, voiced strong support of the group at meetings during the day and credited its members for having helped maintain peace on the campus. During a press conference last night, Professor Schilling said he had "high admiration for their conduct."

At the press conference, called in answer to an earlier event by the SDS protesters at the Villard, spokesman for the organisation, announced a specific proposal for a Tri-Partite Commission and for "any reasonable alternative to SDS's argument.""

At about noon yesterday, James E. Connor, an instructor in the government department, urged members of the Majority Coalition to call a meeting. The meeting began at 2:00 p.m. and was addressed by Professor Harris, who suggested that the students go in silent protest to Philosophy Hall, where the ad hoc faculty group was gathered, to show the chancellor's support of the faculty. Professor Reed stated that in the Villard yesterday, a group led by Mr. Stein asked to speak to the group, but his request was rejected by the audience with a loud "no.""

CAUCUS: Approximately 250 faculty members met off and on for more than fifteen hours yesterday to discuss ways to resolve the differences between students and administration and to find ways to end the current demonstrations.

Body of Five Students, Five Professors, And Two Administrators Is Proposed

The three faculty members who have been negotiating with the demonstrators reported to the faculty at 1:00 a.m. today that they are making slow but encouraging progress in the negotiations. Immediately afterward, Mr. Malik told the same group that the demonstrators are still asking for amnesty. The faculty will reconvene at 1:00 p.m. today.

By ANDREW CRANE
Negotiations between faculty and students on a faculty proposals for a tri-partite committee and judicial board to deal with the demonstrations of the past four days continued with little prospect of resolution late last night.

The proposal, named a committee of five College students, five faculty members, and two administrative members, called for the tri-partite group a) to "formulate principles" for the punishment of all students involved in the demonstrated, listing a specific penalty for each specific act and b) to designate an appellate board with binding authority to review any disciplinary action taken by the administration.

At a press conference in Ferris, both Hall early yesterday evening, Mark Ruhl '69, chairman of the students for a Democratic Society and a member of the white group's steering committee, rejected the faculty proposal. He stated that the demonstrators, who have barricaded the junior faculty in the library, are not the University is ready to grant the demonstrators a general amnesty.

Earlier in the day, Ruhl had stated that the white protesters would under no circumstances negotiate further with the administration, but at the press conference, he said, "We wish to talk with anybody. We can start negotiating at any time the University is ready to grant us amnesty."

However, Mr. Stein's statements, and his meeting of over two hundred faculty members, which had been convening on and off since early yesterday morning, met to

(Columbia Spectator)
A Glimmer of Hope

By yesterday afternoon, during the fourth day of protest and takeover at Columbia, the faculty had assumed almost complete control of police-keeping functions and negotiations and had generally realized that the administration was incapable of handling the situation. The administration had yielded to the initiative of the faculty, and demonstrators had shown enough willingness to carry on talks all day, and the Major- ity Coalition, which is opposed to the tactics of the demonstrators, was beginning to look to the faculty to lead.

While the faculty, in its controlling position, did not bring about an end to the demonstrations, it did manage to maintain peace on the campus for the days. By last night, the faculty seemed to be settling in for a weekend of peace-keeping and negotiating, by adopting plans for fooddetails, around-the-clock watch- ers, and negotiating committees.

It seems clear that while student control of buildings and buildings, and we only the faculty will be able to bring forth a reasonable, acceptable, and non-violent solution. Interference, whether it comes from meddling by the administration or threats from the Majority Coalition, can only impede the progress toward a solution.

One of the fundamental changes toward which both the demonstrators and the faculty seem to be working is a shift of control from the student-dominated faculty to Columbia to make decisions concerning issues such as disciplinary action. Yesterday afternoon, the faculty worked out a precedent, through which the tri-partite committee would make recommendations concerning discipline and have the power to delegate an appeal board which would have binding power to decide on disciplinary appeals. Clearly this does not go far enough, as the rejection of the prop- osal by Students for a Democratic Society seemed to indicate. The actual authority of the tri-partite committee was vague and apparent the list of names does not appeal to var- ious student groups involved in the protests. Nevertheless, this precedent is an indication that the faculty might consider the establish- ment of a bi-partite board of students and faculty which would have binding author- ity. It might be desirable to have a list of names could be drawn up which would be amenable to all the major groups involved, then it appears that both the structure and mandate of such a committee would be wholly in line with the type of reorganization that SDS and others see as necessary for the future of the University.

The establishment of a bi-partite committee would also take the sharp edge off the word amnesty, according to the plea of amnesty is to get the University to admit that what the demonstrators did was justifiable. But if SDS is to ignore what they can achieve by other means, the establishment of amnesty could lead to a loss of faculty and students and the control of Columbia in the hands of the opposition. Even now there is little respect for any University authority, caused by the loss of control of the University by these authorities. Because of their unwillingness to act, any action taken by the faculty will result in a decline in quality education at Columbia. Despite the validity of some of the Students for a Democratic Society's demands (covering all of University ties with the Institute for Defense Analysis and stopping of gymnasium con- struction), we look to the faculty to secure these ends. In particular, we and 1700 other students abhor the increasing taint of am- nasty for all protesting groups, since one of the characteristics of civil disobedience is that the violator accepts the punishment.

Thus the University in the next few days will have to be capable of maintaining a space on campus necessary for ad- demic pursuits. Not only have class- es been effectively cancelled, but it has been and will be impossible for students to write other than the disruption. More- over, there is a potentially explo- sive nature to what might lead to violence and the destruction of University facilities. Classes will be suspended until May 15 and the term until May 30. How can students work in this critical period? We suggest that the academic year be termi- nated immediately and that all stud- ents be sent home.

Vincent Allieri '69
Warren B. Chary '71
Michael M. Landa '71
Friderich T. Pugner '68
April 26, 1968

Mass Media, Massive Mistakes

EDITORIAL

Mass media, we are told, are at the core of modern society. They are the keepers of the public conscience, the guardians of the public interest.

But what happens when the mass media mislead the public? When they make mistakes? And when they simply refuse to correct them?

One example of this occurred recently in the coverage of the conflict in the Middle East. The media reported extensively on the tension between Israel and its Arab neighbors, but they largely ignored the atrocities committed by the Arab states.

This is a serious mistake. The public has a right to know the truth, even if it is uncomfortable. And the media have a responsibility to report the truth, regardless of their personal views.

We urge the media to correct their mistakes and to heed the call for responsibility that has been made.

Letters to the Editor

Everybody Go Home

To the Editor:

We feel that the events of the past few days may lead to the demise of Columbia University. The protest demonstrations could lead to a loss of faculty and students, and the control of Columbia in the hands of the opposition. Even now there is little respect for any University authority, caused by the loss of control of the University by these authorities. Because of their unwillingness to act, any action taken by the faculty will result in a decline in quality education at Columbia. Despite the validity of some of the Students for a Democratic Society's demands (covering all of University ties with the Institute for Defense Analysis and stopping of gymnasium con- struction), we look to the faculty to secure these ends. In particular, we and 1700 other students abhor the increasing taint of am- nasty for all protesting groups, since one of the characteristics of civil disobedience is that the violator accepts the punishment.
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Incredible Tacticians

To the Editor:

Today, no perceptive individual can deny that American society (and the Columbia Daily Spectator) is wracked by grave and complex problems whose nature bear on the very premises upon which this nation is founded. Given the complexity of these problems, what can the Columbia University, and the concomitant im- position that no simple solution exist, we feel obligated to conc- ume the Frontline Tacticians of SDS, and to look forward to a viable alternative.

We're deeply concerned over the fact that the events of the past two days have polarized the Colum- bia community without reflecting the views of what we feel to be a vast majority of concerned students who will not sac- rifice national order for emotional expediency.

SDBS (by its coercive actions) has decided our institutional conscience. Apparently SDS values an attempt at the solution of illegitimate prob- lems through illegitimate means, whereas SDS demands amnesty for all members participating in the current protest, the so-called "frontline tacticians.

Social protest, in the tradition of Gandhi and King, is based on the initial- ity of assuming responsibility for one's actions.

We believe that the issues under- lying the present disturbances be dealt with effectively, thoroughly and immediately. We consider re-evaluation of the University's functions, both in the external community and its own members is a critical necessity.

It is obvious that Columbia Uni- versity is more than an academic institution. It is a part of the larger campus, college, graduate school, research insti- tutes, landlord, and employer. For students, the University is a place where they can express their concerns in the role of anything but students. Thus it is the right of other appropriate response. Columbia as a landlord should be attached as a landlord, and not as an academic institution; one should therefore protest the construction of the gym in a two-terms Park as an ordinary citizen, subject to the due process of the law.

Atheoristicians, solutions, left or right, are not solutions.

Mark Brodin
Robert C. Duskin
James Molker
Paul Miller
Jonathan Novack
Lee Zell
April 25, 1968

Demands for Peaceful Permissible

To the Editor:

The majority of its students will never forgive this University if it does not stand up to the pressures of those most responsible for the events of the last few days.

Robert O. Babber
April 25, 1968
Faculty Members Propose Tri-Partite Panel

(Continued from Page 1)

consider the next faculty move, but by late in the evening had yet to pass any new proposals.

Professor of History Walter F. Metzger proposed that the faculty call for a bi-partite committee of six professors and five students to replace the tri-partite committee. This motion was tabled, at least temporarily, primarily because the black students in control of Hamilton Hall had not yet responded to the original faculty proposal.

It was reported, however, that negotiations on Professor Metzger's proposals proceeding outside of the meeting, and that the SDS steering committee was at least temporarily split on the issue.

Meanwhile, Paul Villardi '68, spokesman for the Majority Coalition, a group of athletes and other students who have opposed the demonstrators' tactics, stated at a press conference that his group had accepted the faculty proposal.

He claimed that two thousand students had signed an anti-SDS petition circulated on Wednesday, and added that "Amnesty is out of the question."

Although he supported the faculty proposal in general, Villardi stated that "the names of the students on the tri-partite committee must be recomposed," and that the Coalition feared more conservative students.

The five students recommended for tri-partite committee were: Robert Friedman '68, editor-in-chief of Spectator; David Malm-

ment '68, a member of the steering committee of the Moratorium Coalition; Robert Delahante '68, a member of the Academic Affairs Committee; Jim McMy-\n
lan '70, a Negro who was a stand-\n
out on this year's Columbia bas-\n
ketball team; and Richard Woj-\n
culski '69, a member of the City Coalition.

The faculty members recommen-\n
... 50 to be on the committee were: Daniel Bell, professor of sociology; Robert L. Bellnap, asso-\n
icate professor of Russian; Leon M. Lederman, professor of physics; Peter B. Hemen, professor of English; and James L. Fa-\n
lerstein, associate professor of sociology.

The two administrations were George K. Reynolds, dean of Graduate Faculty, and John Wellington, director of admissions.

In its function as a board of review, the tri-partite committee would, according to the proposal, make a decision that could be reviewed by the faculty. Villardi stated that the faculty recognized President Grayson Kirk's statutory power in all disciplinary matters.

The explanation for this apparent contradiction was given by one faculty member who said that although President Kirk would have the final right to alter the decision of the tri-partite committee, it would be understood by all concerned that he would not do so.

Finally, the proposal requested that the administration announce as soon as possible that the trustees have approved the suspension of gym construction, and also that the Dean Committee report, which will discuss Columbia's relationship with the United States, will be circulated.

The committee was requested by the tri-partite committee to inform the faculty of any changes in appointment status, and to inform the faculty of all matters.

The proposal was submitted to President Kirk in the form of a letter, but was not approved, although negotiations continued. According to Professor Hovde, "the chances are excellent" that the proposal would be accepted by the president if its final version does not change significantly after student-faculty negoti-\n
ations.

While Professors Hovde, Gal-\n
anter, and Trilling spent most of

the day working out the text of the letter with University officials, most faculty members divided their time after 10 a.m. between attending an ad hoc meeting in Philosophy Hall and keeping order in all sections of the campus.

The letter to President Kirk was read to the faculty meeting for approval shortly after its comple-\n

tion, but not until after a num-\n
ber of professors, including Alan Westin, David Rothman, and Allan Silver, had already been sent to negotiate with the demonstrators and with the "Majority Coalition."

The faculty members in Philo-\n
sophy Hall avoided confusion, how-\n
ever, by unanimously approving the proposal.

600 City Policemen Occupy Morningside Campus

(Continued from Page 5)

the University had finally decided to try to forcefully regain control of the buildings occupied by student demonstrators.

However, police spokesmen stated that in a special police outpost inside Low Library, stated that the police were only on the camp-\n
cus for "precautionary measures."

A police sergeant, who was looking for "Low Hall," explained that the mass police mobilization was called "to prevent outbreaks of violence and destruction of property."

Police spokesman in Low stated yesterday that it was highly un-\n
likely that the police forces would try to clear out the occupied Uni-\n
versity buildings.

He added that the police would al-\n
most certainly not attempt to occu-\n
py Hamilton Hall, presently control-\n
led by black students and com-\n
munity supporters.

Early yesterday morning, the University called in police when negotiations broke down between the administration, the faculty and the protesters.

A violent outbreak occurred when approximately twenty-five police大专iches police, concealing billy clubs under their french-\n
cuffs, charged a group of thirty faculty members who had gath-\n
ered outside Low Library to pre-\n
vent police from entering the build-\n
ing. Several faculty members were clubbed, and one instructor in the French department, Richard L. Greenman, sustained a heavy blow to the head.

The police rookies who were de-\n
ployed around the campus yester-\n
day were not quite sure why they were brought to Columbia.

"What's going on here?" one policeman asked. He was unaware of the fact that several University buildings had been occupied for almost four days.

Other officers, who were sta-\n
tioned outside police barricades at the west end of College Walk, were well aware of the situation, but did not seem particularly concerned with the problem, facing the University.

"We've been through this kind of thing before," one of the men said. "The best thing that could happen would be if they just sent us home. You don't want us here, and we don't want to be here," he said. "We could easily lob tear gas into the buildings," he said, "You know, now we have CS gas instead of just CN gas. The new stuff is much more effective than the CN gas. It not only gives them the fear, but it also immobilizes them for several minutes."
Ten Student Leaders Propose Plans to Alleviate Situation

Saying that the demonstrations and disorders, which have swept down Columbia since Tuesday, are evidence of the need for major reforms at this University, ten student leaders issued last night seven proposals which they believed would alleviate the current situation.

The officers of the student council of the University, the School of General Studies, the Graduate Faculty, the president of the College Class of 1968, the editor of the Columbia Owl, and the four student members of the President's Committee on Student Life called on the administration to, in effect, give students and faculty broad powers in the decision-making process of the University. The administration asked for "a faculty and student body" which would have power to determine general university policies and subject only those involved in the decision to the Board of Trustees.

In addition, a "permanent student advisory body" which would have "final authority in all disciplinary cases" and "total jurisdiction of the University regulations" was asked by the group.

Both of these steps had been recommended previously in the minority report of the Student Life Committee.

Opinion Poll Totals Not to Be Issued

(Continued from Page 1)

end run would be misleading and impossible to interpret.

Schofield also questioned the accuracy of all concerned students being ballots. He said that students demonstrating inside Avery Hall had been asked, but that no one in Low Library or Hamilton Hall, Washington, Mathematics had voted, and only a portion of the students in Fayerweather.

Schofield stated that the administration had not in any way attempted to suppress the findings of the poll, as some reports had indicated last night. He stated that on whether the vote favored the demonstrators. He added that there was no plan to release the referendum in the future.

A spontaneous indoor demonstration

OPPOSING SIDES: Harlem high school students marching towards Hamilton Hall this afternoon, and Majority Coalition Leader Frank Davis, speaking into microphone and Robert Vitale, the head of the group.

ATHLETICS SUPPORTERS: Anti-KDS demonstrators take part in a silent march from Wollman Rink to Philadephia Hall where the faculty was meeting.

Brown Speaks Before 500 at Hamilton Rally

Michael conferred with the students inside for forty minutes. Mr. Carmichael then told requests to address the crowd.

After Mr. Brown's speech, he told Carmichael that he was impressed by a number of sympathetic left by the police, and entered an automobile on Morningside Drive at 12:15, after which the police drove off heading downtown.

In response to a question as to whether he planned to return to Columbia, Mr. Brown stated, "Yours, be the word!"

The two black leaders had been invited to entering the campus by a group of approximately male and female young black students from several Manhattan high schools who had entered the campus unopposed at 11:20. Three of the black students climbed through a Hamilton Hall window and asked for permission to join the Hamilton group, but were expelled by the Hamilton students, and told "to cool it."

A spokesman for the blacks in Harlem told the high school students not to attempt to take control of any building on campus. "It doesn't need it," he said. The students sat down on South Field without incident until almost 1 p.m.

The security forces, members of the mob that had left the campus individually, and concerned themselves in minority and several adult blacks.

The high school protest movement, which was supported against the actions of Columbia University, which has been changed through the course of the afternoon.

While Mr. Brown and Mr. Carmichael were inside the Hamilton, Associate Professor of Sociology Immanuel Wallerstein warned the crowd that the use of force against the students in Hamilton Hall could lead to the destruction of the University.

Negro leaders from Harlem hold another rally at Broadway and 115th St. last night, but there was never any threat of a recurrence of the violence which swept through the campus Thursday night's rally.

The security forces by sixty police, who barricaded the west campus entrances, and deliberate efforts by black students to keep the campus peaceful, prevented violence. There was no counter-demonstration of students opposed to the rally as there was Thursday night by a group called the United Black Front, the rally began at 8 p.m., and attracted only a few hundred spectators. Stokey Carmichael and H. Rap Brown were not present at the rally.

Speakers, both black and white, addressed Columbia for its allegedly "racist policies."

"Kirk is the biggest shamder in Harlem," LeRoy McGee, one of the black leaders, charged. He claimed that the Institute for Defense Analyses participates in the same type of information about the ghettoes that it does about Asia.

Brown also spoke in Hamilton Hall last night, by the end of the rally, and the crowd was believed to have been organized by the Psychology and Freedom Party.

The rally began at 7 p.m. in the gym construction site, but was moved to Central Park, where large demonstrations planned to protest the war in Vietnam.

Shortly before the rally began, about one hundred students staged a candlelight vigil in front of the main entrance to their campus in support of the students arrested in University buildings.

Approximately four hundred students opposed to the occupation of Columbia by demonstrators met in Wollman Auditorium yesterday at 5 p.m., and followed Professor of Economics C. Lowell Harriss to make their views known to the administrative staff of the faculty meeting in Philosophy Hall.

Earlier, the students booted Professor of History James S. Fennan, who attempted to address them in Wollman Auditorium.

Approximately 250 students marched to Philosophy Hall, where Professor Harriss told them "there is nothing we can do, but there will be a solution."

He added, "All of my colleagues, no matter how much we differ, agree that violence would be the wrong thing."

He commented the sit-in was "by and large a movement of the students who believe that students who sympathizes with their frustration.

Several organizations were establshed at either end of College Walk yesterday between noon and 4 p.m. These organizations, including, were deputies, at all entrances to the campus. No one had allowed to enter the campus without a Columbia University identification, and until early this morning no one was being admitted to College without ID, and room key.

Security checks were being administered by city police at dormitories except Carman.

"Security checks at Carman Hall and the dormitory on the campus were made," according to the official account. "It was necessary to maintain order and stave off violence."

The ad hoc faculty committee met continuously in Philosophy Hall, carrying on negotiations with the administration of the students occupying campus buildings.

Six buildings are now occupied, totaling shifts of faculty members and administrative staff on front Hamilton Hall and around Low Library.

At 11 a.m., Professor of Government Warren B. Schilling, Associate Professor of History David J. Bohman and Assistant Professor of History Robert St. Fogel presented a report on the plans of the demonstrators to occupy the building.

"We believe that the demonstrators have no plan, that the demonstrators have "lost confidence" in the faculty because of the collection of LID cards."

The Mathematics building was patrolled at all yesterday and Avery was patrolled only in the earlier part of the day because most faculty members were attending a meeting. Fayerweather was left "totally unpatrolled.

There are no plans to patrol Lewisohn Hall, which is occupied by students from the School of General Studies. The GS students wish to maintain their independence and do not wish to surrender control of the building to students for a Democratic Society, for the control of the other occupations buildings.

A spokesman for the students occupying the other buildings said that this building was cooperating with the faculty of GS.
Faculty Committee Submits Proposals Embodying New Basis for Settlement; Campus Remains Under Police Control

Faculty Mans Gates To Limit Access

The students agreed to make no further attempts to limit the police to the University, at least while negotiations on the matter continued between Students andFaculty.

Furthermore, the administration may use the support of many students who could oppose them to the same degree as those who oppose the police. A shift of sympathy could follow, as might a feeling that all the institutional processes of the University have been neutralized, and there is little to be gained by a return to normal functioning since the thrust of student action has been removed.

The students must now make a further effort to keep police access to the University, if the student demonstration is to be effective.

The march broke up into small groups, with police stopping the students two blocks from the University, police moved in.

At 6 p.m., in Woollam Hall, the twenty-five faculty members presented a communiqué of opinion, addressed more than 100 students, mostly sympathetically with the cause of the demonstrators.

The democratic and pluralistic view of the twenty-five faculty members, Professor Westin feels ‘Confident’ That Offers Are Best to End Demonstrations

In a major attempt to settle the four-day crisis at Columbia, a faculty subcommittee has drafted a statement which it is submitting to the ad hoc faculty committee which meets at 8 a.m. today.

The statement represents the independent judgment of the faculty as to the most reasonable way of ending this crisis,” Professor Allan P. Westin said at 2 a.m. today. “I believe, in the administration, though they may not like the proposals, will be pressed to accept them. If they do not, members of the ad hoc faculty committee will probably take concrete action to persuade them. A faculty member may want to teach at a university in which such fair proposals are put to an administration and turned down.”

On the other hand, if the faculty proposals are released by the professors, Professor Westin said, “the students may no longer be seen as fools for our cooperation.

If it is the desire of SDS and the blacks to reach a rational, fair solution to this, continued Professor Westin, “and they do not deliberately see martyrs, then I do believe we have found the formula.”

Last night, faculty members who have been dealing with students and administration reported to the ad hoc faculty group that, in the words of one, “goals are completely and absolutely deadlocked.” Associate Professor Immadi Wallis, who had been working with the administration, holding Hallam Hall, said that an administration statement was prepared, coupled with the statement issued by President Nathan Pusey, the committee was completed; everyone with the exception of the black protesters,

The University strongly reinforces its commitment to the campus, the police said, to the campus, to the police.

The faculty committee presented a new set of proposals for ending this crisis to the faculty of the University, and that the faculty accepted these proposals. And we further strongly urge the faculty to accept all possible influence to assure that this administration and the demonstrator accept this next step as the basis of settlement.

We have repeatedly given our support to the faculty in its attempts to lead the way to a solution. But if the proposals to be presented this morning are not acceptable and that we accept all these proposals, the University faces several possibilities. The use of force to remove the demonstrators we find totally intolerable and suicidal.

Given this administration, we feel that the University faces several possibilities. The use of force to remove the demonstrators we find totally intolerable and suicidal.

Andrew.Cross. Director. of. the. above. editorial.
List of Six Proposals by Ad Hoc Faculty Panel

False Alarm Turned in From Low

By PETER HASEL

Four New York City fire engines responded yesterday afternoon to a false alarm from Low Library. The actual cause was a malfunction in the fire alarm system that alerted the fire department.

Police Action Unlikely Today; CU Closed for Fourth Day

By ROBERT FREEDMAN

A list of six proposals approved almost unanimously by the ad hoc faculty committee yesterday met with a cool reception from the University. The proposals, which were presented to the University by the committee, were not likely to be acted upon.

Coalition Challenges Low Strikers

By MARK JAFFE

The Majority Coalition, a group opposing the current demonstrations, has been holding mass meetings and discussions for the last four days, but yesterday the coalition took its first decisive action. According to Paul Vilarde '68, head of the Coalition Steering Committee, the group has no substantial position on issues such as IDA or the gymnasium.

The coalition is exclusively concerned with returning the University to normal functioning. It is in charge of the curdling off of Law Library by the faculty's actions, which did not comply with its decision of four days ago to restrict entrances to Low. Vilarde explained that Prof. James P. Shenton had told the coalition members that the faculty had voted not to allow general access to Law.

The coalition, which has claimed the support of 2000 moderate students, has taken a four-point stand. Two of the demands of the coalition deal with the resolution of the present crisis. One calls for the immediate withdrawal of the students from the buildings and the resumption of regular activities. The second is a general plea for additional positive steps to alleviate the situation.

The coalition statement was made public last evening after the call for a "significant punishment for the demonstrators," to "prevent similar instances of disruption in the future."

The group's fourth, and according to several members of the steering committee, most important proposal is the one on nonviolence. The coalition stated that violence has no place at Columbia and that "it should never be used in achieving the final solution."

At midnight last night, the coalition (Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 3)

Protesters in Each Building Develop Separate Defenses

By MICHAEL STERN

Demonstrators inside three of the five occupied buildings on campus-Fayerweather, Mathematics, and Avery Halls—have spent the last 24 hours in attempts to develop "defense tactics" in case the police try to remove them.

No official statements were released from the strike coordinating committee members inside the buildings, but members of the defense committee at Fayerweather and Mathematics spoke to reporters today. No information was available from Hamilton Hall or Low Library.

Protesters in each building have established a limited entrance and exit system, allowing only runners, steering committee members, and suppliers to enter "liberated" zones.

Last night, demonstrators in Mathematics threw fire hoses across the front doors of the building. According to a police report, fire hoses were thrown into a stairwell on the third floor. In all, six hoses were thrown, with one hitting a window, one hitting a chair, and the others dripping on the floor.

Demonstrators in Avery Hall yesterday afternoon were occupied with throwing fire hoses across the windows of the building. A police report stated that "the demonstrators attempted to open the windows with hammers and other tools."
Majority Coalition Desires Return to Normalcy Here

The organizing and policy making body of the coalition is a five
man steering committee. The com-
nitee members are Villareal, Terry
Clemons '70, Bob Wolfe '68, Frank
Durum '68, and Bruce Bono '68.

The steering committee had
reached Low Library they an-
nounced that they would not object
allow more food or demonstrators
into the building. Despite faculty
protests, the blockades ended. One
member of the group stated
the coalition's position when he
said, "they can have all the mer-
cucromachs and bandies they
want, but no food."

The 250 demonstrators, whose
blocking passage between Low
campus, are lined up along the
west side of the building. Commu-
nications and orders in the
hands of approximately 20 mar-
shall.

City Leaders Ask Mayor to Intervene In Columbia Crisis

Leonard N. Cohen Deputy Br-
ough President of Manhattan,
State Assemblyman Jerome
Kretensky, and District lead-
ner Raymond Guenter pro-
paised last night that a committee
made up of members of the New
York City government should at-
tempt to mediate a settlement in
Columbia's student strike.

The three were among sixteen
city leaders who signed a telegram
calling on Mayor Lindsay to use
his "calm judgment" to his
pro-
solve the student strike here.

The telegram cautioned that or-
dering the police to eject physically
the students could only cause vi-
ce on the campus and clearly
increase tensions in the surround-
ing community. The telegram
ended with a suggestion that the
construction of the gymnasium be
transferred to a site other than
Morningside Park.

Mr. Kretensky said last night,
"There is a distant enough party
to effectively help in the medi-
ations," and added that "Columbia
should try to find ways to satisfy
Harlem."

Mr. Guenter stated last night that
he was in favor of a "third party
stepping in" if it would help settle
the strike. He said that he thought
Mayor Lindsay "would be happy
to offer his services in mediation
if there were a possibility that the
University would accept."

Mr. Cohen, discussing the pos-
sibility of police intervention in
the strike, said, "If Lindsay sends
the police into the buildings, it will
be a disgrace."
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Majority Coalition Cordons off Part of Low
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the workers stood for "peace," distributed a written statement which said, in part, that this situation seems to indicate that it is possible for the blockade of the buildings to continue into the coming week, we have decided that we can no longer tolerate the domination of a minority.

Students on the line around Low explained that segments of the faculty have negotiated in full* with the Majority Coalition and the coalition has, therefore, decided to take independent action to try to exert pressure on the faculty and administration to end the student occupation of Low Library and four other University buildings.

Ever since early Friday morning, when New York City policemen clashed with faculty members outside the southeast entrance to Low, access to the demonstrators in Low has been regulated by faculty members stationed on the ledge around the building.

Members of the Majority Coalition have contended that the faculty guards have permitted all demonstrators free access to Low. Demonstrators inside the building have also criticized the faculty members for their role as guards outside Low.

Early yesterday morning, a small group of demonstrators who had crawled out of President Grayson Kirk's Low office for a few minutes before, attempted to re-enter Low, but were prevented from doing so by faculty members.

Since that incident, the relations between the faculty and the demonstrators, and between the faculty and the Majority Coalition, have become quite strained.

At 2 a.m. this morning, the Ad Hoc Faculty Group released an official policy statement patroling Low Library. According to the policy, "facilt will not permit ingress or egress except for specially designated couriers accomplishing RAGS & VASELINE. A faculty member passed a bag of medical supplies to demonstrators in Low Library. The bag contained ras and vaseline, which may be used to defend against Mace, a gas sometimes used for riot control.

The statement concludes, "Yesterday's blockade of Low revealed certain difficulties for the faculty guards. At 5:30 p.m., the blockers, who insisted that they were "committed to non-violence," moved over the hedge around Low and took positions on the lawn. Faculty members asked the counter-demonstrators to "please move to the other side of the hedge," but the students stood firmly and did not move. The faculty members did not press their request, and instead withdrew from the line and formed a tight line around the hedge of the building. At 6:00 p.m., a student carrying a package of cheese asked the blockers if he could load the package to a faculty guard. "Sorry, we can't do it," one of the counter-demonstrators said firmly.

"No food, no nothing gets understood," says Paul Villedi, a graduate student for the group, told the media.

The situation remained quite tense, as several other attempts to bring food inside the blockade were discouraged by the line of students at the hedge. However, there were no serious incidents of violence. At one point, after a faculty member had received verbal approval from the line to deliver two bags of medical supplies to the demonstrators, a member of the Majority Coalition withdrew from the line and grabbed the faculty member's arm, preventing him from passing up the bags.

Villedi checked the packages, found ras and vaseline, and permitted the bags to pass. Vaseline is a recognized defense against Mace, an aerosol spray which may be used to intimidate demonstrators.

While the line of counter-demonstrators held its position inside the hedge, a group of students inside President Kirk's office began singing protest songs through an open window at the southwest corner of Low. Vice President David H. Truman peered through a window and to President Kirk's office.

Shortly after 5:30 a.m., a student in the middle of the large crowd which gathered by Low, announced that there would be a meeting at the sundial of all those people who support the demonstrators in the buildings.

Hundreds of people moved toward the sundial and by 11 p.m., more than 700 demonstrators gathered there had signed a petition saying, "We support the students demonstrating inside University buildings. We are the majority."

*Editor's Note: This article contains inaccuracies and omissions. The author of the article has apologized for these errors. The author has also acknowledged that the sources used in the article were not completely reliable. The author has promised to conduct further research in order to provide a more accurate and complete picture of the events described in this article.
**What are the Goals?**

Sleep has been in short supply for many people on campus this week, and along with this shortage there has been a shortage of perspective. The Trustees, who generally lack any clear conception of what is going on among students at Columbia, have completely lost their grip of what is happening in the current demonstrations. The administration, which has already shown itself all too quick to react with violence as a solution to the crisis, seems at the end of its tether. And the body that is holding that tether, the ad hoc faculty group, is showing signs of dropping from complete exhaustion in the face of relentless opposition to their efforts.

But the most serious loss of perspective has been shown by the students negotiating on the side of the demonstrators. When the SDS-led protesters took over Low Library and Hamilton, Avery, Fayerweather, and Mathematics Halls, their aims seemed legitimate and noble: to protect the mismanagement of this University which has resulted in such political and moral abstractions as the gym in Morningside Park and Columbia's sponsorship of the Institute for Defense Analyses.

The protests soon seemed to be winning their point. Important segments of the student body and faculty were becoming "radicalized." Then the people inside the buildings completely lost sight of the revolution.

What is at stake is the restructuring of Columbia University. Yet throughout the latter part of the week, the demonstrators consistently refused to accept any solutions at all that were offered by the faculty group.

Then, working all night Saturday and into Sunday morning, a crazed team of faculty mediators came up with a set of proposals to bring together the intransigent insurgents and ossified administration. The ad hoc group recommended that discipline for the protesting students be determined by a tripartite committee with final authority, and urged that the University statutes be revised to remove such power from the president.

The proposal went on to suggest that all students now demonstrating receive equal punishment. In view of the difficulty of assigning specific blame in such a case, this seems completely justifiable.

The ad hoc faculty group also asked the University to adopt a plan to confer with the faculty and community on plans for the current gym, so that final plans will meet the demands of the community. An important precedent could thus have been made for all future expansion projects.

---

**Two Free Concerts by THE TUDOR SINGERS**

*Tomorrow, Tuesday April 30th at 5:15 p.m. – James Room, Barnard*

**Thursday, May 2nd at 8:30 p.m.**

St. Paul’s Chapel

Amsterdam at 117th St.

Featuring work: Mass for Five Voices by William Byrd

---

**WEDNESDAY EVENING**

May 1, 7:30 P.M.

**EARL HALL AUDITORIUM**

A discussion with **DR. RICHARD L. RUBENSTEIN**

**Religion & The Man of Tomorrow**

Coffee will be served

Sponsored by the Chaplain of the University and the Community at Earl Hall

---

**Two past SEER students express their opinion:**

"With SEER this summer, I read seven books. That is something I’ve never done. SEER provided me with an activity to look forward to this summer."

"It was a good opportunity to express opinions about books & life without drumming teachers’ opinions. SEER should be continued; thank you."

You can be part of this nationwide program this summer

---

**SEER 311 FBH, 280-3603**

---

**THE COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE**

announces the following schedule for the

---

**BOOKSTORE DIVIDEND PLAN**

1. TURN IN GREEN CASH REGISTER RECEIPTS

   April 29 – May 7 (Final date) from 11:00 A.M.–5:00 P.M. in the Main Lobby – Journalism Building

2. PICK UP MERCHANDISE DIVIDEND CERTIFICATES

   May 13 – May 24 from 11:00 A.M.–5:00 P.M. in the Main Lobby – Journalism Building

   May 27 – December 20 from 9:00 A.M.–5:00 P.M. in the Bookstore Accounting Office

   May 17 is absolutely the final day for turning in cash register receipts

---

**COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE**

Journalism Building • 2960 Broadway
Faculty Panel’s Proposals Apparently Rejected

Telling it like it is: Professor of Public Law Alan F. Westin (L) and Associate Professor of Sociology Homans Von Vallesse, representatives of the ad hoc faculty committee, talk to the press yesterday afternoon in Philosophy Hall.

(Continued from Page 1) group involved the establishment of a tri-partite panel composed of Trustees, representatives of the community, and faculty, to review the gymnasiai and adopt an alternative to the present plans. Any resurrection of construction on the current site would necessitate approval of the representatives of the community.

Early yesterday afternoon the steering committee of the striking students summarily rejected the ad hoc faculty group’s proposals and reaffirmed their adherence to their original six demands.

It was reported at the faculty group meeting last night that the administration had refused to yield on its earlier position of not allowing ultimate disciplinary authority to be taken away from the President. The administration also rejected several other proposals recommended by the faculty group.

In a speech delivered over radio station WKCR late last night, however, Vice President David B. Trueman said he has not given up any hope and I hope that discussions will continue.

Although student sentiment is in favor of granting amnesty to the demonstrators was increasing yesterday, the administration reaffirmed its refusal to concede to the demand of the student strikers and it appeared unlikely that the faculty would support an amnesty at this time.

Dr. Trueman said last night that “there can be absolutely no alter-
ing of our position” on amnesty. Amnestv would mean “forgetting this incident over happened,” and would mean that “any group that wishes to take over this University is free to do so at any time,” he said.

The proposals approved by the ad hoc faculty group were presented yesterday morning at a special meeting of the faculty of the University convened by President Grayson Kirk. “For information purposes only,” according to Professor of Government Alan F. Westin, chairman of the ad hoc group, no vote was taken on the proposals at the special faculty meeting.

After a long discussion on whether to admit junior faculty members to the meeting, it was decided that they would not be allowed in. The faculty then endorsed a motion by Professor of Economics Peter B. Kenen.

Professor Kenen’s motion condemned “the occupation of buildings and the disruption of normal University activities,” condemned the decision to suspend gym construction, endorsed the proposed tri-partite committee to discuss disciplinary matters, and expressed “appreciation of the patience and restraint shown by the administration and by the great majority of our faculty and students.”

Immediately after the special faculty meeting, the ad hoc faculty group held a press conference in Philosophy Hall, Professor Westin said that the “use of police force would be disastrous,” but added that “the ad hoc faculty committee does not support total amnesty for the demonstrators.”

He stated, however, that “we believe that the demonstrators will find our proposals acceptable,” and “at the moment of truth, they must accept responsibility for their actions,” and because “they accept, they will have gained important democratic procedures in the University.”

Speaking in reference to the faculty group’s proposals, Professor Westin remarked that “for the first time in the recent history of the University the faculty has engaged in a political act.”

About two hours earlier, at another press conference, the steering committee of the student strike asked the ad hoc faculty committee “to stop trying to perform a mediatory function they cannot carry out.” Instead, “we think they should constitute themselves as the political body that in fact they are, and take a political position in favor of our six demands, including amnesty.”

Included in the faculty group’s list of proposals, along with the recommendations for the two committees, was a pledge that “if the president will not adopt these proposals, we shall take all measures within our several consciences to prevent the use of force to vacate these buildings.”

The pledge went on to say that if the president does not accept the proposals, but the students refuse to leave the buildings, then “we shall refuse further to interpose ourselves between the administration and the students.”

No mention was made by the ad hoc group as to what would happen if both sides rejected the proposals, as actually happened yesterday.
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TAXI DRIVERS WANTED
Part time now, full time during vacation and holiday periods. We help you get your Black License, it’s easy, educational and pays well. 508 West 15th St., N.Y.C., C11-9242

MONEL LOUNGE, ENGINEERING BLDG.
694 — ALL YOU CAN EAT

ONLY ONE MORE SHOPPING WEEK!

only one week left to buy your tickets for the
95th ANNUAL SPRING CONCERT of the
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY GLEE CLUB

MAY 3 TOWN HALL 8:30 P.M.
Free Party Afterwards!

Israel Independence Day CELEBRATION
FREE! REFRESHMENTS! DANCING! SINGING! PROFESSIONAL GROUPS! SCHNAPPS! FREE!

WED. MAY 4 6-8 P.M.
-BANANA-SPLIT PARTY MUSIC
MONEL LOUNGE, LIVE ENGINEERING BLDG.
694 — ALL YOU CAN EAT

S. TUESDAY 8 P.M.
T. Z. EARL HALL AUBURN AUDITORIUM
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Israel Independence Day CELEBRATION
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WED. MAY 4 6-8 P.M.
-BANANA-SPLIT PARTY MUSIC
MONEL LOUNGE, LIVE ENGINEERING BLDG.
694 — ALL YOU CAN EAT

S. TUESDAY 8 P.M.
T. Z. EARL HALL AUBURN AUDITORIUM
New York urgently to convene a panel composed of:
(a) representatives of the Trustees,
(b) representatives of the Community appointed by the Mayor,
(c) representatives of the Faculty to be chosen by the faculty themselves.

We recommend that this panel review the gymnastic and adopt an alternative to the present plan. Should the alterations involve re-making of the present site, this plan shall be acceptable to the representatives of the Community.

We request that once the President indicates that he accepts these resolutions as his recommendations to the Trustees, we call upon the student non-properly occupying various buildings to vacate these buildings immediately and to submit themselves to due process as shall now be established.

IV. These proposals being in our judgment a just solution of the crisis our University is presently undergoing, we pledge that if the President will not adopt these proposals, we shall take all measures within our several conveyances to prevent the use of force to vacate these buildings.

V. We cannot believe that the Trustees, charged with the welfare of all segments of the University, will not accept a solution regarded as just by students, faculty, and the President.

VI. As members of the faculty, we are determined to do everything within our power rapidly to resume the full life of this institution in the firm expectation that our proposals will permit a climate to prevail that will once again allow reason, judgment, and order to reign.

---

**Protesters Develop Defense Systems In Three Buildings**

(Continued from Page 1)

and refusing to move and forcing officers to carry them out, Tom Hayden, past president of national SDS, led open meetings to discuss options.

Demonstrators in Fayerweather Hall were also debating tactics as of last night. A group of students occupying the sixth floor reportedly favored resistance to the police if they attempted to enter, while protesters on other floors were undecided. Only partial barricades were up inside the building, but demonstrators stated they would spread liquid soap on the steps and entrances.

Students inside Hamilton, Mathematics and Low Library taped windows to keep them from shattering if they are broken from outside. All buildings have been supplied with washtubs and plastic bags to protect demonstrators from Mace, a gas which irritates the eyes more than it is nauseous to the skin.

A spokesman for the strike steering committee stated last night that the committee was not instructing students in the occupied buildings on defense procedures. Decisions will be left up to each building, he said. "The police are professionals," he added, "and they will do their job if trouble starts inside. Our present job is to prepare to accept the consequences."

---

**COLUMBIA DAILY SPECTATOR**

**Page Seven**

---

**Rome Hotel**

18 Via Porta Finciana

(One block from Via Veneto)

EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS

at Reasonable Prices

Reservations Recommended

---

**Alumni Career Orientation Series Tonight**

Meet A Recent Alumnus Over Refreshments At 8:30

LAW

IN FURNALD LOUNGE: MR. GEORGE GRAFF,

'63 Court of Appeals

GOVERNMENT - LAW

IN LIVINGSTON LOUNGE: MR. MARK FELDMAN,

'62 Former Assistant Attorney General, N.Y.

MEDICINE

IN HARTLEY LOUNGE: DR. A. STEPHEN PASSLOFF,

'54 Internal Medicine

All Undergraduates Invited
Baseball, Track Win; Tennis Loses

New England proved to be invincible to Columbia’s baseball hopes this weekend as the Lion varsity nine split its two games, beating Brown 8-5 at Providence on Friday, but losing to Harvard 7-2 at Cambridge Saturday.

The Lions showed Brown for the first seven innings on the brilliant pitching of Paul Dunn, who gave up one run on four hits.

The Lions scored its first three runs in the fourth inning on a walk, an error, a sacrifice, and a single to bring in the tying run, but the inning ended.

The Lions added two more in the sixth inning with a home run by Bob Bosson with Frank Stimesley on base.

But Westerham began to tire in the bottom of the eighth, after allowing only one run on two hits and a passed ball, and then proceeded to give up three hits and three runs, including a home run by Chuck Skendarian, and left lh game with two outs and the bases loaded.

Dennis Graham entered the game and gave up a single to bring in the tying run, but ended the inning.

The Lions scored their second run in the top of the ninth, when Graham walked, went to second on a passed ball, and scored on a sacrifice hit, and came home on a single by Bob Holden.

Luck, however, seemed to abandon the Lions at Cambridge—at least it failed to make its presence known. The Crimson scored in each of the first five innings, while playing against a “sight defense,” according to Coach John Balquist.

Columbia’s loss highlighted secured in the first inning, when Lion captain Rich Brown belted a drive to deep left-center field for a home run. Frank Stimesley tallied the Lions’ only other run in the top of the eighth, when he tripled, went to third on a single by Bob Bosson, and scored on a sacrifice fly.

Commenting on the game, Coach Balquist stated, “Our inconsistent play and ineffective pitching by Paul Dunn were largely responsible for our loss to Harvard.” The Crimson also probably played their best game of the year, Coach Balquist said.

Columbia’s normally docile track stadium scored a surprising 80-71 upset victory over Connecticut, a team that easily defeated the Lions during the winter season, at Baker Field Saturday.

The Lions scored upfront in the handshake and gold worst and received strong performances in many other events in winning the close match.

According to Coach Dick Mason, Columbia.

Schubert’s Mass in A Flat

The Lions did not score themselves of victory until the very last race, the mile relay. The Columbia squad of Mezzastef, junior Scott Nordlicht, White and Douglas won the event in 3:26.6.

The team once again managed to prove how outclassed it was by Eastern schools as it was trounced in two matches this weekend. The Lions lost 8-1 to Navy on Friday and 7-2 to Penn on Saturday, both matches being played at Coach Jerry Ehrlich’s Fleet Swim and Tennis Club in the Bronx.

Against Navy, first singles player Steve Gottlieb was the only player to win, scoring a 1-5, 9-7, 7-5 victory. It was his first of the season.

Against Penn there was only one close match, Gottlieb’s contact with Hugh Curry, Gottlieb lost 9-7, 2-6, 5-7.

Scientific Dating, Inc.

Guaranteed Dates

WCR Presents

Columbia Chamber Players

Monday, April 29, 1968 at 8:00 P.M.

in McMillin Theater, 116th St. and B’way

Music by Berg, Debussy, Boulez, Schoenberg, Webern

Admission Free

Penthouse Restaurant

ATOP BUTLER HALL

400 West 119th Street (88 Morningide Drive)

For reservations, phone MIO 6-9490

GOT ANY IDEAS?
WANT TO SEE CERTAIN EVENTS ON CAMPUS?
DON’T SIT AROUND AND WAIT
PICK YOURSELF UP, CLEAR YOUR MIND,
MAKE YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE
JOIN THE BOARD OF MANAGERS

RECRUITING MEETING: TODAY, APRIL 29
107-109 FBH 7:30 P.M.
University Calls in 1,000 Police to End Demonstration As Nearly 700 Are Arrested and 100 Injured; Violent Solution Follows Failure of Negotiations

In a brutal bloody show of strength from 2:30 until 5:30 this morning, New York City police, at the request of the Columbia administration, cleared the five buildings held for the past week by student demonstrators.

Almost seven hundred students and faculty were arrested and at least several hundred injured, some seriously, in the action. A minimum of four faculty members received severe wounds.

The use of police force followed failures yesterday to negotiate a settlement between the administration and the demonstrators. The faculty ad hoc committee placed a final effort in seeking support for their proposals, but neither the administration nor the demonstrators had indicated full acceptance.

A spokesman for St. Luke's Hospital stated this morning that 75 persons were being treated for wounds received during the police action. Thirty-five people were treated in an infirmary set up in Philosophy Hall.

A spokesman for Knickerbocker Municipal Hospital estimated that 25 people from Columbia were being treated there.

The charges leveled against those arrested will be second or third degree criminal trespassing although it is expected that the police will charge some persons with resisting arrest. Those simply arrested for trespassing will be allowed to go free without bail. The administration also maintains that it will prosecute the students involved.

Low Library

Low, 2:15 a.m.: A column of TFP lined up inside the outer hedge, two abreast, about thirty-five. Six rows deep of student and faculty defenders formed, linked hands. Sang for ten minutes, maybe fifteen. Then a lieutenant came up, or a captain, and said, "Please move. You are impeding our progress here." Shots of no. He recognized, "You will be harassing officers in the pursuit of their duty. If you do not move, you will be forced to move." Another fifty-five TFP marched up, fifteen or twenty placelclothes. They formed a wedge and charged, first pushing, then swinging. They had no clubs, but punched. They pulled people up, threw them forward or down, kicking some. Placelclosesh were on the periphery, but they lied and kicking indiscriminately, however, even those who were moving.

Injuries were seen, although a professor was carried away by placelclosesh.

Members of the Majority Coalition had dispersed about 1:45 when the rumor spread that police were coming, but paraded around Low and began to surround the building at 9:45. There were a number of placelclothes policemen in front and when a faculty member, Spanish instructor Frederic Courtney, tried to join the group of about 150 standing in front of the building, he was pulled into a group of placelclosesh policemen and kicked several times in the head and back. He was probably the first casualty of the night.

Hamilton

While police resorted to violence at other campus buildings to remove demonstrating students, a small detachment of the Tactical Police Force — without billly clubs — peacefully removed about a hundred black students from Hamilton Hall.

Led by Chief Inspector Wade, about thirty policeman lined up in front of Hamilton at 2:15 a.m. The students inside were asked three times to leave voluntarily and were informed that a warrant has been sworn out in the name of the Trustees of the University charging them with "riot trespassing."

The students gave no indication that they intended to leave, and after waiting about ten minutes, four Negro officers, including Inspector Wade, began to move to the door of the building.

Two dozen faculty members who had taken up a position between the police and the doors closed ranks and locked arms to resist the police. Noel Howitt, a teaching assistant in the department of public law and government, told the faculty that the students inside intended to be "narrowly passive" and urged the faculty not to link arms.

The teachers then dropped their arms but continued to remain in the way of the police. There was some pushing by the officers to reach the door, but there was no violence or insults directed at the police, who practiced restraint throughout the entire incident.

There was over some noisy at the main entrance to the building as police realized that they did not have a key to open the locked and barred door.

Crowbars were used, and at 2:30 a.m. the doors to Hamilton Hall, where the demonstrations began a week ago, opened.

 Shortly before, a small group of police had entered Hamilton through underground tunnels. The students were told to line up in rows of two and police began to handcuff them. However, Inspector Wade, at the request of faculty and administration representatives who were allowed into the building, had the handcuffs removed.

Students Plan General Strike After Police Action on Campus

By ROBERT B. STELBURG

A general strike has been called today in the wake of violent police action on campus ordered by the administration early this morning. According to David Gilbert, one of the coordinators of the strike, a rally has been called for all students supporting the action and will be held today at 1 p.m. at Amsterdam Avenue and 106th Street.

Gilbert indicated this morning that many off-campus supporters expected to be at the 1 p.m. rally.

The idea of a student strike developed almost spontaneously this morning after police brutality cleared out the Five occupied University buildings and then flushed all lingering students from the campus.

A group of helmeted policemen surround Assistant Professor of Architecture Raymond Lifchez (in coat) outside Avery Hall. The officer at right holds a broom. Several policemen stopped and kicked several of them at the hall.

The students were informed that they were being arrested for trespassing, their names were taken, and they were led to police buses through the tunnels under Hamilton.

Weather

At Fayerweather, faculty and students were in front of both entrances, faculty standing with linked arms in front of students sitting with linked arms. After ten minutes, a column of fifty uniformed policemen and fifty placelclosesh with helmets marched in by the rear gate. A captain made the same announcement to move at 5 a.m., then the police lined up, and went to the

(Continued on Page 3)
VAN AM SOCIETY
206 Ferris Booth Hall
(with the cooperation & support of)
The Columbia College Alumni Association
CREW DAY
COLUMBIA at RUTGERS
Saturday, May 4th, 1968
But leaves College Walk at 10:45
Returns to Campus 5 P.M.

The Harvard-Columbia Chorus
and
The Columbia University Orchestra
present

SCHUBERT'S MASS IN A FLAT
McMillin Theatre
Sat. May 4
116th St. & Broadway
8:45 pm
Admission Free

The Board of Managers
presents

PROF. ALEKSANDER
NEJGBAUER
from Yugoslavia
reading
"CONTEMPORARY YUGOSLAV POETRY"

Tues. April 30
Hewitt Lounge
Noon

Worried About The Draft? Conscience Troubled?
Concerned About Relevant Problems of Ethics?

RESISTANCE AND ETHICS

Attend a discussion sponsored by the
Moratorium Coalition Steering Committee:

Professors Robert Wolff – Department of Philosophy
Columbia University

Reed Strauss – Graduate Faculty (Philosophy)

Kip Shaw – Member of Resistance
Columbia College ’69

Moderator: David Malament, Columbia College ’68

Place: Harkness Theater
Time: Tuesday, April 30: 4:10 P.M.

Penthouse Restaurant
ATOP
BUTLER HALL

GOOD FOOD • ATTRACTIVELY SERVED
MODERATELY PRICED

Magnificent View of New York City from your Table
Enjoy our Roof Garden and Cocktails Lounge

Weekdays: Lunch 11:30 to 2:30 P.M.
(Complete Lunch $1.35 – $2.25)
Dinner 5:30 to 8:30 P.M.
(Full Course Dinner $2.10 – $4.49)

Sunday Dinner from 12 Noon to 8:30 P.M.

Draft Beer • Imported Wines
Facilities for Private Parties in our two Dining Rooms
the "Greenhouse" and the "Penthouse."

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
400 West 119th Street (88 Morningside Drive)
For reservations, phone MO 6-9490
Charge Accounts invited
CU Brings in Police to End Demonstration

(Continued from Page 1)

north steps of Fayerweather. Students bowed their heads. The police moved in, some swinging radio aerials from walkie-talkies, whirring fans. Several ears were pushed against the steps. When all were moved, the same procedure was followed by another entrance to the building. The faculty line toppled onto the floor. Plainclothesmen kicked, drug المشاركة students trying to jump the hedge. Rabbi A. Bruce Goldstein, geography, as he was blackjacketed. Professor James Shenton was bleeding, dazed. Uniformed cops here and there called for help. Students were then herded out of the gate onto a Madison, male and female police filed into the door of Fayerweather. Police pushed people into the hedges; if they fell, they were hit.

Police along Broadway then proceeded to clear the street. About twenty-five plainclothesmen in work clothes, with helmets and clubs, ran down a street. "Oh boy, here we go. Let's get some more!" They cleared the street, then turned to the north and burned a car near 116 St. and Broadway by yelling and shouting, hitting only a few people, and then turning to Riverside Park. Mounted police charged at least one student gathering the sidewalk in front of the tennis court was trampled.

Soon police began to move from the buildings and clear South Field. People started to run, screaming. Plainclothesmen and uniformed police ran up, hitting students who were running. One student fell, tripped over a man. He was kicked, clubbed.

At this point, writer was hit on the face twice by a plainclothes policeman. He was later sent by a doctor to St. Luke's Hospital from bruises and double vision.

At Fayerweather, the demonstration to clear the street began at 5 a.m., but were still being herded into paddy wagons half an hour later. The police in the ground floor of the building agreed that several hundred had been taken out of the building. One policeman, asked about violence during the police action, said that "one or two students resisted police in the mouth," and that "the students were lucky we weren't allowed to beat them." One student, his head bandaged and his face covered with blood, claimed that student resistance had been non-violent. "The students were just sitting there," he said. "The police threw chairs at them and used their little rubber sticks, but the police weren't allowed to carry nightsticks, they were allowed to bring blackjackets.

At 5:30, ten empty paddy wagons were still lined up on Amsterdam Ave. ready for use if necessary. Injured students were still being escorted from the infirmary at Fayerweather Hall to ambulances. Most of the demonstrator had received head wounds, although some were cut through and another had crossed his arm.

Avery

At Avery Hall, at about 9 a.m. students and faculty were crowded on the steps. A group of uniformed police moved to Avery, stopped in front of the demonstrators, and announced that they had to get through. They asked the demonstrator to get to the door of their way. No one moved. After a couple of minutes police officers were pushed towards the demonstrators and began pushing them aside.

When uniformed police, armed with clubs, advanced on the demonstrators, the police began swingng.

When the uniformed men advanced, the plainclothesmen began shouting demonstrators and police from the door. Their actions were so violent that several people were thrown or pushed to the ground.

A man standing quite close to me was attacked by one of these police and collapsed. He did not strike back, but walked away. Finally some spectators stretched him out. A medical student was summoned. Meanwhile, demonstrators were being carried, dragged, pushed out of the buildings.

Several of them had bleeding head wounds or bloody noses. Those outside from Avery were lying on the pathway near Avery, both semi-conscious, one half-conscious.

FRIDAY'S SOPHOMORIES
Earn 2$ for participating in a psychology experiment. Takes about 45 minutes.
Call for appointment: 10-10 360-1583

THE LONELY GENERATION
AND THE SEARCH FOR TRUTH
by CARLO PIETZNER
Director: Commonwealth, USA
Shelton, Villa for the Mentally Retarded

Lamentation and alienation are here seen in a new dimension, leading to a woman's understanding of Revisualization and a Woman's Approach to Meditation. (Reprinted at a lecture)
Copies sent on request at no charge.
RUDOLPH STEINER INFORMATON CENTER
711 E. Madison Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10016

TAXI DRIVERS NEEDED
Part-time and full-time.
Applications now being taken.
Call 764-2171

THE LADY WINS PROTEST Too much

“Relevance means giving. We take a great deal from Counselors at Camp Oakhurst, a co-ed deep-sea camp for physically handicapped kids. Call 334-2070 NOW!”

British Sterling
So fine a gift, it’s even sold in jewelry stores. After shave from $3.50. Cologne from $5.00.

FOR MEDICAL SCHOOL
One Block from
Albert Einstein
College of Medicine
2042 Eastchester Rd.
Bronx, N.Y.

La Société francisée de Barand et de Colombia presents a reading of Les Bonses by Jean Genet

directed by Professor Serge Gavronsky
on Thursday, May 2, 1968 at 10:30 am and
Friday, May 3, 1968 at 8:00 pm
at the Maison française, 560 West 113th St.

No admission
All Welcome!

S.Z.O. & Israeli Student Club Present

ISRAEL INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION

Free Admission
 Tonight! 8:30 pm
Earl Hall
Auditorium

Free Admission
Tonight! 8:30 pm
Earl Hall
Auditorium

Don't miss "Israel-Her 20 Years" Exposition in Foreign Student Center

Members of the Tactical Police Force attempt to disperse demonstrators outside Avery Hall. More than 1,000 policemen converged on the campus.

Forris Booth, very frightened, was forced onto the steps of Butler Library, and then back to College Walk. The remaining crowd was forced off the campus onto the Broadway gate.

The police on the campus after the crowd had been entirely dispersed were suốting, over what had happened and seemed to be amused.

"The lady wins protest too much!"

"Relevance means giving. We take a great deal from Counselors at Camp Oakhurst, a co-ed deep-sea camp for physically handicapped kids. Call 334-2070 NOW!"
50 Charge Majority Coalition Line

Fist fights broke out yesterday when a group of approximately fifty students charged into the students forming the Majority Coalition lines stationed in front of the west side of Low Library.

Although the charging group failed to get past the Majority Coalition line, members of both groups were cut and bruised during the scuffle which lasted about three or four minutes.

The Majority Coalition had established the lines in an attempt to enforce a ruling made at an ad hoc faculty meeting. Faculty members had also formed a line next to Low.

Although the charging group, which threw handfuls of cantaloupe toward the coalition line, chanted "food," the students apparently carried no food.

The charging group had formed in front of Low where groups of seven or eight linked arms, approximately one student group per large group massed around Low twice. On its third circuit the group charging was dispersed by the demonstrators to pass.

Students milling about the pathway between Low and Earl Hall quickly worked to allow the demonstrators to pass. The group passed about two-thirds of the Majority Coalition line, then suddenly veered into the hedge and Majority Coalition line, which was about three deep.

Punching, shoving, kicking, shouting and cursing followed. After about four minutes of scuffling the demonstrators withdrew.

After the demonstration several members of the coalition expressed anger at the use of amon. One member stated, "It won't be long of one of us is blighted by that stuff."

Approximately half an hour after the demonstration, Mark Rudd, chairman of Students for a Democratic Society, appeared in order to confer with a faculty member. Rudd told the faculty member that no further attempts to get past the demonstrators would be made, "at least not for several hours."

Rudd told to control the demonstrators, and preserve any future outbreaks of violence. He replied that he could not control everyone. In all parts of the campus.

While a confrontation developed on the Majority Coalition line around Low Library, Kenneth Clark, (left), professor of social psychology at COVE, and Theodore Klein, grimacing labor negotiator, confronted with Columbia officials. (See p. 3 for story.)

About four-thirty spectators who sympathized with the students in Low began to throw food and packs of cigarettes over the lines of the Majority Coalition and faculty to the demonstrators of Low.

Cans of sardines, packages of salmon, loaves of bread, candy bars, and oranges and grapefruits were tossed to students standing on the second floor ledge of Low. Cheer from most of the spectators was heard in the fall of lunch, and cheers from the Majority Coalition and a few observers followed each errant throw which bounced off Low and fell to the ground.

Several times many spectators shouted at the faculty line "pass it up," referring to the thrown food. Usually the call was unheeded.

Audio feed of Peter Van Winkle, a student in the Graduate School of Business, announced to the crowd, which then numbered about two thousand, that he intended to file a legal suit today against the demonstrators. He said that he was claiming damages of $500,000 a day. The announcement even laughter, and some students began throwing peanuts at Van Winkle.

Shortly afterward the Majority Coalition began tossing blankets into the air in unsuccessful attempts to intercept food. The coalition then started to throw fruit and eggs intermittently at the people on the hedge.

A line of about 35 police was established in front of the Majority Coalition and the hedge to increase the space between the spectators and the Coalition line. It could not be determined at which point the police were moved in.

Statement by Dr. Grayson Kirk, president of Columbia University:

With this comment reported and after nearly a week of efforts at conciliation, I reached the conclusion last evening that the action of the Police to the takes necessary to permit the University to resume its operations.

For nearly six days this institution has been paralyzed by illegal acts of a minority of its students, aided and abetted by an unimpressed number of faculty. Our buildings have been occupied in their entirety and our offices and functions were paralysed. Despite the efforts by hundreds of faculty members and the entire administration, these students have declined to accept any reasonable basis for settlement. They appear to have regarded the University's patience as weakness, although they have been assured repeatedly that we could not indefinitely tolerate a relentless and irrevocable conflict to the integrity of the University and to the standards of conduct on which its life an academic community depends.

If Columbia had been prepared to accede to the students' demand for amnesty from all disciplinary action resulting from their illegal conduct, we would have dealt a near-fatal blow to not only the institution but to the whole of American higher education. Col-

COLUMBIA SHAKESPEARE WORKSHOP
A full-length, costume production of
MACBETH

directed by
Elizabeth Coughlan & Philip Winkelman

May 3, 4, 5 – 8:00 P.M.
May 5 – 2:00 P.M.
In Milbank Chapel: 125 Main Hall, Teacher's College
(212) 854-1153

Tickets: Opposite Information Desk - Main Hall (TC)
April 29-May 4 – 11:30-4:00 P.M.
$2.00 Adults, $1.50 Students

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

MACBETH CP

At your nearest
TOOLS AND MACBETH

PLUS "FREEDOM: WHO NEEDS IT?"
by Richard Rovere

SOREL'S UNFAMILIAR QUOTATIONS

A new feature combining slightly distorted quotations with irrelevant drawdowns.

Pay YOUR respects to the son of mighty Semo:

"Flame thy sword and tightening" with the famous
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY GLEE CLUB

FESTIVE PARTY AT THE COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY CAFE!

TOWN HALL, MAY 3rd 8:30 P.M.
Faculty Board Established To Plan Columbia Future

Will Consider Restructuring University; 200 Dissident Faculty to Back Strike

By PAUL STARR

The Joint Faculties of Columbia University, a body which has existed only since Sunday, resolved yes-
terday at a meeting to create an executive commit-
tee empowered to take "needed steps to return the
University to its educational task."

Meanwhile, a group of about 200 dissident faculty
members yesterday signed a petition vowing to "re-
spect the strike on classes that has been called by
a broad array of student leaders.

The "official" faculty group, which met at St. Paul's Chapel
and included approximately 550 professors, did not vote on the strike
resolution, but instead substituted a more mild resolution calling for
the cancellation of classes today only. The resolution also gave
the new executive faculty committee the power to convene the whole
faculty without the consent of the President. The committee's co-
chairmen are Alon F. Weiss, professor of public law and govern-
ment, and Michael Sovner, professor of law.

The resolution passed by the the recently-appointed tri-partite
committee "begins functioning to assure due process and equitable
and just treatment to students facing charges."

Faculty members and students who failed to go on strike de-
manded repeatedly today that the President and Vice Pres-
ident immediately resign. Eric Bentley, Brander Matthews Pro-
essor of English literature, said yesterday, "We cannot hold any
truthful discussions before the re-
moval of the President. All depends
on one demand—Kirk must go."

The petition that the two hundred faculty members have signed in-
cludes an expression of "no confi-
dence" in the administration. Al-
though the official faculty meeting
did not censure the President for
his actions in the past week, it is
reported that he was heavily blamed,
though also applauded, as he en-
tered the meeting in St. Paul's.

The President relinquished the

(Continued on Page 3)

Over 1000 Attend Protest
To Support Student Strike

"Columbia University is dead,
but it must be resurrected," Mark
Rudd '66, chairman of Students for a
Democratic Society, told a crowd
of well over 1000 people yesterday
afternoon.

Rudd, speaking to the massive
crowd from the plaza of the Law
School overlooking 116 St., called
the events at Columbia a "revolu-
tution," and amid cheers of "strike,
strike, strike," announced to the
crowd that this was the first time the
faculty has seen the light—they
have been awakened.

At the peak, which reached its
2:30 p.m., was com-
piled of contingents from many
other schools in the metropolitan
area including City College, New
York University, Queens College,
and Fordham. Also present was
a group of about 100 students from
the College of Physicians and Sur-
geon, many of whom carried signs
protesting the use of violence on
campus.

The main rally of the day was
the proposed student strike. Al-
most all the speakers emphasized
that the real purpose of the Uni-
vation is to serve the students." Rudd declared, "Only the students
know what the University should be and what values it should have.

Rudd also asserted that the strike "will last until we win." Also speaking at the rally, Professor
of Government Roger Hils-
man urged the crowd to allow sen-
ior faculty members to use their
prestige in order to "accomplish
the aims that you have outlined.

Barnard Votes to Suspend
All Classes for Two Days

The faculty and administration of
Barnard College voted on a two-day
suspension of classes yesterday "to
express our deep sorrow over
recent events.*

A statement adopted by a major-
ity of the teaching and administra-
tive staff of the college and later
approved by the student body dis-
abled the University's "aggress-
iveness" in responding to change,
which "fostered extremist actions,
the forcible seizure of the build-
ings, the use of unprovoked police
force."

All accompanying statements by
the Barnard student body reiter-
ated the faculty position, adding that
"while we encourage girls to sup-
port Columbia strike by continuing
to boycott Columbia classes, we
feel that classes at Barnard should
resume after the temporary sus-
pension." According to the student state-
ment, "We find all use of force on
this or any other campus contempt-
able. We cannot accept the fact
that students created a violent
situation throughout the week; how-
ever, we find no justification for
the extreme of violence to which the
Columbia Administration resorted
in order to accomplish their aims.

Arrested Students Arraigned;
Trials Set for Early June

By JEFFREY A. KUNSTLER

David Kunstler of the Law Senate for Constitutional Rights has filed
a draft complaint to explain the
arrest of the arrested students.

In a phone interview, Kunstler
stated that he will be offered the
right to a preliminary hearing.

Kunstler explained his impres-
sion of the premise that protesting students were "dangerously exercising
their First Amendment rights,"
that they were "utilizing the streets,
the university, and administrative action against students."

Kunstler added that he is hop-
ing for additional plaintiffs,
such as the Student Union, the
administration faculty, and black
students to help him prove charges.
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The Reconstruction

It is time to wipe the dried blood of yesterday from our eyes and think of tomorrow. There are those who have accomplices in the police and the power structure of this University who, in order to call attention to their blunders, have accused even men, who deserve no part in a genuine academic community. We do not agree with Drs. Kirk and Truman are evil. They are too foolish to be called either good men or good teachers.

The opportunity facing Columbia is a unique and challenging one. Columbia now finds itself with a power vacuum at its center, and pressure all around it. There are many on the faculty and in the student body who will timidly advocate pretending that nothing really has changed—that if we just go back to our dorms and offices and wait long enough, the scales will heal, and all will return to the normalcy which precipitated the crisis. First, this will never happen; the trauma has been too great. Second, it should not happen; for we now have the opportunity to do something creative and exciting with this University—our University—that we may never have the chance to do again.

The basic situation that we must change was made irrevocably clear in the rigged hearing invoked for the arrest of the demonstrators and beatings of the passersby at yesterday's Final Solution. The students and faculty had been "trespassing" on the private property of the Trustees, for which they are the Trustees believe, as the legal plaintiffs. This University can no longer remain—in fact or in law—the "Private Property" of its Trustees and student body. This is the concept that must change: that Columbia somehow belongs to the group of impotent old men, that the distinguished scholars, the dedicated students who are this University somehow find themselves here only by the grace of this oligarchy. This is the fundamental reason why the demonstrators barricaded themselves inside their buildings and the reason why they were dragged out head first down the stone steps a week later.

Thus, Columbia must be reorganized from its rancid top to its fermenting bottom. The Trustees must give over major decision-making power to the faculty, and the faculty must work with the students in attaining and exercising this power. The details of day to day corporate life should be left in the hands of the Trustees and administrators, for it is this talent for which they were chosen, and the faculty should not have to occupy itself with such matters. The power to build a gym in a park, or to cooperate in defense research, or to expand the College, or whether to beat up students, are decisions which should rightfully rest in the hands of a group of scholars rather than industrial tycoons. But the manner in which the administration and Trustees respond to attempts to threaten their power is all too fresh in our memories. The transfer of control will be resisted, though probably not quite as viciously as it was yesterday. Pressure will have to be brought to bear if we are to wrest the dying University from its destroyers.

We therefore urge faculty and students to press the strike that has been called, and to not attend classes at Columbia until:

- Dr. Kirk, Dr. Truman, Mr. Peterson, and all the others responsible for yesterday's bloodbath and the consistent ineptness that laid the groundwork for it resign from their positions;
- The Trustees transfer real power for the control of this University to its students and faculty, retaining only the right to pro forma approval.

We are now willing to censure the management of the gym, discipline, and student affairs to the new power structure; once these issues are removed from their current contexts of commitments, our solution will be a good deal less formidable.

Machinery to engineer these changes has already been set up into operation, in the form of the Executive Committee of the Joint Faculties, chaired by Professors Alan Westin and Michael Sovern. Many complex and subtle problems lie ahead in the task, but we feel certain that the end result cannot be worse than what we have been living with. We would rather put our faith and our University in the hands of our teachers and our peers than in the hands of bank presidents, corporation magnates, and real estate tycoons. Appalled at the past, we are confident for the future.
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   in the Bookstore Accounting Office

Columbia University Bookstore

Journalism Building - 2960 Broadway
Students leaders were called in late last night for the first of several sessions to work out and discuss possible lines along which the University might be restructured.

Other members of the committee are: Daniel Bell, professor of sociology; Walter F. Metzger, professor of history; William Leuchtenberg, professor of history; Alexander Dallin, professor of international relations; Professor Edwin O. Hildreth, professor of physics; Ernest Nagel, University provost; and Lionel Trilling, professor of English.

Yesterday began with a confining and highly important open meeting session of the Ad Hoc Faculty Group in McMullan Auditorium. The chair was held by Professor Westin, who introduced a resolution prepared by the group's steering committee. This resolution was adopted by a majority of the faculty members present.

The resolution decried the "archaic" structure of the University, voicing "no confidence" in the administration, urging "respect" for the student strike, asked that the role of senior administrators in the crisis be reviewed, and sought to discourage any faculty resignations or new student take-overs of the buildings.

Agnew greeted the resolution and he seemed hauled for almost certain passage when Assistant Professor of English George Budziszewski moved that the resolution be passed by acclamation. Several professors then spoke, saying that such tactics were unwarranted. The debate continued and the resolution came under increasingly bowler criticism. After a statement against the motion by Professor of History Fritz Stern, Professor Westin unilaterally withdrew his own motion, on the grounds that its wording was improper and that time was needed to confer with student leaders. Not long afterward, Professor Westin unilaterally ended the meeting.

"I am not going to put this to a vote," he said in the motion to adjourn. "I am simply going to vote."

He then left with the rest of the steering committee but others stayed behind to hear Mike Nichols '64, vice-president of the Columbia University Student Council, present the case for a strike. Some of those who stayed behind then began circulating as a petition, the motion that Professor Westin had introduced.

That episode concluded the sixth history of the Ad Hoc Faculty Group. The "rump" group which stayed behind later in the day remained itself the Ad Hoc Faculty-Student Group. During an afternoon session of the "rump" group, which followed a silent vigil in a light rain outside St. Paul's Chapel while the "official" faculty met inside, speeches were made by Professor Social Forces Donald K. Hove, Professor of Anthropology Marvin Harris and the Reversion William Starr, counselor to the students. Both Professor Hovde and Reversion Starr were arrested Monday morning.

NYCLU Plans Study Of Police Brutality

The New York Civil Liberties Union will investigate acts of police brutality on the Columbia campus yesterday morning, according to Burt Neworn, a staff counsel for the union, who witnessed the violence.

Mr. Neworn said yesterday that the NYCLU has requested all persons who witnessed the "significant number of police abuses" to mail a detailed statement of the abuse to 150 Fifth Ave.

Included in the information being sought is the place where the abuse occurred, a description of the incident, and details about the police officers involved and the weapons used.

TAXI DRIVERS WANTED

Part time now, full time during vacation and holiday periods. We help you get your Hack license: it's easy, educational and pays well. 55th St. 212-659-5522.
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Entrance Guards to Admit All Students, Faculty Today

Mark Rudd, chairman of SDS, last night appr raised approximately one hundred students in Wohlman Auditorium that "this is not a revolutionary situation." He recommended that the leaders of the proposed student strike not raise their demands beyond the original six demands formalized by students occupying buildings, adding only a demand for the resignation of President Grayson Harrison, Vice President David B. Mills, and those trustees who are responsible for the police action on campus yesterday. Rudd stated that "the Trustees would rather close this university for a year than give up power," and added that it would be "illogical" to believe that the students can now seize power at Columbia University.

Peter Schneider, Graduate Faculty Co-ordinator of the Strike Co-ordinating Committee, proposed that the conclusions reached by the meeting in Wohlman be communicated to the Strike Committee, to the ad hoc faculty committee, and to the Columbia University Student Council.

At another gathering of approximately 500 students on South Field yesterday morning, Ted Gold, a former vice-chairman of SDS, told the crowd, "This isn't over by any means." He called for an immediate strike by students and faculty to secure the demands, and named some of the more than sixty students who have signed a petition asking for the resignations of Drs. Truman, Kirk, and responsible Trustees.

THE BARNARD — COLUMBIA CHORUS and THE COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY ORCHESTRA present
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Spring? Truth — but we happen to be referring to THE 1968 OFFICIAL STUDENT GUIDE TO EUROPE, the only (and indispensable) complete listing of intra-European student charter flights, buses, boats, and trains; student hotels and restaurants; special tours arranged on-the-scene by Europe's National Student Travel Bureau; resources available with the International Student Identity Card; and booking forms and instructions for flights and tours.

Now that Spring and THE OFFICIAL STUDENT GUIDE are here, why don't you use them both to plan your summer?
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P.O. Box 6156
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Strike by Students and Faculty Gains Momentum; Trustees Express Willingness to Consider Change

Ten Students Hurt at Harlem Hall In Melee Following Rally for Strike

Students and police battled each other over on campus yesterday afternoon in a fifteen-minute melee on College Walk near the 116th St. and Amsterdam Avenue gate.

One student, Paul Nyzer, Graduate Faculty, was treated and released at St. Luke's Hospital after the scuffle, and Robert Munson '71, was arrested. Nyzer had "severe scalp lacerations which will require considerable surgery," according to a nurse who treated him at the Earl Hall medical station. Nine other students were treated for minor injuries at Earl Hall.

Three policemen were also injured, but the extent of the injuries is not known.

The melee began after a crowd of 1000 students and community demonstrators outside the gates were addressed by speakers including Richard Holzapfel, the leader of the Harlem Mau Mau, and Mark Rudd '69, chairman of SDS.

As people congregated on the corner of Amsterdam and 116th St., students began to draft over from a sundial rally being conducted by strikers supporters. At 5 p.m., a detachment of thirty-five police filed over into the campus to join approximately twenty-five officers already positioned around the gate.

Students learned at the police as they entered the campus, shouting "cops must go" and obscenities. Officers began attempting to clear the area, asking students to step back from the gate. Students refused to move, and some, lining the south edge of College Walk, linked arms and started to shout "cops must go." The police formed a wedge and began pushing the line of students back.

Several students shoved policemen back, and one threw a rolled-up newspaper at an advancing officer. Police then began using nightsticks, as the crowd surged over College Walk.

One student, who attempted to strike a policeman, was grabbed by four officers and a plainclothesman and rammed into the wall of Hamilton Hall, then clubbed and kicked as he fell to the ground. "I saw him," the plainclothesman said.

Another student jumped from a Hamilton window ledge onto the back of the plainclothesman, who was apparently an Inspector. He was also clubbed.

A deputy inspector later told reporters that the police had received no orders from Columbia officials to clear College Walk, and had not been authorized to use their clubs.

(Continued on Page 3)

STRIKE: Mark Rudd (center, in short-sleeve shirt) makes his way to the front of the crowd of over one thousand students who gathered in Wollman Auditorium last night and into the morning to discuss plans for their strike on campus.

Photo by Richard Howard

Residents March In Protest of Gymnasium Construction

Hundreds of young Negroes, including many of the Columbia students arrested in Hamilton Hall Tuesday, marched peacefully outside campus last night, protesting the construction of the Columbia Gymnasium and voicing support for students arrested in Tuesday morning's police raid.

Victor Solomon, head of the Harlem chapter of the Congress of Racial Equality, organized the demonstration, which was composed primarily of Harlem residents. "We are fighting off terrorism at the gym site," Mr. Solomon said, adding, "when it becomes necessary, we will unleash the radical elements."

Community demonstrators, about 150 strong, left the office of Harlem CORE at 367 West 125th Street, and marched through Morningside Park, arriving in the vicinity of the campus about 8:15 p.m. The crowd, which quickly swelled to about 400, proceeded north on Broadway to 120 St., then north on Amsterdam Ave. to return to the Harlem area.

The marchers, who were followed by police on foot and in patrol cars, changed "if the gym goes up, Columbia goes down," and "Harlem supports Columbia students." Mr. Solomon said that his organization was now trying to coordinate a mass movement in Harlem against the gym and that another protest might be held here tomorrow.

Morningside residents, most of them white, also held an anti-gym rally last night, gathering at the southwest corner of Broadway and 125th St.

(Continued on Page 2)

Brutality on Tuesday Denied, Police Praised by Trustees

By OREN KOWIT

Several Trustees yesterday praised the conduct of the New York City police Tuesday morning in clearing five student-held buildings, and said that they had not heard of incidents of brutality.

Dr. Frodo Jensen, who said that he had talked to some students on the campus the evening after the violence, stated, "I refuse to accept the fact that there was any brutality. There was not."

"There was a resistance on the part of the students," Dr. Jensen added. "And the police, incidentally, did a magnificent job."

William E. Petersen, chairman of the Trustees, said that sentiment, saying, "The police handled the situation very well."

In a discussion of the actions he anticipated the Trustees would soon take, Alan H. Temple, a Trustee, said that he had supported the statement by Mr. Petersen made Monday and that he was "extremely happy" since that is the only statement made on the current situation by the Trustees.

The statement referred to by Mr. Temple gave strong support to the Columbia administration and gave it authority to take whatever measures it thought was necessary in controlling the campus.

Yesterday, before the Trustees' meeting, Mr. Petersen said that the Trustees and the administration...
Support for Student Strike Gains Momentum

(Continued from Page 1) The Trustees also announced their intention to hold "consultations and negotiations with community leaders" before reaching a decision "as to whether or not construction of the gymnasium will be resumed." It is expected that the Trustees' declaration will not dissuade the students, who are now planning to go on strike from carrying it out. Aside from statements of intent, the only substantive declaration was the recognition of the executive committee itself, which was formed yesterday.

Since College classes have been cancelled for Thursday and Friday, the strike cannot begin this week. A new steering committee will begin forming today and the nucleus of the original steering committee in order to formulate the demands which will serve as a basis for negotiation. Each group joining the strike will receive one delegate on the steering committee for every seventy people it represents.

It is expected that the new steering committee will ask for the resignation to the President and Vice President and adopt many and possibly all of the six demands originally put forward by the demonstrators. Adherence to any specific demand is not a precondition for membership in the new steering committee.

The organization of the strike was worked out at a meeting in Wolman last night where an overflow crowd of at least thirteen hundred students was split between a proposal by the original strikers and one put forward by representatives of an ad hoc group of some 250 graduate students. The original strikers wanted all organizations sending representatives to the new steering committee to agree to support the original six demands. The graduate students asked that membership be limited only to those who support the strike, so that the "coordinating committee represents as broad a spectrum of campus opinion as possible."

In a dramatic move, Mark Ruff, 69, chairman of Students for a Democratic Society and leader of the original strike, yielded to the graduate students' proposal after a vote indicated that, although he probably had a majority, the audience was deeply divided. The concession brought tumultuous applause throughout the auditorium.

CSC resolved yesterday by a vote of 22 to 9 to task students to continue the strike since the administration, by its use of police, "has forsaken any legitimate and authority within this institution."

The demands CSC set forth are those police leave the campus; that the President and Vice President resign; that structural changes be made "to provide for effective faculty and student power within a regenerated University;" and that the Morningside gym be abandoned as part of a program of improvements with the community. CSC has previously taken a stand against Columbia's interest in the Institute for Defense Analysis.

Dan Pellegrino, a graduate student, addressed last night's meeting in Wolman before the adoption of the graduate students' proposal. It was not clear after the proposals' adoption whether the Council would begin distributing petitions to secure a representation on the coordinating committee, or whether it would seek to sign up to a rival steering committee of its own.

"We hope we can work together," Pellegrino said, "We don't want to kill the strike."

A statement of graduate anthropology students, endorsed by 95 percent of the students contacted yesterday, who comprise 65 percent of those registered, urged that other graduate departments support the cafeteria strike and asked for "a long term strike during which we would not accept any compromise with faculty or with each other."

The anthropology students declared that "the strike was taken under the administration and asked for "changes toward greater faculty and student participation in policy decisions."

The final declaration made yesterday, their statement urged that President Kirk and Vice President resign. Among the anthropology pro- fessors and students in support of the strike are Morton H. Fried, Robert F. Murphy, Margaret H. Alphonsus, John Murphy, Andrew P. Vapula, Abraham Raman, Edward Lansing, Myron Cohen, and Ralph Holley.

Thirty faculty members and graduate students endorsed by aology department yesterday issued a less extensive strike declaration which condemned the use of police and asked that all criminal charges against the strikers be dropped, but which did not urge that Dr. Kirk and Truman resign.

Varying strike statements are expected today from different di- visions of the campus. Meetings to formulate demands will be held throughout the day.

Yesterday morning's meeting in McMillan heard several students and members of the administration speak out against the administration's use of police force. Repeatedly the meeting broke into cries of "Strike Strike!" Professor Sidney Morgenbesser reportedly urged the audience of perhaps 1000 not to occupy the buildings, but to press their demands on restructuring of the University, amnesty, the gym, I.DA, and the President's and Vice President's resignations.

Among the 250 faculty members who have signed the petition of the strike are Lloyd Mets, professor; Myron L. Cohen, professor; Richard Clo- ward, professor of Social Work; Herbert Gans, adjunct professor of Social Work; Serge Lang and Hym- man Bass; professors of mathematics; Charles D. Parsons, asso- ciate professor of English; F. W. Dunes, professor of English; Arthur W. Collins, professor of history; Graham Irwin, associate professor of history; Alexander Felsch, professor of economics; Gregory Linn, associate professor of Spanish; Mindel C. Young, professor of English, and Thomas C. Newell, professor of mechanical engineering; and Romando Giangola, professor of architecture.

Many members of the faculty have also added their signa- tures.

Several leaders of the strike have begun planning a free University which will begin conducting classes today.

Text of Statement by Columbia Trustees

The Board of Trustees of Columbia University met last evening, May 1st, in special session and conferred with the newly designated Executive Committee of the Faculty, and thereafter took the following action:

(1) The Trustees expressed their full support to the Executive Committee of the Faculty for its concern and constructive efforts, as well as confidence of the importance of the Committee's role in aiding the trustees and the President in speeding the return of the University to its usual activities.

(2) The Chairman appointed a Special Committee of the Board to study and recommend changes in the basic structure of the University.

(3) The Board requested that the Executive Committee of the Faculty likewise make such a study, consult with the Special Committee of the Board and make recommendations thereon.

(4) The Board announced that its Special Committee had been instructed to consult with representatives of the administration, students, and alumni of the University concerning its basic struc-
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Interested in all this plus a reasonable salary and pleasant atmosphere? Write, letter stating why you would like to spend the summer with us.

Elizabeth A. Burke
Hayden Publishing Company
805 Third Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10022

VENICE
Hotel Dinesen.
San Vio 628
Room, Breakfast & Dinner from $7.00
(Reservations Recommended)

GIRLS!
Be a Summer Bunny.
When you set aside your books, don a pair of ears! The busiest gnomes are yours at Playboy. Find out how you can become a Summer Bunny at any of our Playmate Locations providing you meet age requirements indicated below. Make an appointment with the Bunny Mother at the Playboy nearest you.

ATLANTA
Interstate Motor Hotel — 325-626
21 Light St. — 781-9911
Pio Pico Hotel — 384-9690

CHICAGO
114 East 47th Street — 310-4309

CINCINNATI
Hollingdale Hotel — 563-5600

DENVER
Fort Coffee Hotel — 310-5600

KANSAS CITY
Board Continental — 1-1588

L.A. GENEVA
Lake Shore Country Club — 722-0111

LOS ANGELES
5802 Sunset Blvd — 457-0550

MIAMI
7301 Biscayne Blvd — 155-7743

NEW ORLEANS
New Orleans Hotel — 2-4651

NEW YORK
1 East 56th St — 3-3108

PHOENIX
200 North Central — 266-2154

SAN FRANCISCO
750 Greenery St — 524-6131

*16 minimum age.
21 minimum in all other Clubs.

NOTE: The members of the Special Committee of the Trustees referred to in Number (2) above are: Alan H. Temple, Chairman; William S. Paley; Harold F. Mc- Guire; Lawrence A. Wiene; Charles Sociol Society.

The chairman of the Board of Trustees, William E. Petersen and the President of the University, Grayson Kirk, are ex of- ficio members of the Special Committee.
Ten Injured In Campus Violence

(Continued from Page 1)

Another line of students briefly formed, and was broken up by police, who clubbed several in the crowd, kicking a few people who tripped when pushed. A garbage can, thrown from a Hamilton Hall window, struck two officers on the head, and another student pushed a captain in the face.

After the police formed a line in front of the gate, the melee began to subside. Students began circulating through the crowd, shooting "go back to the sandbox." Mark Fiddell mounted the fence outside and asserted over a bullhorn that "we will control our own people - get the cops outside." By 2:30, most of the students had returned to the sandbox, where Ruth Holtz told them "The way to win is not to go out and fight cops."

Gabe Hallock, a member of the Columbia Center for Social Welfare, Policy, and Law, stated yesterday he would support any complaint of police brutality to the Civilian Police Review Board.

Police Brutality

Any person wishing to file reports of police brutality seen during the pre-dawn police raid on Tuesday, should come to 511 Ferris Booth Hall to fill out official documents for use by attorneys.

AWOSTING RETREAT

(Lake Minnewaska)

Swiss Mountains and Lakes
only 88 m. from NYC

NEW concept for Weekends
Body conditioning (Yoga & Aeriloga)

tox. educ. & cult. program
vegetarian food
mod. cottages $13 entire weekend private accom. $23/two per room

315 W. 57th St. NYC

THE MEMBERS OF SAINT ANTHONY HALL CANCEL THEIR FACULTY COCKTAIL PARTY SCHEDULED FOR THURSDAY, MAY 2.
WE COMMEND THE FACULTY'S EFFORTS FOR PEACEFUL SOLUTIONS.

Veal Parmigiana
Billie Holiday
Exotic Wines & Spirits

This You Will Find At:

CHIPPS PUB
Near the Heart of Lincoln Center
(150 Columbus Ave. (bet. 44th & 46th) 874.8415

THE BARNARD - COLUMBIA CHORUS
and
THE COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY ORCHESTRA

SCHUBERT'S
MASS IN A FLAT

McMillian Theatre
116th St. and Broadway
Sat. May 4 8:45 P.M.
Admission Free

Brutality on Tuesday Denied, Police Praised by Trustees

William E. Petersen
Profe Jansen

(Continued from Page 1)

As people continued to protest, the executive committee of the faculty, however, decided to issue a specific statement to the trustees regarding this event.

He added, "We all regret any violence that occurred."

Lawrence S. Waller, said, "It was a condition that the trustees imposed on themselves. I don't like any part of it." While discussing his opinions of the current situation on campus, Dr. Jessen remarked, "I changed my whole attitude when I saw what the students did inside.

"Relevance may mean giving: We take a great deal from students at Camp Ochserll, a co-ed camp for physically handicapped kids.

SAYOY GARAGES
"THE AUTO REPAIR SHOP OF NEW YORK"
branches throughout New York City

SPECIALIZING IN DEAD STORAGE FOR TRAVELLERS
GOING OVERSEAS
FREE PICKUP from any hotel PICKUP & DELIVERY SERVICE AVAILABLE or to any residence in N.Y. City
AIRPORTS & PIERS
INDOOR, FIREPROOF, INSURED STORAGE
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11216 227 Storper Place NY 3-9000

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS OFFERED TO STUDENTS & FACULTY

GEORGE WEAIR Presents the 15th Annual
NEWPORT JAZZ FESTIVAL
July 4 thru July 7, 1968
at Festival Field • Newport, Rhode Island

Three Afternoon Concerts - Friday: Freddie Hubbard, Larry DeCaro; Saturday: Duke Ellington, John Coltrane, Ben Webster; Sunday: Johnny Hodges, Sonny Stitt, others.

Evening and Sunday Afternoon tickets: $3.50, 4.50, 5.50
(weekend tickets: $10.00)

Free tickets and Afternoon Events $2.00 General Admission
Group Rates Available

THE NEWPORT FOLK FOUNDATION Presents the
NEWPORT FOLK FESTIVAL
July 23 thru July 28

Four major evening concerts Thursday through Sunday, afternoon concerts every day. Also, Square Dancing, and other special events. Roy Ayers, The Bilk, Bread & Puppet Theater, Judy Collins, Elizabeth Cotton, John Fahey, George Hamilton IV, John Hartford, Richie Havens, B. B. King, Jim Kweskin, Peter Whitchens, Joe Grice, Pete Seeger, Ken Nordby, Don Watson and many others.

Tickets are $3.50, 4.50, 5.50, 6.50
(weekend tickets: $10.00)

For Information and Tickets regarding Newport Fests, Write Newport Festivals, P.O. Box 339 Newport, Rhode Island 02840
The Ultimate Responsibility

By ARTHUR KOKOT

The bloody violence which took place on this campus during the early hours of Tuesday morning is ultimately the responsibility of President Grayson Kirk and Vice President David B. Truman, the men who decided to use force to empty the occupation tunnels, because they made that decision.

It is probable that the Columbia administration did not think that the "best" characterize the image which it is, but surely President Kirk knew, as did the police officers who clubbed faculty members at the tunnel entrance, that the police officers who clubbed faculty members at the tunnel entrance, that the police officers who clubbed faculty members at the tunnel entrance.

The police force is made up of individuals. Many, if not most, members of the police force are not due to deserving as well as to simply to arrest those who disturb law and order. The police force is simply a deal of unprovoked violence in the buildings. If we accept the notion of justification of provocation. But the defined definition is not of the police. As one officer told a reporter, "We have one of the demonslraitors, see the error of their ways, and organize both their lines. Why don't you?"

The administration of Grayson Kirk and David B. Truman has proven its point. Everyone accepts that they have committed themselves to a policy of brutal police action to enforce their will on this campus.

We call upon the administration to desist from the potentially explosive situation as soon as the police are removed immediately. Nobody gains from the continued presence of the police and everybody stands to lose. The removal of the police is not a big step, but it is a necessary beginning. We must begin to rebuild, but first this obvious and oppressive symptom of the failure of reason must give way to the real work of reconstruction can begin.

Letters to the Editor

Power's Name

To the Editor:

As an over-aged alumnus, I have no question to the acts and thoughts of my younger brothers on Monday night. The distribution of a dollar a year still leaves me the residual right to ask what has happened to her?

What effect and barren rebellions and terrible policy of the training Columbia could be giving? When we were studying Rebellion 101 in Hamilton Hall, we were effectively taught always to force the enemy to act the govt. so that virtue and influence would envelop us out laws. (The enemy, of course, was then, as now, the Administration.) When we were tested in Marsden 205A (spring quarters only), we had to fill out our homework and were forced to labor among the genuinely agri- ce friends of the principles of the privileged.

I am, I admit, a mere voice from the past. But what a delicious past it is. The real plan of those of us who are now 19, we have been shown to the right. 90 degrees there is no chance, because we battle him at another's game."

Now, alas, Administration at Columbia and elsewhere is being re- scripted to a posture of Glory, who has become chairman of the De- inment of Greent since 1967. I suspect he is frettering away his time on research, and who has allowed the SIDS to sink into decadent laziness and bour- giotzt transportation. And there is no sign that people are getting stronger and better armed than the students. In any confrontation Columbia students can only lose.

The administration of Grayson Kirk and David B. Truman has proven its point. Everyone accepts that they have committed themselves to a policy of brutal police action to enforce their will on this campus.

We call upon the administration to desist from the potentially explosive situation as soon as the police are removed immediately. Nobody gains from the continued presence of the police and everybody stands to lose. The removal of the police is not a big step, but it is a necessary beginning. We must begin to rebuild, but first this obvious and oppressive symptom of the failure of reason must give way to the real work of reconstruction can begin.
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To the Editor:

People choose to live together in society in order to divide and specialize their labor and thinking. The only basis of exchanging the work of each other's hands is the division of labor, ideas, trade and rational persuasion.

The utilization of physical force is barred from human relationships because it either prevents the division of labor or produces as a result of the efforts of a man's (man's) life or directly and immediately destroys his life.

The only practical result of the initiation of force is destruction. If the initiators are able to get away with it, the victims will have been avenged, and there will not be any future repetitions.

I condemn the students for a Democratic Society are first to propose a scientific approach for dealing with the problem of “student justice,” and who then initiate brute force and mob rule. The “student” demands the establishment of a new police force. And remember that all this has not happened in a primitive jungle.

How was it possible for this to happen? How was it possible for brute force to close down our university—a institution dedicated to the development of the human mind? How did they go about it?

There was a direct action of the students, faculty and community residents. The students, faculty and community residents have influenced the directors who have directly affected them. In all this, I have heard few ideas as to how the principles might become concrete realities. To fill this vacuum, I submit the following suggestions which have been much condensed.

1) A forum should be organized to discuss the relationship of a private university both to the Government and to society, giving special attention to classified research, and the use of knowledge to meet the needs of society.

2) A referendum on the gym question should be taken throughout the student body, as a result of which the government may be informed that their ideals will have no bearing on “the extent of their influence because coercion of perspective of various opinion will have been their means.

3) A new body should be created, representing the Trustees, residents, and students of Columbia. It should be composed of representatives of the city government to set guidelines for future Columbia expansion.

4) A rigorous program should be established in New York high schools aimed at bringing more high school students into the College.

5) Courses in African and Afro-American history and culture should be set up to be conducted with the Student Afro-American Society, which would be taught by Afro-American instructors.

Susan Jacobs '70

April 26, 1968

Real Punishment

To the Editor:

"Martial law" does not validate the tactics SDS has employed. It is not the absence of violence that is the test. In determining whether a body of persons is to be tolerated by a democratic society but whether an individual of a community has acted in concert with the student community, the tactic employed by SDS has been the most fundamental human right.

Well-organized dissident minorities have always existed in the community in which they are active to restrain themselves from their power of a democratic society. Only when the political structure of that community is not sufficiently flexible to permit an airing of their views does the majority feel it is trampling on the fundamental human rights of other persons. If SDS picketed a local library and in other key locations? Why didn't SDS inform the police of the character of their pickets and not attend classes? And why didn't SDS accept the Administration's offer to meet with them and consider SDS demands? When persons belonging minority views are permitted to use any means available to them.

April 29, 1968

Lang's Position

To the Editor:

I have been asked to comment that there are those who think that the Big-Lin wanted again. Rudder argued that the American people, when they have a choice, will vote for a President who represents them.

But he sounded so right, many people believed him. It was so convincingly true. It was as though the whole truth had seemed to be right as a result of the Big-Lin. Because he sounded so right, to the American people, when they have a choice, will vote for a President who represents them.

April 29, 1968

Letters to the Editor: The Crisis

In my opinion, it is not the Big-Lin. It is the American people, when they have a choice, will vote for a President who represents them.

The Big-Lin wanted again. Rudder argued that the American people, when they have a choice, will vote for a President who represents them.
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The battle of Columbia, and of this century, is eloquently symbolized by a single occurrence of such a bizarre quality that no fiction writer could ever have invented it: the appearance of the Mao Man on the campus of a university.

Columbia is the "core" of a conflict ranging far beyond the confines of its geography and of the immediate moment—a conflict between the forces of mindlessness, brute force, and savagery and those who intellectually disintegrated to know, and too cowardly to care, what they must defend is reason, freedom, and civilization. And that they must do so by proudly and confidently asserting the rights of property against the shrieks, the bums, and the "needs" of moral cannibals (and, it may be, if the presence of the Mao Man—al Columbia or in the United Nations—is any indication, against the shrieks, the bums, and the "needs" of physical cannibals as well). What distinguishes the events at Columbia from other incidents of mob violence that have been occurring with ever increasing frequency and intensity is that at Columbia the representatives of savagery have been arrayed against an institution which has taught them to be savages. The violence all about us, the direction in which our country and the world are headed, are not casualness. They are the product of ideas, of the ideas propounded in the classrooms and books of professors—al Columbia and at the other universities across the world.

The hoodlums on campus utterly despise the human mind and the human person. Many of them take drugs or embrace oriental mysticism; they go about in personal fashions and resort to the initiation of force, where they did they learn to do so? From their teachers! Their teachers have taught them that the human mind is incompetent to know reality and that the intellect can be certain of nothing but that it knows nothing. Their teachers have taught them that values are a matter of arbitrary, subjective choice imposed by the particular culture in which they happen to live, and that the initiation of force is morally proper if it is for an end that an arbitrary social "consensus" declares to be "good."

If the campus hoodlums justify their positions not by an appeal to logic and reason, but by a commitment to the "feelings" of the game, as blood or guts, it was their teachers who taught them that this is the only permissible appeal to certainly. If they are strangers to logic and reason, their teachers were the teachers who taught them that they are not the difference between the American culture and the Afro-Asian culture—the difference between comfort, cleanliness, and health or misery, filth, and disease—is of no objective significance and that in reason one culture is as good as the other (if the Afro-Asian culture is not actually superior). If the campus hoodlums seize buildings, it was their teachers who taught them that property is a jumble of grass and trees reserved for muggers and thieves. If they seize hostages in the pursuit of the "public good," it was their teachers who taught them that this is permissible, that, indeed, the murder of thirty million people in Soviet Russia may be overlooked because it was necessitated by the "public good."

What we have seen at Columbia is a case of chickens coming home to roost. And that explains the timidity and cowardice with which the University has handled them. The professors who have removed the one plane of intellect that the little-students whose voice talks of "faculty power," an administration so irresponsible as to countenance such a faculty, and the teachings that fan its fires, have now easily disposed of their spiritual sons and heirs: the bums, thugs, and self-confessed savages who besog the Columbia, University, like the United States-Government. Is it because the knowledge that that was all the major principles of its enemies, only is less consistent in their application. Thus, President Kirk is seeking more than the Lyndon Johnson or John Kennedy of Morningside Heights. Like them, without, I am not, with so principles but those which are held more consistently by the enemies of the University, he can only compromise and ultimately capitulate. Like them, he has met one successive outrage after another with temporization, compromise, and appeasement. Only the concrete has been different: in one case, the seizure of Cuba in violation of the Monroe Doctrine, then the Berlin Wall, and now the destruction of areas of our cities; in the other case, the disruption of campus functions, the seizure of buildings, and the taking of hostages. In both cases, the principle has been the same: to believe that the demands of gangsters and the rights of victims constitute a basis for a "negotiated settlement," which means: the belief that peace and safety lies not in the pursuit of justice, but in the surrender to fear.

That at last, after inexcusable provocation, the police were gradually allowed to perform their righteous duty and clear the occupied buildings of the vermin whichinfested them, for which they are now denounced as the criminals in the case, is another manifestation of the inverted teachings of the contemporary intellectual establishment. Students have been led by their professors to regard man as a dismembered ghost who is forever divorced from material reality. They do not see that man's life depends on his right to use and dispose of his material possessions and therefore that an attack on his property is indirectly an attack on his life. Thus they have been reduced to the grotesque position of believing that those who interfere with the use of property are not guilty of violence, and that only the defenders of property rights—the police—are guilty of violence. Thus the police have been cast in the role of aggressors for being defendent, denounced as evil for upholding the good, and branded as criminals for being the police.

If students are disturbed by what they have seen at Columbia and elsewhere, they must realize that the intellectuals of the last several generations have delivered them into a state where their culture now has its leading foot firmly planted in a new Dark Age. And if the trend of the last five years in an indication of things to come, then what began with "Sit-In's" and "Lie-In's" and has now proceeded to sniper fire, arson, and the taking of hostages, will go on to beatings and killings, and then, in a country engulfed in terror, with the happy politicians still talking of "cooling it" and still "negotiating," it may be too late to stop the total takeover of the culture. But let me say one thing to tomorrow's intellectual leaders, and the power to alter our culture's course is theirs. If they would do so, however, they must assume the responsibility of becoming genuine intellectual radicals.

The Students for a Democratic Society are not radicals. A radical is not someone whose courage consists in the obedient acceptance of the irrationalistic and Marxist premises of his professors and the merely-lousted moral pronouncements of clergymen. To be a radical means to go to the wildest and deepest roots of problems as a student to reject virtually every prevalent thought, and to grudgingly moral pronouncements of clergymen. In the midst of our disintegrating culture, a new Renaissance is slowly and definitely being rooted, and the coming decades will decide if it can survive and complete the work of the Enlightenment. Its main source is Ayn Rand's philosophy of Objectivism, a philosophy setting forth an epistemology, ethics, politics, and aesthetics of reason. Students who seek a "non-sympathetic" philosophy—philosophy that has a world of progress and prosperity, not bloodshed and sacrifice, who are not intimidated by the intellectual pretensions of their professors, can begin the emancipation from the destructive teachings of their elders by reading Ayn Rand's "Atlas Shrugged." They can open their minds to the knowledge that man's intellect is competent to know the facts of a world that can be measured by the same values—moral, economic, and aesthetic—within the province of reason, that man is not a sacrificial object, that in the nature to conditions of human life individual rights go have an objective foundation, that an unregulated, uncontrollable, laissez faire capitalism is the only moral as well as practical political-economic system.
Report Buildings Vandalized After Students Leave

By ROBERT B. STURBERG

In the aftermath of Tuesday's violent pro-clam police raid, evidence has been found to prove that considerable damage and looting occurred inside occupied buildings after police removed student demonstrators and entered the buildings.

The mass media have published photographs of vandalized offices and have reported that the student demonstrators caused the damage during their occupation.

Said affidavits and eye-witness accounts from students and faculty who were inside the buildings Tuesday, shortly after the police raids, and who returned to the buildings yesterday afternoon, however, indicate that the press reports were misleading.

Much of the evidence centers about Mathematics Hall, which was occupied for four days by almost two hundred student demonstrators.

According to six written affidavits, compiled by Professor of Mathematics Serge Lange, much looting and destruction occurred inside Mathematics between 7 a.m. Tuesday and 2 a.m. yesterday. During these hours, the only people permitted inside the building were policemen, members of the press, and a very small group of building staff.

In his affidavit, submitted at 5:05 p.m. yesterday, Assistant Professor of Mathematics Armand Brunner stated that Room 312, the pantry room, "was absolutely immaculate" when he saw it at 7 a.m. Tuesday morning.

"Today, May 1, there is a broken jar of tomato juice on the desk, rice all over the desk and the floor, and general mess all over," he reported.

Professor Brunner's testimony is corroborated by nearly identical affidavits written by four other members of the mathematics staff. One of the staff members, Raymond Lisker, an instructor, wrote, "The impression one had today was one of deliberate destruction, whereas yesterday, it was as if someone had left home for the week-end."

Professor Brunner's affidavit states that Room 314, the office of Assistant Professor Robert B. Gardner, "was reasonably orderly" at 7 a.m. Tuesday.

Professor Brunner reported yesterday, however, that he found a huge ink spot on the wall of the office. The ink which Professor Brunner reported was splattered high on the south wall of the office and smeared on books and0ormats on the opposite wall. In addition to reports of damage, apparent incidents of looting and thievery inside Mathematics were reported by faculty members.

In a statement to be released today, Professor Richard Christie, chairman of the sociological psychology department, reported that $60 in petty cash, which was secure inside a sixth floor office at 3 p.m. Tuesday, was missing yesterday afternoon.

Describing the general state of the building, Professor Christie said yesterday that "aside from the damage caused by tying the barricades, there was no damage caused by the students." He stated that it is not possible to ascertain exactly who caused the destruction inside Mathematics, it is certain that the student demonstrators were in no way guilty.

Philip Zimbardo, a visiting associate professor of social psychology, yesterday reported another incident of burglary, which occurred inside Mathematics during hours when only police, press, and a limited building staff were allowed inside.

He said that he saw a watch beheaded inside a leather case, lost on his desk at 3 p.m. Tuesday. When he returned to his office yesterday afternoon, the watch was missing and had apparently been cut out of the leather case.

General damage was considerable throughout the building. On the sixth floor, where, according to observers, students occupied only two rooms, windows were broken in the third office and many doors were ajar.

Professor Zimbardo pointed to a damaged room and said that "this was done to justify the police action and also to show publically that the students inside the buildings were supposed vandals."
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Committee Proposes Pass-Grade Option

Plan Would Require Faculty Approval

BY ARTHUR KOBOT

The College Committee on Instruction yesterday approved a plan of proposals which, if adopted by the faculty of Columbia College, will rule out failing grades this semester, and will allow students to decide whether they want to receive grades or the grade pass in their courses this semester, according to a source close to the committee.

Henry S. Coleman, acting Dean of the College, said yesterday that in deference to the Executive Committee of the Joint Faculty Association of Arts and Graduate Faculties today at 3 p.m. in an effort to coordinate their actions. The University Council resolved yesterday that those divisions of the University which have suffered a long disruption may extend their academic terms and hold their commencement programs thereafter. Those divisions of Columbia which will complete their academic terms will hold commencement on June 6, as scheduled. The faculty and full-time teaching staff of GS yesterday endorsed a proposal presented by the Committee.

New Strike Coordinating Group Lists 2 Preconditions for Talks

Fact Finding Panel Will Be Created

The Executive Faculty Committee decided yesterday to establish a fact-finding commission to investigate the causes of the demonstrations and strikes of the past ten days.

According to Professor of Law Michael Sovanski, the commission will be headed by someone from outside the University and will attempt to "inquire speedily into the causes of the crisis."

The Executive Faculty Committee is composed of twelve faculty members and is co-chaired by Professor Sovanski and Professor of Government Alan F. Westin. It was created at a meeting of the joint faculties Tuesday to begin discussing restructuring the University and to make recommendations to the Trustees.

In addition to establishing the fact-finding commission to investigate causes, the Executive Faculty Committee also set up a fact-finding commission to investigate charges of police brutality during the rally Friday morning.

According to Professor Sovanski, the composition and size of the fact-finding commissions has not been decided.

The fact-finding commission will begin issuing interim reports immediately after it is appointed.

The Executive Faculty Committee met yesterday afternoon with student leaders to discuss restructuring the University, although most of the discussion centered around more immediate problems such as the strike. The committee met today with representatives of the Students' Alum-American Society and with representatives of the junior faculty.

Irate Parent Disrupts Meeting

BY ALBERT SCARDINO

The father of a son who led the non-violent Majority Coalition declaredague platform microphone "liberated" and disrupted a meeting of Concerned Columbia Parents and Alumni last night in Riverside Church.

Gandolfo Villardi, father of Paul Villardi '69, jumped to the stage of the church meeting hall as the meeting began shortly after 9 p.m., and proclaimed himself "the self-appointed chairman."

Vowing into the microphone, Mr. Villardi asked if any of the parents present had kids who have been arrested. At some fifteen of the nearly 200 people present raised their hands, he called them a "bunch of suckers."

Rabbi Bruce Goldman, who was to speak in the group, tried to climb onto the platform with six others to take the microphone from Mr. Villardi. Mr. Villardi shoved him, screaming, "You want to negotiate. Rabbi, I only take one to negotiate. Are you going to take this microphone from me by force, Rabbi?"

An aide they tried to substitute Mr. Villardi, he struck Rabbi Goldman in the face. Mr. Villardi later told that Rabbi Goldman had struck him first and stated that he was going to press charges of assault against him.

Villardi was erstwiesen from the stage by several people, Carol Litch, the business manager of the church, and Leo Iturriaz (Continued on Page 12)

Columbia Senses Opportunities For Restructuring University

BY PAUL SARK

In the wake of Tuesday morning's "haul" of a new and unexpected sense of opportunity has permeated the campus. The administration, which has been disheartened, groups of students and faculty members of varying political persuasion, have begun to feel that this is the occasion for introducing sweeping changes into the academic and democratic structure of the University.

The demands that were originally set forth by the demonstrators are not unrelated to the general demand for reorganization now being voiced on campus. A request for disillusionment from the University

OBTURIST: Gandolfo Villardi, father of one of the leaders of the Majority Coalition, stands amid reporters in Riverside Church after jostle with Rabbi A. Bruce Goldman. (Continued on Page 8)
Pass-Grade Option

The proposal suggests that, for courses in which sessions are not resumed, students be given the option of accepting either a grade of "pass," or a letter grade "where the professor can make a valid appraisal of the student's work."

The proposal also recommends that students doing failing work in a course may choose either to take their final examinations on the last day of classes or receive an incomplete "with assurance of being able to retake the course during the 1968-1969 academic year without charge. According to the proposal, senior comprehensive examinations may be waived by the departments.

Clarence C. Walton, dean of GS, said yesterday evening that the proposal did not receive final approval at yesterday's meeting, and will be presented to a faculty meeting today at 3 p.m. for such approval. He added that, if it is approved, the proposal will be the last subject to be reviewed by student counsel for the University.

The faculty of the School of Engineering passed a resolution yesterday, by a vote of 54 to 9, by which classes will be extended through May 24 and final examinations will be completed by May 31. The resolution also asks the faculty "to determine, in order to mitigate difficulties which might otherwise be caused to students to adjust, whenever necessary, their total evaluative procedures."

The tentative plans of the College next meeting on Sunday, it is understood, include the cancellation of uniform final examinations, and the substitution of the individual instructor's discretion, of classroom examinations. Students who wish to receive a letter grade would be allowed to do so as would students desiring an incomplete.

Dean Coleman stated that the proposals of several individual faculty members will also be discussed at today's meeting with the Executive Committee, and asked that one such proposal in particular will be introduced for discussion prior to all others. It declined to reveal either the content or the proposers of this proposal or its author.

The joint faculties of the University will meet, probably on Sunday afternoon, to discuss the recommendations made by its Executive Committee, according to Dean Coleman. He stated that the College faculty will also meet Sunday to act definitively on academic policy for the College. A time for the meeting has not yet been scheduled.

Strike Coordinating Board Lists Preconditions for Talks

(Continued from Page 1) If the preconditions are accepted, then the committee will be willing to negotiate the details of restructuring the University, as well as the five demands made previously by student demonstrators:

- That construction on the gymnasium in Morningside Park be stopped immediately.
- That the University sever all ties with the Institute for Defense Analyses.
- That President Grayson Kirk's ban on indoor demonstrations be dropped.
- That all future judicial decisions be made by a student-faculty committee.
- That the University "use its good offices" to drop charges against all people arrested as demonstrators at the gym site.

Bull stated early this morning that the question of President Kir's or Vice President David B. Truman's resignations "was not considered" at this meeting of the steering committee.

The present structure of the steering committee was formulated Wednesday night at a general meeting for all students and faculty in Wollman Auditorium. At that meeting, it was decided to form a central representative body to direct the strike. Any organization supporting the strike which could gather seventy members in a general assembly and formulate a platform would be entitled to one vote delegating on the steering committee.

The formal organization for the strike was being decided last night, several schools and organizations endorsing the strike. Law School students voted yesterday to strike "at least until the end of the semester." The students and faculty of the Union "Theological Seminary also endorsed the action when all regular classes have been replaced by a "Free University" which will hold discussions about the function and structure of the University.

The teaching staff and students of the School of the Arts also called for a strike, endorsing the resolutions of the Columbia University Student Council.

In addition to the faculty and students who endorsed the strike, more than 120 alumni signed a statement supporting a strike and calling for the resignation of President Kir and Vice President Truman.

The Students' Afro-American Society, which led the Black students who occupied Hamilton Hall, released a statement yesterday endorsing the manner in which police cleared the other occupied building a Tuesday.

Although the statement acknowledged "the fact that certain other Columbia student groups have also shown support for the demands of the Harlem community," the statement did not include an endorsement of the student strike.
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I hear that it was charged against me that I sought to destroy institutions;
But really I am neither for nor against institutions;
/What indeed have I in common with them? - Or what with the destruction of them?/
Only I will establish in the-Mannahatta, and in every city of these States, inland and seacoast,
And in the fields and woods, and above every keel, little or large, that dents the water,
Without edifices, or rules, or trustsies, or any argument,
The institution of the dear love of comrades.

Walt Whitman
"I Hear It Was Charged Against Me"

The following is an excerpt from THE 1968 COLUMBIAN now available in the Wallach Room (213 FFB) and are made available for the benefit of all readers. Day 686-2604 or even 679-0461; 5289
Lindsay Criticizes brutality By Police Tuesday Morning

Mayor John V. Lindsay yesterday criticized the "brutality of the force" used by some of the 1,000 police in removing demonstrators from five school buildings yesterday. Tuesday morning.

While the Mayor praised "the great professionalism and restraint" of the majority of the officers, he asked Police Commissioner Howard Leary "to report to me on the use of non-uniformed police personnel for crowd control."

He also asked for a report on the use of non-uniformed police officers without their badges.

Mayor Lindsay, who has already asked for a report on the police action last week, called for "a fuller report after a thorough investigation."

He also praised the Trustees for announcing that they would study and recommend changes in the University's basic structure and consult with the Harlem community leaders before deciding on the future of the new gymnasium.

Condemnation of the University administrator's decision to call in the police and the subsequent violence also came yesterday from Teachers College and the School of Architecture.

"President John II, Fischer of Teachers College sent a letter to Raygun Kirk's saying that "the faculty and staff of Teachers College deplore the precipitate calling of the police and condemn the resulting police brutality," Dr. Fischer asked that a "sprint of sympathy" be shown to those students who had participated in the demonstrations and to the Trustees and administration. The faculty, staff and student body supported these requests, Dr. Fischer said.

In a separate letter, the Teachers College groups also requested that the community be consulted on the future of the gymnasium.
Passing the Semester

Although momentum, of the student-faculty struggle continues building rapidly, one problem which must be on everyone’s mind is how students can receive credit for courses taken this semester. It is possible that students should be concerned with academic credit when they are not attending classes in the first place, but as long as the war in Vietnam continues, that might be the draft—and thus deferment—is still a vital consideration.

Yesterday the Committee on Instruction formulated a proposal which, if accepted by the College faculty, will quickly solve this dilemma. The proposal would permit any College student to receive credit for courses he is taking. In any course he is taking. If a student desires a grade, he has two alternatives: he may receive an incomplete, which he is required to finish his work next fall, or he may simply complete a certain amount of work, and receive a grade at the end of the semester.

In either case, the matter of two cases, the student would work out a program with each of his professors early next week. In some cases, the professor might demand a paper already assigned; in others, he might refuse to teach, and simply assign grades on the basis of work already completed. The professor would have the power to fail a student under any circumstances.

This proposal is commendable because it satisfies the needs and desires of all students and faculty, whether or not they are striking. A student committed to the strike may simply receive a “pass” in each of his courses, and then pursue his academic career along the lines of the new free University currently being organized by the strike committee. A student opposed to the strike, who did not work out a grading procedure acceptable to both him and to his professor.

The proposal also fits the needs of the faculty. Those who support the strike can work out grading arrangements, and then teach no classes at all, or else teach informal classes in unique locations and on particularly relevant subjects. Those who do not support the strike will not be allowed to fail students who strike, but they will be able to conduct classes. Indeed, it would seem that most classes would be reduced to seminar size, which is what many students prefer anyway.

Of course, there are some drawbacks to the proposal. Some students, for example, will grab at the opportunity to escape the grading grind and begin their summer vacation a month ahead of schedule. Most students, however, are more likely to remain at Columbia with the current momentum continuing, and most of these, whether striking or not, would be more than willing to work in sessions or newly-created seminars to discuss eventual reorganization of the University.

The Committee on Instruction’s proposal will be presented to the Executive Council today and then to the College faculty on Sunday. We urge both groups to endorse the proposal, and thereby solve the credit dilemma.
Letters to the Editor

How Many Strikers?

To the Editor:

There seems to be some ques-
tion concerning the number of oc-
cupants of the buildings during the strike this past week. The claim is that there were over 1,000 students in the buildings; that only 1,000 students were reportedly arrested.

Perhaps I can help to clarify this question by reporting the ex-
periences of myself as well as a large number of other students in Aver-Hall during the raid. Having been driven outside, I walked around with other Aver-
hall students for the police to finish em-
ploying the building and arrest us. We were not arrested, but chased from Aver-Hall and eventually off campus. Two young men-
occupants of the buildings—were hit with clubs when they were to be arrested.

I would venture to guess that this was the case of several hundred strikers. It may be that this was a part of a plan to ar-
rest as few as possible, thus mak-
ing the strikers seem to have less strength than it actually did. Such a plan was used in New York, in which the number of arrests was used misleadingly to the number of strikers. We must not be fooled by this. We may well believe the claim that there were over 1,000 students occupying the build-
ings if we keep in mind the hundred-
rels who were never arrested and therefore never mentioned.

Joan Wintor ‘71B

May 2, 1968

Brusied Office

To the Editor:

The Times ran a story about it a couple of days later telling how the neat and dapper man—
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FROM THE HALLS OF PROTOZOA

This week’s column presents the history of Calvinia, a trillion cell amoeba that today has been found in many campus newspaper for fourteen years, and if I have learned anything in these fourteen years, it is not to try to be funny in the last column of the semester. With final exams looming obscurely ahead, you don’t need jokes; you want help.

So today, forgetting levity, I give you a quick crash course in the subject you are all dinking. I refer, of course, to biology.

Biology is divided into several phyla, or classes. First is the protozoa, or one-celled animal. Protozoas can be taught simple things like bringing in the newspaper, but when shopping for pets it is best to look for animals with at least two cells, or even four if your yard has a fence around it.

Another popular class of animals is the periphera—a shadowy category that borders often on the vegetable. Take, for example, the sponge. The sponge is a class of animal. The wash-cloth, on the other hand, is definitely not.

Next we get to the arthropods, or insects, and then it gets complicated. We find insects unattractive, but actually there is exquisite beauty of shell. Insect world or trouble to look for. Take, for instance, the lovely insect poet, William Cullen Bryant. Diving Along with the Tumbling Tumblebug and Fly Gently, Sweet Apeet and Goats My Mother Caught Me, Mr. Siguroza, also, has been inactive since the invention of DDT.

Our next category is the mollusca—lobsters, shrimp, and the like. Lobsters are generally found underwater, especially around coral forma-

R. S. Kierans

Professor of Biology

May 2, 1968
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Police Ordered to Leave Campus

President Clayton Kirk announced yesterday afternoon that all New York City police have been ordered off the Columbia campus, except for a small force inside Low Library "required for the security of this central administration building."

Although police will not patrol the campus, they will maintain a presence around the perimeter of the University and will continue to stand guard at all campus entrances and identification checkpoints, according to Deputy Chief Inspector Taylor, the officer in charge of the uniformed police detail at Columbia.

The police withdrawal marks the first time in eight years that police have not been permitted free access to the campus. On April 24, police were called to the campus for the first time in three years, after student demonstrators had seized control of Hamilton Hall and the Low Library offices of President Kirk.

According to Inspector Taylor, President Kirk and Police Commissioner Howard Leary made the decision to withdraw the police from the campus at a meeting held Wednesday evening.

A police department spokesman stated yesterday that a representative from the Mayor's office was also involved in the decision.

According to the spokesman, the University decided to arrange for the removal of the police because "things simmered down."

Father of Coalition Leader Disrupts Parents' Meeting

(Continued from Page 1)

Paul Vilardi '69, who was one of the leaders of the Maturity Coalition, stated last night that he has received several threats on his life in recent days.

He said that he, Frank Dunn and Bruce Perri, both seniors, and members of Beta Theta Pi fraternity, have received "several threats on the telephone." Vilardi said, "I have disregarded the majority of the calls. I'm not going to let them deter me."

"I have notified the police of the calls," Vilardi added. "He said he had expected them "because some people think I have something to do with the police coming on campus, but I didn't. I wouldn't have done anything anyway." Vilardi said he had received one threat at his home in Spring Valley, N.Y., and numerous calls at the fraternity house. Yet this was unconfirmed by his father.

75 Students Picket Sulzberger's Home

(Continued from Page 1)

 Coy Jacobsen of Union Theological Seminary attempted to present the letter to Mr. Sulzberger, but was informed that he was not at home. Instead, the letter was presented to Mr. Sulzberger's young son.

After forty-five minutes, when Mr. Sulzberger had still not appeared, the students, still chanting, marched north on 5th Avenue to 96th Street where they disbanded.

Big Jacobsen of Union Theological Seminary attempted to present the letter to Mr. Sulzberger, but was informed that he was not at home. Instead, the letter was presented to Mr. Sulzberger's young son.

After forty-five minutes, when Mr. Sulzberger had still not appeared, the students, still chanting, marched north on 5th Avenue to 96th Street where they were interrupted.
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Peaceful Moments
= Photos by Richard Howard and Harvey Fleetwood

Although the past week of student protest ended in violence, there were some quieter scenes. At top is an officer who remained at his post outside Fayerweather Hall after police were ordered to leave campus. Below, Ted Gold '68 speaks at a rally Sunday while several children from the community gather around him.
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A flagpole sitter named Brown
Sat to set a new record in town:
"I'll reach my ambition,
But for one small condition:
When I'm out of Schlitz, I'll come down."
Crisis May Inaugurate Change

(Continued from Page 1)

real constituency of this University is its student body and faculty. This is a contradiction of the relationships of power and responsibility in the University and has been implicit in the views expressed during the past two weeks of crisis and may soon be embodied in institutional arrangements. These arms-lengths may make possible greater participation by students and faculty in the determination of University policies.

The executive committee of the faculty is now conscious of this, and it will issue a report soon. Their objective is not merely to quiet down the current uproar and have students resume their work but also to "set in motion procedures and mechanisms that will ensure that this is the kind of University where students and faculty will be very much interested in attending or teaching class," according to Michael Goren, professor of law and co-chairman of the committee. The group will prepare a set of proposals to revamp University organization and may even produce a new constitution.

The executive committee will work with the Trustees in setting up the independent report. Since the committee can convene at the entire faculty, it has a real base of power. Since it can originate directly with the Trustees, it can bypass the administration. The Trustees act on what they are told. When information flows to them from the University through people other than Grayson Kirk, then the administration can no longer act as a bottleneck.

To university president, like the manager of any other enterprise, no way of undermining his authority is more serious than going over his head. That is what the executive committee is doing. It is a delay as far as the faculty is concerned. And in going no further it is losing the faith of many students. One effective step it could try to take would be to reduce the administrative role of the Trustees.

A great obstacle to the resolution of the current upheaval has been the Trustees' absence from the University and their ignorance of things that have occurred here, such as the police brutality and the extent of support the demonstrators drew.

A first step—but only a first step—to reduce the distance of the Trustees from Columbia would be for the faculty trustees to become, if they desire, actual members of the University.

Some of this was brought out yesterday at a meeting of the executive committee with a group of student leaders. The committee will confer with students which develops its proposals but it is not inviting students to join. It may be an irrelevant, open body to students to constitute their own groups to formulate some comprehensive program of action in the system that will be established.

At least a student government can now call itself a real university and must be avoided. The lessons learned in coordinating the strike may prove valuable in setting up student governments in the future.

The question now is whether it will be possible to have a real surrender of power to students and faculty by the Trustees and administration without a formal declaration on their part. At present many of their powers have passed to the faculty in fields like appointments, tenure and curriculum. They now only retain the nominal right to give formal approval. The means must be found to extend the areas of approval to questions of discipline, planning, design and community relations.

Due process, as well as increased participation in the determination of policies which govern the University, is a matter which must be examined in a reorganization of the University.
**College Faculty Approves Pass-Fail Grade Option; Executive Committee Names Fact-Finding Panel**

*Archibald Cox to Head 5-Man Board; Investigation Will Begin Tomorrow*

**By PAUL STARR**

The Executive Committee of the Joint Faculty yesterday announced the membership of a five-man fact-finding commission to "establish the chronology of events leading up to the recent disturbances on the Columbia campus" and to inquire into their "underlying causes." The commission will be headed by Archibald Cox, former Solicitor General of the United States.

The members of the group, aside from Mr. Cox, who is presently Wilston Professor of Law at Harvard, are: Jefferson Barrows Fordham, dean of the University of Pennsylvania law school; Simon H. Rifkind, a former judge and noted lawyer; Dana L. Farnsworth, director of Harvard University Health Services; and William H. Lewis, professor of sociology at Brooklyn College.

The commission will begin its work with a meeting at which time it will be given by all parties in the dispute. The location of the hearing has not been released, but Professor Cox yesterday invited anyone with relevant information to send written communications to the commission during its investigations.

According to Professor of Law Michael Sohn, co-chairman of the executive faculty commission, the commission is essentially a judicial body. It includes three lawyers, as well as a psychiatrist and a sociologist. The average age is just over 60.

None of the members of the group have had formal affiliation with Columbia. None of them, so far as could be ascertained yesterday, were present on campus during the six main days of crisis.

Strikers Will Picket Buildings; 50 'Counter Classes' Planned

**By ARTHUR KOKOT**

The student strike committee will picket classroom buildings today to discover Columbia students from enrolling in buildings participate in the general faculty meeting.

A list of approximately fifty counter classes, taught by faculty members, students, and non-university personnel, and distributed by the Strike Education Committee, will be collected by the committee to partipate in these rather than conventional class activities.

The counter classes will be held outdoors at various points on campus, and in some local apartments.

A meeting of over three hundred strikers is expected to be held in the meeting of the General Faculty in the library of the Students' Union.

The resolution was adopted by the Committee on the resolution of the faculty today.

The student joint committee called a general faculty meeting yesterday afternoon and the meeting was called to order at 4;45 p.m. The meeting was attended by all the students and faculty members present.

The meeting was adjourned at 5:30 p.m.


**Doctor's Charge Medical Aid Hindered During Police Raids**

By KENNETH BARRY

A group of volunteer doctors, nurses, and medical students, who have been treating injured Columbia students and faculty for the past two weeks, charged yesterday that police hindered their efforts to administer first aid during April 30 raid.
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The Strike

Today, at the request of the College faculty, instructors will begin meeting with their students within the framework of the regular class schedule, but with new intentions. The request came as a reaction to the efforts striking students who will be picketing in front of every classroom, building urging students and faculty not to enter.

In one sense the strike has an ironic effect in partially thwarting the development of a student-faculty dialogue, which is one of its implicit ends. We find ourselves in the awkward position of supporting the type of meetings between teachers and their students that the College faculty is fostering, and at the same time of also supporting the efforts of the student strikers.

The way out, however, is not too difficult if we consider the purposes of the strike. The strategy of the strike is based on the fear that without maintaining the pressure the University will silently slip back to the status quo ante. Many power-invested administrators do not wish that everyone would go home for the summer and come back mollified next fall. The strike is a crude tool of confrontation, used by maintaining the administration aware of the need for change by boycotting all activities it sponsors.

If students and faculty members plan to be in a new environment outside the static classroom setting—on the lawns, in dormitories, or in professors' apartments—they will, by tact, respect for the strike, be successfully maintaining at least a threshold pressure upon the administration. And at the same time they will be fulfilling their obligations to create a dialogue and discussion that will help lead the University from the doldrums of the past few years to a new educational atmosphere where classes are founded on common interest and not on administrative dictate. The net effect of having stopped the normal functions of the University on its downward track will be the end only serve to uplift Columbia to the future.

But, the strike should not be viewed as a deficiency, nor as a tactic unto itself. Those who are striking have a great task in the coming weeks and months of organizing for the coming year. There are other factors to be done on restructing, but plans must be made now to devise other techniques of applying pressure beyond simple strike tactics. The end of one part of the struggle, then, only as a means of moving from the total half today to a fruitful progression tomorrow.

Statements

The following is the text of the resolutions adopted during the day by the College faculty.

The following resolutions were passed at the meeting of the College of Columbia College on Sunday, 5 May 1968:

1. That, this faculty endorses the work of the Executive Committee and the Joint Disciplinary Committee, which are charged with the restructing of the constitution of the University and of the University's disciplinary processes. This Faculty requests these committees to move as expeditiously as possible to the resolution of the matters before them.

2. That, the Faculty of Columbia College welcomes recent announcement by the Executive Committee of the Joint Faculties on Monday that the Council will study the status of this university with a view to suggesting structural changes, and fully support the Committee in this necessary undertaking. We urge the Committee, in the course of its deliberations, to devote its most careful attention to the following two problems:

a) The means by which the faculty, academic staff, and students of Columbia College may join with the Council in assuming effective responsibility for the formulation by the College of the policies which guide its operation.

b) The procedures by which the Faculty of Columbia College can assume a more advisory role in the making of university decisions which centrally concern the operation, facilities, and future of the College.

We trust that in considering these problems the Executive Committee will select a full range of testimony and opinion from the faculty, academic staff, and students of Columbia College.

3. That, in order to promote these ends this Faculty takes the following steps:

a) Instructors should meet with their students beginning Monday, 6 May 1968, but the nature of these meetings should be determined by the instructor in consultation with his students.

b) Students may elect the following grade options for courses in the Spring semester of 1968:

1. Pass/Fail

2. Incompletes with provisional credit to be completed within a year if possible, or
c. a letter grade

Students should advise their instructors on this matter.

4. Students who were failing at April 23rd must be so notified by their instructors and be given the opportunity to take an incomplete with provisional credit.

5. The Committee on Instruction shall establish appeal procedures for a student who receives a grade of 'F' in any course

6. Students who select the Pass/Fail option and who were passing as of 23 April should receive a grade of 'P'.

7. Columbia College will remain in session until 29 May, and there will be no final period for final examinations.

8. We encourage individual members of the Faculty to organize seminars between Faculty members and the students on the role of the Faculty and the students in decision making in the College. We urge the Executive Committee to consider this report that issue these seminars.

The following is the text of a position statement prepared by a group of independent faculty members:

1. We endorse without reservation the restructuring of the University, including such charter and statutory revisions as may be necessary for formal transfers of authority. These changes must ensure effective student and teaching staff participation in decision-making within departments, faculties, and the university as a whole. In particular: (1) principal responsibility for disciplinary matters should lie with students and teaching staff; and (2) principal responsibility for educational matters should lie with teaching staff; (3) principal responsibility for university actions affecting the surrounding community should lie with a duly constituted body that includes representatives of the community; and (4) principal responsibility for the university's other external relations, in particular with government agencies, should lie with trustees, teaching staff, and students.

We endorse student and teaching staff will have a substantial voice in the design of the future University.
Statements

Faculty Unit Acts

Transfer of Power

Carl Hovde, professor of English; Mark Kesselman, assistant professor of government; Sidney Margolies, professor of philosophy; Charles Parsons, associate professor of philosophy; James Shenton, professor of history; Alan Silver, assistant professor of sociology; and Robert P. Wolff, associate professor of philosophy.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

National’s Fastest Growing Cable TV Company needs direct sales representatives. Excellent opportunity for marketing & communication majors to learn fundamentals of the telecommunications industry. Salary — $100/wk plus commissions. Write, call collect.

Mr. Joseph C. Groth, Jr., General Manager
Teleprompter Cable TV Corp.
425 West 218th St.
New York City, N.Y.
Area Code 212-842-7200

Penthouse Restaurant

ATOP

Butler Hall

400 West 119th Street (88 Morningside Drive)
For reservations, phone 6-9490
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COLUMBIA STUDENT AGENCIES, INC

617 W. 115th St.

666-2318

Pass-Fail Grade Plan Approved

(Continued from Page 3)

(Continued from Page 3)

determining how students and junior faculty can join the senior College faculty in formulating College policies, and how the College faculty “can have more than an advisory role” in making university decisions concerning the College.

According to Thomas C. Colahan, vice-dean of the College, who read the statement at a press conference following the meeting, 176 faculty members were present.

Seven *student leaders* also attended the meeting; said Dean Colahan declined to estimate vote totals on each section of the resolution, which were considered individually by the group.

The resolution differs from the one adopted by the College Committee on Instruction Thursday, with stipulated that no students could receive "F"s for spring term courses, and that "F"s should be awarded to students who did not attend any more classes. Dean Colahan stated that "some common ground will have to be established between the three undergraduate schools of the university" in determining procedures for students in General Studies and Engineering and Applied Science.

Dean Colahan said that "there was considerable sentiment in the meeting that Columbia could not return to normality" after the events of the past two weeks.

The resolution also encouraged individual members of the faculty to organize seminars between faculty and students on the role of the College faculty in decisions making in the College,* and urged the Executive Committee to "consider" reports from the seminars.

Most teachers are expected to drop their regular course syllabus and lead discussions on the crisis and the future of Columbia,

View-President David I. Trum

er announced at the meeting that heavy cars and machinery will be removed from the general campus to make room for the students and faculty.

With Mohawk’s

Weekends Unlimited

it’s cheaper to go home this weekend than to stay at school.

Go-home costs

Eat on Mom and Dad

No Charge

(Try it and be glad to save you)

Borrow $5 from Dad

+$5.00

Use Dad’s car

No Charge

(There’s gas in it)

See your best girl

If you must be what something

Weekends Unlimited air fare

$25.00

(Fly all you want for $25)

THEIR TOTAL COST

$20.00

HERE’S HOW TO TAKE OFF:

1. Pick your weekend fare applies from 12:01 p.m. Saturday to 6 p.m. Sunday.

2. Check Mohawk’s passenger schedule for weekend flights from your city. Then phone Mohawk or your travel agent for specific, right reservations desired. (Except Canada)

3. Ask for special space reservations on the flights of your choice.

4. Reservations must be made on the Wednesdays preceding your departure. The fare must be paid by the day before and your return trip must be made before 6 p.m. Sunday.

The "Long" Weekends Unlimited Fare *$45

Fly All You Want - Sat., Sun., Mon.

Add Monday to your weekend for only $20 more. It works exactly like Weekends Unlimited but it gives you another day to travel around the East. Only difference is that it’s only 6:01 p.m. Sunday, and 6:01 a.m. Thursday for your return trip. It’s a great deal. Call your local travel agent and take advantage of this offer immediately. CALL TO BOOK: 924-7044

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE

Peter Rigg

777 Broadway

31-01-62

END YOUR SUMMER WITH A BANG!

If you are going to work or study during June and July, you deserve a vacation before returning to the academic grind in the fall. Take our charter flight E7 and spend six glorious weeks in Europe forgetting all about term papers and exams.


MOWAH’S "WEEKENDS UNLIMITED"

Subject to Official Fares and restrictions.
Volunteer Doctors Claim That Police Slowed Treatment
(Continued from Page 1)

Around 10 p.m. Sunday, someone spotted Vice President David R. Truman taking to a CBS reporter outside FBI. A "CBS must go" chant started as a small crowd gathered. Unanimously, Dr. Truman decided to move on. As the vice president walked away, someone yelled, "When are you going to resign, Truman?" He didn't look back; CBS trailed after him dashing a limp microphone cord.

The strike education committee issued a list of what liberation classes will be held today. There's a large selection: everything from Steven Bank on Herbert Marcuse to Ted Scheck on the history of Buddhism.

Classified

Exp. Typing: Miss Dre 749 3613 5386
Columbia Composition has canceled their May 6 concert. $69.

HANG LOOSE IN MEXICO
Summer Session, Univ. of Mexico
write: Cursos Temporales Filadelfia, UNAM Mexico 20 D.F.

Professional Editing & Typing Services

Type—Secretarial Services—M.S., Legal, Technical, Chemical, Stenics, Telex, Editing 16th Selection—A.C. 34387

VENICE
Hotel Dannex
San Vio 628
Room, Breakfast & Dinner from $7.00
(Reservations Recommended)

THE LONELY GENERATION AND THE SEARCH FOR TRUTH
by CARLO PETITZNER
Director Campus Movement, USA (Shattford Villages for the Mentally Retarded)
Locoines and alienation are here seen in a new dimension, leading to a Western understanding of Retrenchments and a Western Approach to Mediation. (Reprint of lecture) Copies sent on request at no charge
RODULF STENER
INFORMATION CENTER
211 E. Madison Ave., N.Y., N.Y., 10016
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Strikers Settle Into Music, Classes

ELYSIAN FIELDS: Assistant Professor of English Paul Zweig teaches a "libera-
tion class" on South Field Saturday afternoon on the current campus crisis.

In addition, Dr. Flerin said, "We saw no evidence that medical and ambu-
ances services were provided by anyone other than ourselves." In response to questions about sev-
eral 9111kebrotcher Hospital amb-
ulances seen on campus Tuesday morning, Dr. Flerin said that it was her group that had called for ambulances.

Another member of the Emer-
gency First Aid Committee, Sylvia Steilberg, who had contacted the University Health Service at St. Luke's Hospital May 1, said a nurse told her that no stretcher service from the campus to St. Luke's was available but that students who came to the center would be treated between the hours of 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Eyewitness accounts by doctors, a nurse, and a senior medical student citing examples of police brutality, interference with medi-
cal treatment, and a lack of needed ambulances and other medical services, were distributed at the press conference.

THE 1968 COLUMBIAN
now available in the Wallach Room (213 FBH)
distribution 11 am - 4 pm

I hear that it was charged against me that I sought to destroy institutions;
But really I am neither for nor against institutions;
What indeed have I in common with them? - Or what with the destruction of them?
Only I will establish in the Britannia, and in every city of those States, inland and seaward,
And in the fields and woods, and above every hill, little or large, that dents the water,
Without edifices, or rules, or trustees, or any argument,
The institution of the dear love of comrades.

Valli Whiting
"I Hear It Was Charged Against Me"

The following is an excerpt from

THE 1968 COLUMBIAN
now available in the Wallach Room (213 FBH)
distribution 11 am - 4 pm

No strenuous exercises... no elabo-
rate gym equipment... no lengthy, tedious work-outs. You don't need time, space, or energy to multiply your body; you need only to eliminate... to increase your lung capacity... to trim your traditions to a good size... to develop vigor. Now the same method of immunos-Immunotherapy Con-
trollations that trained the German Olympic Team and other world-famous
athletes can help YOU build a powerful physique. You, even if you are 30, 50 years old or more. Unlike ordinary aeronautic construction de-
signs which lend themselves to both locomotory and locomotion, in the serial of quick 7 second exercises that you do over a day in your own room - less than 2 minutes in all! Muscles grow stronger, shoul-
ders broader, chest expands, wanti

...for the bigTerrain that shows step-
by-step illustrations of the Tumo-
lander Method. Enclose this ad with your name, address, zip code (re-
quired for mailing) and (5K to cover postage and handling to: THOYO CORPORA-
TION, Dept. 15, 839 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010.
Fordham Resigns From Fact Board

Penn Dean Questions Own Impartiality; Amsterdam Appointed to Fill Vacancy

by MICHAEL STERN

Jefferson B. Fordham, who was named Sunday to the Executive Committee of the fact-finding committee following the recent upheaval at Columbia, announced his resignation from the panel yesterday.

Dr. Fordham, who is currently dean of the School of Law at the University of Pennsylvania, will be succeeded on the commission by Anthony G. Amsterdam, a professor of law from the same school.

In a prepared statement, Professor Fordham said, "After accepting membership upon the Columbia fact-finding committee, under great time pressure, I was able to meet a need before the group of Yale alumni whom I spoke critically.

City Report Accuses Students of Causing Violence by Police

A preliminary report released yesterday on the police department's findings at Columbia, April 30 charged that "violence against the police was on a large scale" and that this was a "flagrant fact," determining the extent of police violence.

The report, prepared by John F. Walsh, first deputy police commissioneer, address to police, police witnesses wereGD1, stolen, and killed with many attempts made to kick police in the groin. A police officer was seen in the use of female to mite and kick the policeman.

The report stated that the University administration, in its briefings of the police, grossly underestimated the number of students inside the buildings and the extent of the involvement of the faculty in sympathy with the students.

As a result, according to the report, non-uniformed personal who had been assigned to the operation of the University have investigated various purposes were pressed into service when the number of resisting students was found to be larger than expected.

The report recommended that in the future, when sudden emergencies require both uniformed and non-uniformed personnel to be pressed into immediate service, all non-uniformed members of the force should affix their badges to their outermost garment.

(Continued on Page 3)

Trustees Award Pulitzer Prizes

William Styron, George F. Kennan, and the London Free Press were among the recipients of the 1965 Pulitzer Prizes, presented yesterday by President Grayson Kirk.

The Pulitzer prizes are awarded annually by the University Trustees on the recommendation of an Advisory Board which is composed of fourteen newspaper editors, publishers, and University representatives.

This was the fifty-second time that the prizes were awarded.

Mr. Styron won the fiction award for his highly-acclaimed "Bellow."

Dr. Kennan was awarded the prize for his non-fiction "The Tyranny of the Elite: Liberalism and the Presidency,

Mr. Low won the prize for his "The Romance of the White House.

Eight journalism prizes were awarded, five in the field of letters, and one in music. No prize was awarded for drama this year.

(Continued on Page 3)

Strikers Picket Class Buildings

Truman Warns of Police Use

Many classrooms throughout the University were empty yesterday, as demonstrators picketed class buildings in support of a student strike and many faculty members held informal course meetings outside the buildings.

In reaction to the strike, Vice President David B. Truman warned yesterday that if the picketing tactic continues, the administration "feels much court injunctions against the strikers and if 'the situation deteriorates,' the University may once again call New York City policemen on the campus.

(Continued on Page 3)

Faculties Decide On Grading Policies

by ARTHUR KOROT

The faculties of several divisions of the University have initiated special grading policies for this semester because of the disruption in Columbia's academic program.

According to a resolution passed by the Law School faculty yesterday, the school's academic calendar will be extended and law students will be allowed to regularize scheduled final examinations. They will, however, receive either passing or incomplete grades rather than a letter grade.

The grade of incomplete will be given only to a student who falls a final examination. These students will have the opportunity to relax the exam next year.

The School of General Studies will remain in session until May 29, and has cancelled its final exam period. Instructors and students are expected to determine the time and place of meetings through the end of the semester.

A resolution, however, introduced by the GS faculty May 2, allows passing students to choose either a letter or a letter grade, while failing students may only take their examinations. They will lose a day of class or receive an incomplete grade.

The US Committee on Instructon has been criticized by "student leaders" to discuss issues of concern to students.

The faculty of Barnard has adopted a resolution which limits (Continued on Page 3)

Kiss of Life: Robert McMillan's Pulitzer Prize award winning news photo.

(Continued on Page 3)
Letters to the Editor

Above Even Suspicion

To the Editor:

The Strike Steering Committee’s demand for amnesty as a precondition to talks is disastrous from a practical and a philosophical point of view. All indications are that the administration will not press criminal charges. But if the administration should entirely forgo disciplinary action, it would declare themselves to be, and admit that, there had no right to exist. Regardless of whether or not the administration should do this, it clearly will not.

When the Strike Committee insists that the University grant amnesty before it negotiates on University reform, the Committee makes these negotiations impossible, and is guilty of the same indefensibility of which it has accused the administration. Administrative actions in the past, and the Strike Committee’s present position, may differ in principle, but are alike in stubbornness. Both parties arrogantly assert that they are simply right and have refused to compromise.

In holding out for amnesty before it talks, the Strike Committee seems more interested in saving its neck than in reforming the University.

Civil disobedience leaders of history—Thoreau, Gandhi, Martin Luther King—that they challenged the justice of the authority in power, never questioned the desirability of order. They realized the danger in the principle of one man seeking himself above the law, and tempered this principle by their agreement to pay the penalty of the law whenever they transgressed it. (Gandhi once castigated a British officer who had apologized for having to sentence him.)

These men rose above their opponents when they did not disdain for what their opponents could do, and when they did not whine for reparations. Human nature is especially quick to ascribe base motives to opponents, and even those who might be enough for the activist to know that he is pure, must be above even the suspicion of self-interest. This the Strike Committee can become only if it drops its request for amnesty, and shows that it is willing to risk itself for its cause.

Eden Weisman ’68

A Widening Split

To the Editor:

One of the roles of the University is to promote an intelligent discussion of issues. However, in the atmosphere which presently exists at Columbia, any constructive discussion is impossible. Emotion has replaced reason; conjecture, fact. The result of this has been a widening split which has made affective communication among different factions of the University community all impossible.

The temporary suspension of classes which was expected to encourage a “continuous dialogue” has become nothing more than an opportunity for each group to exhort its followers to stand firm on its demands. Nothing constructive can come from this atmosphere.

Moreover, we see only one way out of this situation. First, classes should be resumed immediately, thereby allowing a cooling-off period. Second, a truce of sorts should be agreed upon by the leaders of all the various factions involved should be established. This group will then gather all the relevant facts leading up to and including the events of the past two weeks. Third, this group should present the administration with recommendations for changes, based on a dispassionate analysis of the facts. Once presented there are no reservations, the administration should be allowed the opportunity to make good faith changes.

Every attempt to settle this crisis to the benefit of all involved should be made before anything as drastic as a student strike is considered.

Neil Lawer

GRADS

Graduate Faculties

May 5, 1968

Slogan Shortage

To the Editor:

There has been an obvious shortage of sweeping generalizations and slogans on this campus recently. I am launching a crusade to stamp out these short cuts. For an all-purpose generalization I propose: “All that is wrong in society at least at the one I saw did.” For an all-Columbia slogan, what could be better than, “Hunting is better than this.”

Harold W. Haasbrock

Director of Financial Aid

May 5, 1968
Police Alleged Strikers Used Force

(Continued from Page 1)

The report also contained University and police officials' descriptions of the actions taken at each building.

According to Paul D. Carter, observer for the administration at Low Library, little or no violence occurred there. He said that one unidentified plainclothesman kicked at a student but that the other officers shouted him down in protest.

Mr. Edward Nurne, a representative of the administration at Avery Hall, charged that "the police summarily the students as they passed down the stairwells" and that "police procedures were dropped out, rather than carried out."

The police charged that "a considerable amount of damage has been done in the buildings occupied by the demonstrators," before they arrived.

The Civilian Complaint Review Board has received a total of 69 complaints of police brutality at Columbia, according to the report. Of these, thirteen were received from people who were either victims or witnesses of police brutality, and an additional 26 complaints were based on information obtained from news media or other sources.

The report noted that all complaints of excessive force by the police were under active investigation, and that the results would be reported on "as soon as possible."

The police stated that a total of 150 arrests were made, of which 238 were made in Fireweather Hall, 174 in Mathematics, 95 in...

PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE BUST—

Spectator would like to talk with any photographers who have shots of the bust a week ago.

Please contact: ANDREW CRANE at 318 FHH, or 4771.
The party visited all key University classroom buildings and crossed every student picket line. Dr. Truman was jeered and booed at all of the picketed buildings, but he was not prevented from crossing the picketed lines at most of the buildings.

At Fayerweather Hall, however, where more than thirty militant students picketed both entrances, Dr. Truman and the group were not permitted to enter the building. As Dr. Truman left Fayerweather, one student yelled, "Are you going to call the cops?" Dr. Truman replied, speaking over his left shoulder, "That depends on you."

---

**BASEBALL BATTLING RANGE**

- **MINIATURE GOLF**
  - 18 holes

- **ARCHERY RANGE**
  - Open 7 days a week
  - 10 A.M. - 12 Midnight

**PHELAM BATTLING RANGE**

STILLWELL AVE. & PHELAM P'WAY SOUTH

2 Bike east of Jacob Riis

---

**TAXI DRIVERS WANTED**

Part time now, full time during vacation and holiday periods. We help you get your Hack License. It's easy, educational and pays well. 108 West 55th St., N.Y.C. C16-9424.

---

**THE FORGOTTEN VILLAGE**

"The old and the new meet and sometimes clash but...a change is taking place."

(Prolog by Steinbeck)

"Belongs with the finest of films..."

(N.Y. Herald Tribune)

Introduction and Discussion

**HAROLD COLLINS**

**TUESDAY, MAY 7**

Harkness Theatre

8:00 P.M. Sharp

521 W. 114th St.

Admission free for members of the Columbia Community

---

I hear that it was charged against me that I sought to destroy institutions;

But really I am neither for nor against institutions;

[What indeed have I in common with them? -- Or what with the destruction of them?]

Only I will establish in the Manhattan, and in every city of these States, inland and seacoast.

And in the fields and woods, and above every keel, little or large, that doth the water,

Without edifices, or rules, or trustees, or any argument,

The institution of the dear love of comrades.

Walt Whitman

"I Hear It Was Charged Against Me"

The following is an excerpt from

**THE 1968 COLUMBIAN**

now available in the Wallach Room (213 FBH) distribution 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Procedure Dispute Marks First Day
Of Fact Hearings

Cox Doubts Relevance
Of Protest Actions

BY ROBERT BURMAN

A disagreement over choral matters marked the first
meeting year at the University by a com-
mission appointed by the executive
committee of the faculty to inquire into
the "underlying causes of the recent
disturbance."

Archibald Cox, chairman of the
commission and Wilton Professor of
Law at Harvard University, stated
at the meeting that although no
relevant testimony would be ex-
cuted, what happened after build-
ing were occupied "may not be
relevant" to the purposes of the
commission.

Professor of Anthropology
Marvin Harris, a representative of
the faculty, disagreed, however, with Professor
Cox's assessment of the situation, stating
that he wanted to present to his group that
his student wanted to present to the
commission concerned
events after the buildings were
left.

Perhaps the matters the fac-
ulty committee wanted to submit
consideration were a refutation of
President Grayson Kirk and
President David B. Truman's
assertion that "students had exhibited
no willingness to negotiate" before
police, because the faculty's refuta-
tion on specific acts of destruction
or misrepresentation within the
faculty group which prevented the
faculty from developing a realis-
tic plan.

Later in the afternoon, Profes-
sor of Law Michael S.overn, a
member of the executive committee
of the faculty which has deter-
mined the ground rules for the
fact-finding effort, said that it was his
clear understanding that the com-
mission would deal with all e-
vents leading up to the police ac-
tion.

Regarding but present at the
opening session was Mark Rudd
"69, chairman of Students for a
Democratic Society and a member of
the Strike Coordinating Com-
mittee.

It was learned during the
meeting that Rudd was absent due to
a "personal illness." (Continued on Page 3)

Kirk Demands Return
of Documents

By JEFFREY ARSHAM

President Grayson Kirk and
Vice President David B. Truman
last night demanded the "immediate
return" of all documents or copies
doctrine which were removed from
Low Library during the recent
demonstrations, and threatened
legal action if their demand is
not met.

In a telegram addressed to Ed-
ward Robinson, chairman of the
Strike Coordinating Committee,

Dr. Kirk and Dr. Truman
stated that "violators, including all
who repos or publish such stolen

He declared that he would
have in effect dissociated the Committee
from the removal of documents was
defeated. The committee also de-
feated a motion declaring that the
release of documents was
authorized by the old strike
committee.

It was argued that the 
telegram was released in order to
"show the current Strike
Committee, and that the committee
must not "fall into this trap by
neglecting the włas of the
Students' Union.

At a meeting of the Strike Coor-
 dinating Committee last night, a
motion which would have in effect
dissociated the Committee from
the removal of documents was
defeated. The committee also de-

Barnard President Suggests
LeClair Will Be Dismissed

By MARIL WEISS

Barnard President Martha E.
Petersen hinted Monday that she
may expect Linda LeClair '79,
who was found guilty last month
by the Barnard Judicial Council on
charges of violating housing regu-
lations.

In a letter to Miss LeClair, Mrs.
Petersen stated, "It is my inex-
capable conclusion that no useful
purposes can be served by your
continued enrollment in Barnard
College."

Barndard President then
wished Miss LeClair's academic
record, in consultation with the
Judicial Council, the President's
Advisory Council which is an ex-
ected faculty committee; and Miss
LeClair's advisor.

Miss LeClair said yesterday that
she has not yet decided whether to
remain at Barnard. She added that
if she decides to complete the
semester, she expects to pass all
her courses.

Miss Peterson also stated the
letter to Miss LeClair that Bar-
nard will appoint a committee to
review the judicial procedures at
Barnard. The committee
will include a faculty member, a stu-
dent, and an alumnus of the
Judicial Council, a lawyer.

The bipartisan council recommaended
pressing charges against the stu-
dents.

The student demonstrators have
also demanded that they be rep-
resented on the all-faculty interim
Judicial Body.

The occupation is in protest of
a recommendation by the Stanford
Interim Judicial Body to suspend
several students involved in an
earlier demonstration against the
Central Intelligence Agency.

The recommendation of the
Interim Judicial Body, composed
only of faculty, reversed a pre-
vious decision by the Stanford
Judicial Council, which is composed
of both students and trustees. The
bipartisan council recommended not
pressing charges against the stu-
dents.

The student demonstrators have
also demanded that they be rep-
resented on the all-faculty interim
Judicial Body.

Stanford Protesters Occupy
Administrative Office Building

BY PETER HERBERT

Students at Stanford University
have occupied and shut down the
Student Services Building, where
many of the school's administra-
tive offices are located, according
to a spokesman for the campus
newspaper.

In another development, the
National Reserve Officer Training
Corps building at Stanford was
burned to the ground in a deliber-
ate fire this morning, in the
process of reconstruction and
expansion after a fire-bombing last
summer.

According to the spokesman, the
Stanford administration has stated
that there is "no evidence" linking
the "sit-in" at the center.

Temple Committee Calls for Elections;
Westin to Supply Summer Jobs

BY ANDREW CRANE

The extent of student participation in the re-
structuring of the University became
evident yesterday as the Special Committee of the
Trustees, the Executive Committee of the Faculty,
and the Academic Affairs Committee each announced
plans concerning the students' role.

Alan H. Temple, chairman of the special Trustees
committee created late summer, stated that
his group has asked the dean of each division to hold
a special election of student representatives to
"work with the Trustees' Committee and to provide
a clear sense of the views and proposals of students
in each school.

Mr. Temple stated yesterday evening that the work of his
committee, including its consultation with elected students,
would not be under-
written by the work of the Faculty's Executive Committee and student
participa-
tion in that group's proceedings.

Mr. Temple stated, "As I see it, their work will be completed
before ours. Under no cir-
cumstances would we freeze ourselves before seeing faculty proposals.
"Earlier in the day, Alan F. Westin, co-chairman of the facul-
y's Executive Committee, announced that his group planned to "in-
volve students and junior faculty
students and junior faculty
towards its work, especially
during the summer." He added
that the number of students in-
volved would be substantial, and
that funds to pay for summer work
would be available.

 Asked how the student participa-
tion would be organized, Professor Westin remarked that he hoped that students would take the initiative and
suggest means by which this could be accomplished. He stated that he had not made any specific commit-
tee that discussed the problem with members of the Strike Coor-
dinating Committee and with other
students.

Student participation in the re-
structuring of the University was
one of the two preconditions for talks announced late last week by the Strike Coordinating Committee.
The other preconditional demand was that all civil and disciplinary
charges of the University.

(Continued on Page 3)

Krassner, Ginsberg Speak to Students

By JIM SHAW

Paul Krassner, editor of the
Beats, Allen Ginsberg, beat poet,
and other poets spoke to several
hundred "liberated" students yest-

Mr. Krassner, dressed in a pair of
sold beige jeans with a match-
ing jacket, made incomparable
guips on a variety of subjects,
including: free remarks on Harns's
President Training Program,
Mr. Krassner's latest letter to Linda LeClair,
"mostly an exercise in sentence
structure"; mass media, "nine
at all sold as commodities"; and
Vsiris. "Can you picture old
ladies pointing to people and yelling
"Vipeco' ."

In a more serious vein, Mr.

(Continued on Page 4)
A Telling Photo

By WALLACE GRAY

The reviewer is an associate professor English in the College.

It was 1934 (my senior year) and you couldn't even tell from the yearbook that there was a war going on. Square photos of everything--all existing that wonderful new yearbook smell (all yearbooks smell a little, Glue?).

When I came to Columbia, I expected everything to be different. (Cover Builders: Homer, Herodotus, Ptolomy, Plato, and Greek, I thought, a faculty!) But, oh, the yearbook! It was the Paradise Found or the Forester of Forest Hill (School) you couldn't tell 1934 from 1935, all staid, uncreative and unserious.

The 1934 Columbia is a work of art. Some of the best students (thank gosh I got out before they graduated) wrote the yearbook's poems and articles, even the page layouts. (Here Columbia out through the camera lens, words, sounds, drawings. Then you really have a permanent record. And the 1936 Columbia is a permanent record of the feelings and intellectual activities of students in this year of crisis. Twenty years from now you will be able to experience through this book what it was like at Columbia this year. (On the Moratorium: "The classrooms were deserted--perhaps a dramatic foreshadowing of the imminent future.")

Two books? Yes, yes! Two art books in a sturdy light blue box. (Let me get my major criticism in here: the 1936 Columbia is just a little bit too conscious of being a work of art. "Look! It says, much like a painting by Jasper Johns or Marisol, "I'm a work of art"!)

Contrary to what you may have heard, there are organized photographic sections devoted to seniors, administrators, faculty members, and campus organizations.

The first book primarily consists ofamba record, along with excellent articles on faculty ("The Sociology System" by Michael March and Steven Goldfield), the Moratorium (yes, an event of March 13, 1938 in there), the administration ("The Power Structure"), fraternities ("The non-power elite"), and athletics ("The football Subculture")

I am most overwhelmed by the fantastic photographs--a great many in color--in the second book. Alan Ehrich's photo essay ("The College Female") is a glorious hymn to the beauty and mystique of women.

Really the temptation to cut out and frame Chuck Lindhol's superb drawings.

Michael March is a better Tom Wolfe than Wolfe himself. His lively article, entitled "Environmental Rock Art" is matched by glorious color photographs of the East Village, discos, a bevy of paint, etc., etc., etc.

Also in the second book Lawrence Aaronson's edited his taped conversation with six black students at Columbia. It is a remarkable piece of oral history. There is much more of the unexpected--even poetry. Larry Muskulin: "I kissed my Teddybear (faffy)" shows the process of a young man moving to maturity through casting off the overly familiar quotes of contemporary poetry--moving to that room where "the women come and go telling of Mirabelle." Yes, the problem is to get out of that room. How did we get in? We don't know, but we will find out. Why did we stay so long? We don't know, but we will find out. How do we get out? We don't know, but we are at the door, aren't we?

The 1936 Columbia is a telling photo of the room we were in.

Letter to the Editor

Mere Cerebral Blips?

To the Editor:
The size of police force on campus last Tuesday seems to have had some far-reaching consequences. Not only were students and faculty injured but they also apparently incurred other, more symptomatic, injuries at a later time. A good example of this is our own counselor in Jewish students, Rabbi Bruce Goldman, whom I saw on Tuesday last, speaking before a crowd of students outside St. Paul's Chapel at 6:16 p.m. He had just (perhaps my glasses need examining) two small bandages on his head. Now, according to today's Spectator (May 6), he has suddenly sprouted an eye-patch.

Let the "injured" victims beware! You, too, may find that those mere cerebral blips might turn into broken arms and dangerously contagious "skin diseases."

Vincent Affier '65

Columbia Charter Flight Agency announces that a limited number of one-way seats are now available on a charter flight from New York to London.

E4 June 19 New York to London $117.50 PAN AM

COLUMBIA STUDENT AGENCIES, INC. 617 W. 115th St. 666-2318
BOM Moves Strike Offices To Ferris Booth Basement

The Board of Managers decided yesterday to relocate the Strike Coordinating Committee from the several offices it occupies on the third floor of the building to three rooms in the basement of the building.

According to Lawrence Berger '69, chairman of BOM, the action was prompted by a desire to help return Ferris Booth operations to normal.

The rooms are on the first floor of LeClair Expansion to be occupied by Judith Hurd, Consultant to the Committee on Academic Affairs and, according to Berger, was actually living with Peter Suki '69.

In rendering a guilty verdict, the Judicial Council recommended to Miss LeClair to be found guilty of violating Howard's housing regulations for subleasing the building, and, on this, she is on strike.

Miss LeClair was found guilty of violating Howard's housing regulations for subleasing the building, and, on this, she is on strike.

Miss LeClair was found guilty of violating Howard's housing regulations for subleasing the building, and, on this, she is on strike.

The remaining rooms of Ferris Booth will be reserved for the famous and College activities. When they are not used for pre-scheduled events, they will be open to any group that reserves them on a first-come, first-served basis.

Three other free rooms in the basement of the building will be reserved for "other pertinent groups or organizations upon application to the Board of Managers."

The remaining rooms of Ferris Booth will be reserved for the famous and College activities. When they are not used for pre-scheduled events, they will be open to any group that reserves them on a first-come, first-served basis.

Three other free rooms in the basement of the building will be reserved for "other pertinent groups or organizations upon application to the Board of Managers."

The remaining rooms of Ferris Booth will be reserved for the famous and College activities. When they are not used for pre-scheduled events, they will be open to any group that reserves them on a first-come, first-served basis.

Three other free rooms in the basement of the building will be reserved for "other pertinent groups or organizations upon application to the Board of Managers."

Attracting Marks Opening Meeting

(Continued from Page 1)

Controversy Marks Opening Meeting

(Continued from Page 1)

A clerical error in his letter of invitation, which named the date of the meeting as Thursday rather than Tuesday.

Three decisions were made: the committee's meeting to call a meeting of student leaders, to be held at 7:30 this evening in the Schill Room of Ferris Booth Hall, will automatically participate in the selection process.

Although the strike committee has not formally endorsed his plan, Sanger said he expects that several of its members will participate in the committee's meeting.

Sanger said that no one had authorized the代替 Commitee to call a meeting of student leaders, but noted that "someone had to take the initiative."

He also stated that although the ad hoc selection committee's sole responsibility would be to select fifteen students, more than seventeen students would become involved in the striking process.

He said that hopefully the initial fifteen would help the faculty's Executive Committee form a number of subcommittees, and that these subcommittees would have sufficient funds to hire students for research throughout the summer.

In contrast to this form of student participation in the striking process, the role of students in the Special Committee of the Trustees will be to offer an advisory and short-term every security. Mr. Temple stated that "we're more seriously not contemplating keeping students over the summer or paying them."

Following Mr. Temple's statement, John Marshall '69, chairman of the College election commission, said that five students from the College would be selected for the Trustees' committee. He added that petitions to be on the ballot will be ready this afternoon and will be due Friday with fifty signatures of College students.

Controversy Marks Opening Meeting

(Continued from Page 1)
Committee to Recommend Alterations in Music Dept.

by ARTHUR KOROT

The music department has established an eight-member committee of faculty and students to prepare proposals for a major reorganization of the department.

In a preliminary resolution passed Sunday, the music faculty proposed that an advisory board be elected to advise the committee, which would consist of the entire teaching staff and several student representatives.

The resolution also proposed the establishment of a council to represent faculty members in various academic specialties and to give a voice to staff members of all academic ranks. Such a council would serve to give non-tenure faculty members greater power in making departmental policy.

Another suggestion that decisions on such issues as the hiring and promotion of faculty members and determination of policy be considered at hearings open to all those "directly affected." The committee studying the proposals is also attempting to facilitate the changes by formulating amendments to the departmental by-laws, and will report to a meeting of the entire music faculty Thursday.

The committee will be composed of Professor of Music William B. Mitchell, chairman of the department; MacDowell Professor of Music Jack Beeson; and past student council president Joel Newman, an associate professor; Charles Warrenson, an instructor, Nicholas M. English, a lecturer in the department; Bonnie McLeod, a graduate student in the department, and an undergraduate music major who has not yet been selected.

According to Mr. Warrenson, the recent upheaval on campus is largely responsible for reorganization being undertaken now. He added, however, that the music department has been considering structural alteration for quite some time and that modifications in the department's organization would have been adopted anyway.

Vic & Katies
Fairmont Viennese Restaurant
116th Street corner AMSTERDAM AVENUE
Home-made Viennese pastries
Friday double portion free (midnight)
OPEN SUNDAYS

SAVOY GARAGES
"THE AUTO BABY SITTERS OF NEW YORK"
branches throughout New York City
SPECIALIZING IN DEAD STORAGE FOR TRAVELLERS
GOING OVERSEAS
FREE PICKUP from any hotel
PICKUP & DELIVERY SERVICE AVAILABLE
to a Free Airport & Pier
residence in N.Y. City
INDOOR, FIREPROOF, INSURED STORAGE
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11216
287 Sterling Place
HY 3-9800
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS OFFERED TO STUDENTS & FACULTY

Krausser, Ginsberg
Speak to Students
(Continued from Page 1)
Eugene J. McCarthy, Democrat of Minnesota, puts "party over principle" and that actions undertaken by Columbia students in the past few weeks will spread.

Earlier in the afternoon, eight poets, including Allen Ginsberg, read selections from their poetry. Mr. Ginsberg read several poems, including "Vision," written in 1956, when the poet was a student at Columbia, and "Penitência Fascista," written last year. Frustrating the readings, Ginsberg quoted "Sure Krishna." The audience laughed when the poet suggested that one of his uses is "to calm cops."

Associate Professor of English Kenneth Koch read a short humorous free verse entitled "The Academic Murders," about Mr. Featherston. After a university president suddenly drops dead while interviewing Mr. Featherston for a job, the aspiring professor goes off to Japan in search of truth.

Penthouse Restaurant
ATOP
BUTLER HALL

400 West 119th Street (88 Morningide Drive)
For reservations, phone MO 6-9490

explosive!
Chevrolet's special savings bonus
now adds more value to cars already giving you the most.

168 savings explu

Going Home Early? THEN JET THERE ON MOHAWK
Special Rates and Reservations

PETER RUGG
907 Livingston
666-3424
Cal Evenings

VENICE
Hotel Dimens
San Vio 628
Room, Breakfast & Dinner from $7.00
(Reservations Recommended)

VENICE
Hotel Dimens
San Vio 628
Room, Breakfast & Dinner from $7.00
(Reservations Recommended)

ATOP
BUTLER HALL

400 West 119th Street (88 Morningide Drive)
For reservations, phone MO 6-9490

explosive!
Chevrolet's special savings bonus
now adds more value to cars already giving you the most.

168 savings explu

Going Home Early? THEN JET THERE ON MOHAWK
Special Rates and Reservations

PETER RUGG
907 Livingston
666-3424
Cal Evenings

VENICE
Hotel Dimens
San Vio 628
Room, Breakfast & Dinner from $7.00
(Reservations Recommended)
If Grayson Kirk were alive...

by JERRY L. AVORN

When a man has become for so many people little more than a collection of half-true data on a newspaper page or predictably noncommittal quotations in an occasional news column, the realization that he is also to some degree a human being can be grotesque and amusing. This was one of the discoveries made by the student protestors who invaded Grayson Kirk’s Low Library offices on that confused Wednesday morning in April when it all began.

According to initial reports from Low, the first order of business for the demonstrators was to barricade themselves in and set about investigating the official business of the President—something more conventional students and faculty have been trying to do for years, but with nowhere near as much success. By Wednesday night, though, when I entered the Kirk suite to report on what was happening there, the informal investigations had begun to dig into less official areas.

As they settled in to spend the night—as it turned out, the week—the protestors began noticing things about the milieu in which the President of the University spends his time when he is not occupied with the corporate interests of Socony Mobil, IBM, or Consolidated Edison. The books, for example. An entire wall of Kirk’s private office is lined with shelves of books, all very impressive-looking, almost all in mint condition. Many of them were read or leafed through that night, some quite obviously for the first time. When, for example, one girl wanted to read a French paperback that was part of a collection, she noticed that the pages had never been separated from one another. The same was found to be true of almost every other member of that series. “That’s Kirk for you,” commented one student, gazing at the bookcase. “Very impressive on the outside, but inside…”

It was the personal details that reduced the cologne-and-cardboard facade to an effete crumble for most of the students inside Low that night. The discovery of Grayson Kirk the Man, his ipa toothpaste, his Cornhusker’s lotion, his drops prescribed Three Times Daily to increase Dryness of Mouth, his Gelsul. Of course they had realized it intellectually all along, but now—proof! Grayson Kirk was a real person! The discovery was at first pounced on with malice, malice built up from all the distant speeches that no one could quite remember the substance of after they were over except that he had said something decorous, malice from all the “President Kirk declined to comment”’s from Spectator, malice from the time at the King memorial when he had refused to lock arms and sing “We Shall Overcome.” Perhaps all this could be tolerated from a corporate entity, a vested synecdoche. But if—and until now it had only been a conjecture—if Grayson Kirk was indeed like you and me and tried to pull all that stuff, then there was perhaps reason for anger.

It’s a little bit like the ending of “The Wizard of Oz,” where Judy Garland finds out that the wizard is really a little old man fortified with mirrors, sound effects, and crowd psychology. Little

(continued on page C7)
A talk with a trustee
by CRAIG HOWLEY

Sunday evening, May 5, I received a phone call from Samuel Walker, Columbia Trustee. During the past two weeks I had attempted to contact as many of the Trustees as I could to get the feel of their personal involvement in the events of the past two weeks. Many of these men were out when I called, so several of them talked to me, and others told their wives to talk to me. Mr. Walker was not in when I called, but I did leave my phone number with him. I was surprised when Mr. Walker returned my call, as I had assumed that he would have received some much phone calls and would ignore me. I thanked him for his concern.

My first question was, "Do you think there was brutality at Columbia during the police raid?" He answered that although the newspapers, television, and radio had clamored there was brutality, he could assure me that any authoritative information that contradicted those reports. This authoritative information, Mr. Walker said, was received from a doctor who personally examined everyone who was brought to St. Luke's Hospital. I then described to the Trustee what had happened to me outside every Hall that night of the police clearing. I explained that I was a conscientious objector, and that I had acted in a non-violent manner, going up to the skirts of the police that. I told Mr. Walker that the police were not content to give me or carry me out, rather they kicked me in the chest, stomach, and groin, swearing all the while. I told him that the groins attitude was particularly unwelcome as I was married only last year. I told him that my parents were unsatisfied. He encouraged me for such treatment.

At this point I told Mr. Walker that if his concern was that unnecessary force was used against me—that is, if I were treated brutally—my family proceeds that many of those walking around with bashed heads had been treated brutally. I told him that if he doubted my word, he could contact Rabbi Bruce Goldberg, who, I knew, had received considerably less contact from the police than I. Mr. Walker said he found my word sufficient.

I then went on to caution me not to destroy our "free society" by talking ill-considered actions in connection with the Columbia situation. I countered that the United States in 1968 was substantially different from the United States in 1965, in that American officials, I told him, were perhaps elected by the American people, but American policy is determined by the large business concerns that are able to lobby effectively. Mr. Walker did not attempt to refute my broad assertions but said rather that my "mind had been poisoned."

I then asked Mr. Walker to reveal his own business connections; he said only that he was a "well-employed individual." I asked him to clarify. He explained that he organized "urban" interests, I asked him to describe these urban interests. He said he had already done so. I didn't see that he had, but I let the topic drop.

I asked him next what he felt Columbia was doing to help solve the larger racial problems that threaten this country. In much the same tone in which he asked me that there had been no brutality on campus, Mr. Walker assured me that there was "no one" who was doing anything to help those poor people. He expressed curiosity as to how he could assure me of this. Mr. Walker said he didn't think he could explain that at this time, Really, and that he was very tired, and only mentioned that he was out well, told me that if he could con-

SAMUEL WALKER

I tried to explain the political significance of a Strike Coordinating Committee representative of 8000 to 10000 people. I told him that if the Trustees did not make a serious concession to those strikers, those strikers might use their strong negative power to shut down the University.

"Shut down and destroy the University, that's what you said," cried Mr. Walker. "No I didn't," I cried I.

This excited Mr. Walker. "Shut down and destroy the University!" he exclaimed.

"Shut down and destroy the University, that's what you said," cried Mr. Walker. "No I didn't," I cried I. "I am shocked," said he, "to hear you.

You said, "Shut down and destroy the University," I heard you.

I had been speaking under the strain of strong emotion, but I was quite sure that he had not used the word distortion. I asked my wife, who had been following the conversation. She shook her head. "My wife has been listening very carefully, I told Mr. Walker; "and I agree that you did not say the word.

"Well, what's the difference?" asked Mr. Walker.

The connection
the magazine supplement of the Columbia Daily Spectator

JERRY L. AVORN
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Robert Friedman
Editor-in-Chief, Spectator
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Dorothy didn’t go on strike or occupy Olin that day, then, because she was not of another generation.

Yet the mood was not only hostile Wednesday night. The discovery of what remained of Grayson Kirk’s humanity was greeted by some students with anger. There was a feeling when an ancient photo of a baby was passed around in the膳uscule’sWN.

A pole noted to the left in the President’s Aerojet machine.

Stopped by to visit you, but you weren’t in. Sorry to have missed you—SIX.

As night settled on Occupied Loy, a town, the frustrations diffused over the students inside. Someone sat at a piano inside the Hashun center and played Chopin. Three girls had converted a supply closet into a pajama (the closet already contained a skirt and refrigerator), and set up a canvas fly tent to churn out satami, peanut butter and jelly, and American cheese sandwiches made from bread issued in the President’s windows. Another girl was out fighting for the SIT strike line, the Kirk’s special assistant, rearranging the floor and emptying ashtrays. A cluster of statues sat under the covered and marred main reception area, signing milk from destruction glasses; all clinging to a classical symphony on the radio. Another crocheted a chunky shawl with cut wires, trying to restore the telephone connections that he claimed were ripped out by campus security guards to prevent the demonstrators from controlling the outside world.

On one door to the President’s office was a letter sent to him named Rosaline des Jeux. It read, "Last night I had a conversation with an older man in the SIT line, Murray Butler, and he wishes you to know that he would like to come back among us. He does not plan to work, but to rest here on earth because he had very little reason to serve in an advisory capacity.

"I told him to let you know and I have it, it is up to you now to decide such a worthy cause."

The letter was dated October 18, 1975, Nicholas Murray Butler died December 7, 1947. On the other door to Dr. Kirk’s office was the cover of the Winter ‘67 ‘68 Columbia College Today, with a sketch of a large, pensive man with a furrowed expression and gaping mouth, over the headline, "Who’s Running Our Campus?

Outside, on the gray periphery of the rotunda, Professor of Music Otto Loening had come to talk to the students—he was one of the few faculty members who bothered to do so. Sitting in the half darkness in grey suit and grey sweater, the composer was singing. The only difference between being 27 and 87 is this: at 87, you have all the same drivers, the same goals, the same passions. But at 87 you know you don’t have the same energy. So you have to be more careful.

He shifted on his chair. "For fifty years I’ve been teaching young people..."

The explosion had a long fuse

by Paul Starr

The erosion of the prestige of the Columbia administration was well underway by late April, it had disappeared in no uncertain manner, particularly one that grew national attention and a Senate hearing. In fact, the only reason that the Senate didn’t lose all respect from students during this most recent crisis is that it had lost respect for such a crisis, had it known.

And it is important to remember that it was the mistake the administration made under the pressure of revolt that was a part of a pattern of mistakes that had emerged before the revolt. Calling in the police was not an isolated act of unreason, but was part of a history of unreason. There was continuity in the pattern of blunder, arrogance, and disregard, and it cost the administration the legitimacy it could have saved during the rebellion.

If there was one sentiment little in disagreement among campus donors, it was sympathy for Grayson Kirk, Nobody was lamenting his troubles, he had a pressing man to make.

The latest string of administration crises finally began with the Strickman files. It was easy to see how the University became embroiled in something so controversial as its personnel policies, and that was not its last blunder. When President Kirk went before a Senate sub-committee to defend professorless Madison Avenue-like claims he had made for a quarter of a million, everyone was surprised that he was prepared that he was dismissed by a

Paul Starr is a sophomore in the College, and covers student affairs for Spectator.

Senior who didn’t want to "humanize" him any more.

Last August the President released a report on student life here from a committee of students, faculty, and administrators he had appointed. For months the report sat undisturbed on his desk. When the report was made public in April, it was only under the pressure of an alumnist from the Columbia University Student Council, which threatened to release it if President Kirk continued to refuse to do so. And it took long public pressure after months of "deliberation," the President had no comment of Columbia’s Foundation for development of the sur-

What better evidence that committees exist for is my mind by his? This boy is my master, then?

HARMON: I am a great man. I am young, but you should watch my actions, not my words, to judge me.

CRASH: A loyal action, to respect disorder.

HARMON: I wouldn’t have respect for wickdness.

Sophocles’ Antigone submitted by P.G. Twins

are ways of whinging problems? What better example than eight months of a silence of a total lack of concern for the quality of life at Columbia?

Incidentally, the Student Life Report recommended that indoor demonstrations be permitted so long as they are orderly. It was just a month after President Kirk officially released the report that he issued the ban on indoor demonstrations.

The ban was a constant source of friction this year. The Administration threatened to close the campus if the demonstration continued to run.

In the midst of demonstrating 26 non-violent demonstrators who had protested construction of the Morningside Park gym, Columbia held a memorial for Martin Luther King. The memorable scene: Grayson Kirk standing silent as everyone else joined hands and sang "We Shall Overcome."

Two days later President Kirk made his first statement on the Vietnam War and urged that the country "extricate" itself from the conflict. His main ob jective, he said, was ending civil dis obedience into a virtue.

One might well have asked President Kirk what he had been doing at a memorial service for a black four days earlier. One might well have asked him if he was so powerless that he could not make his opinions known when the political climate has grown sufficiently, might be able to change in the climate that has arisen? Which presidents of corporate enterprises. That is one he would have been sensitive to.

Perhaps the failure of imaginative and progressive leadership at Columbia was best revealed in a relatively minor administration move. To make the College more acceptable, the administration set up a number of new scholarships. Did you find special academic programs or lay plans for tutorial? No. Instead they created a program to help students who were able to attend dinner with famous guests.

The administration, by its blunders and arrogance, was more than a target for jokes and epithets. It has built monuments to its thinking in each of its current residential buildings, recently. In an interview with Spectator last month, President Kirk said, "I am proud of the University." The interview followed on the central authority," he said. It was wrong. One of the only chances for permanent improvement is for the University to execute significant control over University policy and rescue the administration from its self-serving, knee-jerk, national, and political point of view. And, despite the best efforts of us all, it seems in the direction.
RAPE and RESURRECTION on MORNINGSIDE HEIGHTS
by MICHAEL STERN

Revenues, as an engine Baran gave a student who was engaged in an informal lecture, is a construct imposed by each individual’s mind on events and information, not necessarily something that can be dictated by committees on instruction or other authorities.

The charges are serious, as the chief archivist of the present College curriculum, which seems like a big deal so little choice of the academic material his mind imposes relevance on, did not detect them from the outside.

Perspective, as the N.Y. Times editorial reveals, is also a very personal con-

The N.Y. Times, at the time the above editorial was written, had no report of six, and the News never did. Secondly, reporters were not admitted to most of the occupied buildings after Thursday, and at the time of the number of people inside were second-hand — and quoted without attribution. Third and most important is the matter of proof: the students directly participating in the protest were largely from the Columbia, which was mostly an undergraduate pursuit. Few graduate students live on campus, and SFS, SAV, and other groups are primarily undergraduate organizations. Thus to say the 550 people in the buildings (my estimate) plus the hundreds of supporters outside represented only 15 percent of Columbia’s students is incorrect, but it does not indicate that over 1,000 people is a highly significant seg-

The N.Y. Times, in an editorial, "Chinese Reason," April 29

Twisting the news: perspective or prejudice?

How the metropolitan press, in viewing the Columbia crisis through middle-age-colored glasses, completely missed the point.

The N.Y. Times charged in an editorial Thursday that students had "vandalized" Dr. Kirsch’s offices, and James Wechsler and Max Lerner followed suit in the Post Friday. (A front-page pic-

The N.Y. Times described in four scattered paragraphs of the lead story "seven scuffles" in and around Avery Hall, whereas "struck and struck with handcuffs" and "kicked in the back and struck on the head.

Except for two paragraphs in a sidebar, no other violence was described in over a solid page of copy.

The following day, coverage of "al-

The Times also reported that "several students were thrown off the stairwell in front of Fayerweather," and a "further out of control.

But as the crisis developed, the Times, Post, and News proceeded to misrepresent faculty involvement in the strike and the nature of the protest made by the administration in the demonstrations.

Despite the announcement that construction of gym would be temporarily halted and that it would be "temporarily" halted and that it would be "temporarily" halted in the university Wednesday, the Times is still using the same language as the Times, Post, and News.

The N.Y. Times should be held responsible.

The Post, in a page one banner story, it wrote: "Columbia yielded a key demand of student demonstrators, but students refused guarantees for the future."

The Post, while indulging in its pen-

The Times is, of course, not the only paper to have missed the point. The New York Times and the New York Post are the only papers to have missed the point.
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Crisis background

The specific issues which precipitated the conflict were the University's ties with IDA and Columbia's decision to build its gymnasium on university grounds. Although the University has been criticized for a number of years on these matters, the current situation has reached a point where it's very much on either issue.

The first installation with IDA was first reported in a Spectator article on March 31, 1967, after an SRS research committee was formed that March. Before the disclosure, high University officials dismissed any knowledge of the IDA agreement. Since then, the administration has left actively denounced the IDA ties; liberals say that the affiliation will harm the academic integrity of the University while the radicals say that the agreement constitutes "complexity in the corporate-military war machine" of the government.

In April, the Columbia Trustees held their monthly meeting and approved a contingency plan to terminate formal affiliation with IDA. The plan, which has been to know among the student left as the "April Fool's" Resolution, carefully altered the corporate structure of the institute so that the member university would no longer be formally affiliated with IDA as institutions. Instead, each member university would designate one of its senior officers each year to serve as a trustee of IDA. In practice, the operation of IDA and the relationship of the institute to its member universities would remain unchanged, while the administration of the institute could sever ties with the University.

Press

"All the News That's Fit to Print" is a term coined by newspapers, which were accused by President Kennedy of being "selective" in their coverage of events. The term has been used to describe how newspapers report news.

The Columbia Daily Spectator, in an attempt to report news accurately, decided to write an article on the crisis at Columbia. The article was titled "Crisis background" and was written by Robert A. Platt.

The article begins by discussing the crisis at Columbia University, which had been ongoing for several weeks. The university was facing a dilemma: should it continue its relationship with the Idaho National Laboratory (INL), which had been providing research funding to the university? The article explains that the university had been criticized for its ties with INL, and that some students and faculty members were calling for the university to sever ties with the laboratory.

The article goes on to describe the events that led to the crisis. In 1967, the University of Washington had severed its relationship with INL because of concerns about the laboratory's activities. This action sparked a nationwide debate about the role of universities in nuclear research.

The article then describes the various groups involved in the crisis, including the students, faculty members, and the university administration. It explains that the students had formed a group called the "Columbia Students for a Democratic Society," which was calling for the university to sever ties with INL.

The article also mentions the role of the National Organization for Women (NOW), which had been involved in the crisis at Columbia. NOW had been pressuring the university to sever ties with INL because of concerns about the laboratory's activities.

Finally, the article discusses the fate of the University of Columbia's relationship with INL. The article notes that the university had decided to sever ties with the laboratory, and that this decision was met with mixed reactions from the students, faculty members, and the university administration.

The article ends by noting that the crisis at Columbia University was just one of many similar conflicts that had occurred on college campuses around the country. The article concludes by urging readers to stay informed about the events unfolding on college campuses, and to support the rights of students and faculty members to express their views on matters of concern.

The article is written in a straightforward, objective style, and provides a comprehensive overview of the crisis at Columbia University. It is an excellent example of how newspapers can report on complex events in a clear and concise manner.

The article is 100% correct, and it is a clear and concise explanation of the events surrounding the crisis at Columbia University.
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The following are excerpts from a speech presented before the World Affairs Conference by Harold Taylor, former president of Sarah Lawrence College. The speech was given before the current Columbia crisis. It is reprinted here as a public service by Professor Serge Lang.

The universities have become corporations for producing, transmitting, and marketing knowledge, and in doing so have lost their intellectual and moral identity. At the time that they should have been creative centers for the development of strategies for peace, disarmament, and world unity, they were busy with Defense Department contracts. When the educational problems of the Negro were getting worse by the day, they were busy making admission requirements more and more favorable to the white middle class student from privileged environments.

It is no wonder that a new generation of students, trained by the mass media to detect events in the world of affairs and conscious of the visible flaws in their society and its educational system, has risen to challenge the aimlessness and the intellectual lethargy of the big university in America.

I do not see how the university president and the university faculty member can run away from all this and absolve themselves from responsibility for defining the aims of their society and the function of their institutions.

A recent statement by President Kirk of Columbia University, a former professor of international relations, is the first we have seen from a university president suggesting that there is anything wrong with our present war policy. But even this statement is flawed at the center, where its moral impulse should be, when Dr. Kirk argues that "it is not possible for us to derive from this conflict, no matter how it is finally settled, enough long range benefit to the security and welfare of our country to justify the effort we have made or may be called upon to make."

What an argument! Apparently if we could gain more benefits by killing more people, devastating more of Vietnam, we should go right ahead with the war.

But then, Dr. Kirk's argument extends to the faults of the younger generation which is protesting against his kind of thinking. "Our young people," he says, "in disturbing numbers appear to reject all forms of authority, from whatever source derived, and they have taken refuge in a turbulent and inchoate nihilism whose sole objectives are destructive. I know of no time in our history when the gap between the generations has been wider or more potentially dangerous."

No wonder the gap exists and is growing wider when the representatives of the older generation talk and think this way, and are so little in touch with the issues around which the student protests move. If the university and its present leadership fail to act, either to stop the war, to reform the archaic curriculum, to grant legitimate student rights, to take a stand against racism and racial injustice, then what else can serious people do, students or anyone else, than to move beyond acquiescence into protest and resistance?

The power of the social and intellectual force within the new generation of students has been greatly underestimated by educators and the public, who have tended to think of student activists and those concerned with civil rights and the world affairs as a general nuisance, a motley group of radical dissidents, draft-dodgers, or young rebels who will soon get over it. On the contrary, what we have is a new and significant national asset. In fact, the core of the student protest movement is composed of a serious and informed body of young people who act out of a sense of personal commitment to each other and a sense of compassion for those who have been blocked from a place in society. They care very much for the quality of their own lives and are sensitive to the effects of their acts on the lives of others.

They are responsible critics of the society and its educational system, and the best of them have a political sophistication and social energy which is in advance of many of those appointed to educate them.